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OB'AnER I 
IN!B.ODUCfXON 
!his thesis is concerned td.th the problems involved 
in the marketing of' vaeuum cleaners. Mora specif:teally'9 the 
study considers the problems en.oounte:red by' a representative 
eomp~ at the vaeuum cleaner industry, and the methods which 
have been evolved in the distribution of the product. 
~his introductor,v chapter oommenees with a briet 
history of the industry, which is followed by a surve,. of 
current developments in the field, with particular reference 
te the period from 195"5' until the present time. A tlimpse 
at the future prospects for! the marketing ot vacuum cleaners 
i'ollows this section. 
With the foregoing as baokground material, the 
particular problem rith wbieh this thesis is concerned is 
considered next. Finally, the purpose behind the presentation 
of the problem, and the app:roa.eh to be used, is discussed., 
2., A B;3.e( .Btsj;or;v ot t~e IruJqs'f(u, 
The term 'ttacuum eleaner* did not come into use 
atil the begiuni!:lg of the curreat century, and very probably 
not before the 7aa~ 1903. Pre~ious to this time the only 
term in use was "carpet sweeper.• Tod.ay1·a portable household 
vacuum cleaner, which is the successor to the 19th Century' 
carpet cleaner and street sweeper awaited the advent of the 
electric motor before achieving its widespread popularity. 
I 
Actually, there 1s little certainty as to where the 
modern type of clealler, with mechanically .cJ."eated suction, 
t~r~t appeared •. There. ~s some evidence that Amerio~ pioneered 
the stationary ~odels,·while England·and Franc~ developed tha 
early mobile eleaners. Smne maintain that the English inventer,. 
Hubert c. Booth, made the first .electric sweeper in 1901. How-. 
ever t· Americans tend t~ ·support the candidacy of ])arid 'f • Kenaey 
whe "tastalled the first mechanical cleaning system in which 
the vacuum alone was used as a cleaning agent"* at the Friek 
Buildinth New York Oity1 in 1902., The Federal Trade Commission 
has stated that, Ufhe Ke11ney ps.ten.ts are the basic vacuum 
eleaner patents t~at have been 11 tigated and upheld b? the 
QGUJ'tS,u** 
The James w. Spangler patents, of 1907, were tor a 
more portable maebiae tending toward the now standard f'Ol"Dh 
' 
In 1908 t the Hoover Cempar.tr marketed the first electrie ·sweeper 
in the United St,ates., By .this time, the carpet sweeper had· 
become not onlY. meebanisedt but eleotrit1ed- In the deve1~ 
me,nt er ·the elec~rlo vacuum eleane~ hax-dl:y' more than five 7ears 
elapsed fre.m the advent of oumbe:ttsome'units to the ereati011 of 
a pGrtable te=, ·wbieh was so widel1' adopted as to make it an 
eve~day household tool. . 
---
At :one ataga in the development of vacuum cleaners 
there was censiderabla competition ··between water power and 
electrical power as to·which was the more efteettve motive 
foree. Probably the ·most prominent water driven cleaner was 
known as the "Water Witch," and. it ·was activell" promoted as 
being a superior maehi:ne. In 1909, Hoove:r countered this 
campaign with a fttll~page advertisement in the §stur~az 
Evenip.g Post, which featuX'ed such copy as usweep with eleo.. 
trioity tor three cents a weekn and UWe are now turning out 
hundreds of maeh!nes, the demand is enormous • n 'nle electric 
type drive soon exhibited its superiority over water power. 
fhe tank type eleaner ot teday is the successor to · 
the original suction type sweeper or 1879, while the modern 
upright type oleaner·follows the design of 1860 in Which the 
suction is oembined with brushing action. 
The vacuum cleaner established. itself a!s a house• 
hold tool be~een 1918 and 194o. Mail order catalogs offered 
elea.ners for $19.'+; iii 1917. 'foday the more expensive models 
e~t in excess of' $200. *l'he davelopment of the portable 
vacuum eleanar offered opportunity tor deor.tewdoor men to 
use high pressure salesmanship in order to introduce the 
produet. Even teday t this method of distribution is still 
widel-y used in the industry. 
The vacuum cleaner had achieved rather widespread 
consumer acceptance during the early 1920's, which was some 
time before the other ma3cr household appliances were 
adopted,. However, in the 1930's, when liarge inereases were 
being ~ealized in the sales volume of these other applianees, 
the sales of vacuum cleaners tailed to keep pace.· In 1929, 
the sales. volume .of cleaners reached 1,2;- million units, but 
this volume deelin~d by same 6~ during the depression years, 
aad even in . the 1937 recove%7 the "110lume did not surpass the 
1929 figure. Only in 194o, and again in 1941, did unit sales 
climb above this earlier high. . 
During the wartime years of suspended production 
the number of' vacuum eleaners in use is estimated to have 
remaiaed substant1alll' Ul'lehangecit This may be attributed te 
the fact that there is a rather large element ot flex!bil1tr 
in the useable life of a vacuum cleaner due to repai~ and 
rebuilding possibilities,. 
Pent•up 'rartime demand coupled with the rapid cGn .. 
version of' production facilities resulted in a 1946 sales 
volume which exceeded the best prewar year. In 194?, the 
industry more than doubled the preVious years f1gu1'as 9. and 
ended the yeal' with an unprecedented volume of 3.8 million 
'tlftits sel<i. 
At this time, the §:unex otd Cur.r;ent1 _.lh\9.1u.~cm re• 
ported 1 111'he calculated demand for vacuum cleaners ea.n be 
der1 ved f:rmn the number or homos equipped with vaeuum cleaners, 
the disposable personal income roughlY ad3usted for Changes 
in the general priee level, and a time trend."* 
---
1 
Having considered the slow growth in the demand tor vacuum 
eleaners, the flexible life span of these machines, and .the. 
lax-ge pestwar output, the lbn:vex: concluded that the total 
nwnber ef homes equipped with vaeuum eleane.rs at the end ef . 
191+7 was about equa·l to the number derived from past relation;. 
ship~, This indieated that the!'e was me baekl(!)g of demand. in 
the sense that there was a:ny' substantial group net alread7 
possessing a vaouum eleaner who were unable te obtain ana on 
the market. 
A:rrJI baeklog of demand must 1, thelt."efora, have been 
the result of sisable replaeement :requirements. The prewa:r 
life expeetancy of vacuum cleaners was 13 years t but this had 
1nereased during the period ef suspended p~oducticn to the 
point that the postwar life expectanq was about 1; years. 
Backlog demand was estimated tc be some ; million units at 
the end of 19461 but the 3·1 million units produced in 19lt7 
lowered the backlog to less than 3 million at the beginning 
of' 19~. It was becoming evident that the sellers• market 
resulting from supressed wartime demand was soon to be trans• 
f'omed inte a buyrers 1 market • 
. 
Attempts to meet this anticipated market shift ware 
made b.1 same of the major producers.. Hoover brought out a 
lightweight, cheaper vacuum called the HHacver J-e.n which was 
aimed at people with small inocmes or small apartments.• 
The .eompan)f .felt that diversifying the product line in this 
mam1er wo~d provide :tnsuranee f41r fUture sales . as the demand 
for larger medal ele~ers droPJ)ecl to some extent. Westinghouse 
taok another appreaeh in a.ttempti~g ta solve the same problem. 
This campany felt that the time wa~ appr~acbtng rapid~ when 
cleaners would ao· longer be bou.gb.t, but would have to be sol~. 
!berefore, th$11 resurrected a prewar merchandising device • 
the trade•in • in order to stimulate sales. WestingJlouse 
contended t}lat the trade•in "••·1~ to :retailers what the h1gh 
pat-tered home demo is to spee1alb' saleSlllen .n• 
., . 
In early 19481 a. repol't by Daniel Stax-ch and Staff 
caneluded that more than half the families living in elac-
trieally wtred homes did not have vaeuum cleaners.• The 
results of this survey indicated to manufacturers that a 
., 
tremendous· market potential still existed tQr vacuum cleaners, 
but it implied ~hat the th~n.-.eldsting methods would have to 
be modified, overhauled, and moderniaed, all of which oould 
result ~n higher sales costs. In aD¥ event, 1t was apparent 
that a: new sales approaeh would have to convince n~otmers 
that vacuum cleaneJ.'s. were not expensive• and that it was 
necessary to promote this appliance as an investment $.a health 
by emphasising the sanitation aspects* 
--
3. Bacest n~xelonment@. in the :J;n,gustu. 
The 195'8 vao~um cleaner sales volume surpassed the 
three million u.ni t mark toJ: the s:t.xth time in the last 11 years. 
In atta1Bing this unit volume the industr,v eutperto~ed such 
other eleetrioal appliance industries as refrigerators 1 home 
freezers,, ranges, water heaters, ana clothes dryers. Data 
aencemtng· manufaeturers:" sales and retail value of cleaners 
for the years 19lt-9 through 19;8 may be seeatn Table I. 
Vacuum cleaners·· are manuf'a.otUl'sd by' some twenty@five 
companies at the present timEh Industry leaders by' volume are 
reported t& be Eleetrela, Hoover, General Electric, Lewyt 1 
Eureka-Williams, Westinghouse, and Landers, ha17 & Clarkt 
(11Diversall.• Others 1ft the field include Airway, Clements, 
Celon•Meore, Filt:rex, Hamilton Beach, Bealth•Mor1 Interstate 
Precisicm. Pl"oduets, RCA•Whirlpool, Regina 1 Royal ApJlianee, 
Seott & Fstaer, Singer Sewing Ma.ehine, Thompson & sons, Ultimo 
Manufaf)turing Compa11y, Western: Autb Supply and White Sewing 
Machine,.-
There are three basie t7pes ot vacuum cleaner on the 
market~ According te most manutaoturers1 the eannister type 
cleaner has accounted for the largest percentage of sales in 
recent years • This model is GXQmpli:t:ted by the Lewyt. The 
second largest seller is the tank type, represented b.V the 
Eleatx.-elux. Finally, the Hoover typifies the upright cleaner 
-I 
Ta)le ;t, g!:j£::l~~i!l,S t Sa.es sn~ Ii~f!&4:-_i&t4Jle .. ~' J!l~lm\ 
XIII llamllS~ 1iRti ldmf..J. Jt~J,J.!I 
1949 a,899t500 $2211?941300 
19,-o :;,,-at,lt-oo aec,3o;-,ooo 
:t.9n a,,ra9,100 2Jlt.,S93,6oo 
19~2 218~1,soo a6o,oa1,;oo 
19~ 2,777,100 263,121,700 
19;1+ a,,6;s,ooo a54,tt.1919oo 
19;.; 
19,6 
19S7 
19;8 
I} Floor Type 
3 t270,,ltoo 
3,7:!1,900 
3,,190,000 
3,2oo,coo 
as,-.1o2,ooo, 
30>+,377,000 
269tl'+O ,ooo 
283,5'20,000 
-n.· 
which has betm tra'-l.ing ·the field in. recent years. There :ts 
' 
reason to believe that the competitive position of the upright 
medel will ·be weakened turthaP by 'the rotati·ng brush rug aoaales· 
on eanni·ster a.nci tSllk cleaners which were introduced· during·. 
19~ •. 
. "!he ccmpeti tion which: permeates the 1tt.dust17 takes 
many .:f'orms. lt exists ameng the various types ot cleaner, 
among different distribution methods, and, or· oeurse1 among 
the manufacturers themselves•"* However, the biggest change 
in the industry in reeent years has eeourred not in teebnQlogy1 
but in mal'keting. VaoutUa cleaners . he.d been distributed tm• 
d!tio:nally em a docr.tm.deor bas1s 1. but sinee the wasa many 
have been s~ld through l'egulal! appllanea dealers and partie-· 
ularly diseount houses • !ft taot, the latter have accounted 
for about 5'0% of the sales of cleaners in the Nato! York area, 
in reoent years~ hiee cutting prompted by discount opemtions 
has tended te 'broade:n the market by attracting the lower income 
groups, .Speaking in this regard • 0. G • Franta, secreta'ey'• 
treasul!er of the Vacuum Cleaner Manufacturers Association,. said t 
"New and aggressive f.o;rees are entering the va.cuutn cleaner 
field, attracted b.v the relatively low saturation level. 
Ourrentlzr this. is h'tU'ting some people* But overall, the 
intensified eompeti t!on will. stim'lllate ~bl1o interest and 
be go•d for .. the ·busine.ss. "** 
--
Direct selling methods offer some important adv~ 
tages in the distribution of' vacuum ¢tleaners. A demonstlla.tion 
' . ' . 
in the. pro~peot's home can fina~ze a sale more quickly ~d 
easil)". than .. an "over-tha-counteJ~" ~resentat1on.., The home 
demonstrator enceunteJ.~~s less res1stanee to pricE;:) thrm weuld 
be offered by a stot.te eustomer, and there is more likelihood 
.that the prospect will buy extra gadgets* Oa the other band1 
. many- companies feel that these advantages are mo111e than offset 
b.v the facts that direct selling is more expensive than mass 
distribution methods and it requires the establishment of 
service facilities. 
In recent years, price has become the most important 
factor in vacuum cleaner selling. During 19;8 most unit sales 
were in the $39.95 to $~9.95 eatego:ey'. One manufae~urer, 
commenting on the effect of competitive pricing, stated# ·~e 
believe vaeu.'llDl cleaners have moved into the electrical house-
wares eategot7 (fr$m ma3 or appliances) ; that Wider dealer 
interest in the. business has been created; but that customers 
have been encouraged t~ . 'b'UJ" v::u.._s instead ot \J1a1 ting to be 
sold."* Most manufacture~ agree that the retailer is the 
most signif:ieant oog in mereha.ndiaiug vac~um cleaners. It 
ls estimated that companies marketing through conventional 
appliance channels aeeount for about 60~ ~f the volume, 
leaving the remainder. to the direot specialey sellers • 
!he promotional nature ot the vawwn cleaner business and 
the close ma!'gins pel*taining t:eday are ..r1swed b}' some as . · 
putting a strain em. the ···door•to•dGOl' salesman.- · Accord111g 
te one meufaeturert "In the ·race .of stiff prioe · promot:t.as 
on vaes the speclalt,y d1~ct•se1lers find it teugher and 
toughe:rr te sell those high end vaes so essential te suppo»t 
doer.to.dcoJ;,t eperat:toDS~"• 
Lewyt, Eureka•Williams, and General Eleetric t t>tho 
sell through retail outlets• are eons:tstently among the 
industry leaders,. But, en the other hand, so are such diraet 
sellers as Eleetrolu and Hoover, who together do close te 
half the vacuum. oleaner bu.siness in this c01:U'ltry'. Xa add!~· 
tion,. ·:tor e'fel"Y' direet sellbtg company that has beea losing 
sales volume ln recent. years, such as Airway I:rulustries t Inc. 1 
there oan be fomd a ccmpa.Dy' ma.r"keting "ovel'-lrthe•oouater" 
which also au.ffeli'ed a sales deeli:ne1 such as Apex Eleetrieal 
Manufact'I.U!ing Company (aoquil'e~ by White Sewing Machine :tn 
19;'6). 
One at the more difficult problema tar any d1stxa1~ 
ut:tve system to cope with is the maintenanee of volume during 
periods at eccm.omie deeliae.. During the 195'7•5'8 :Jtecessi.oa, 
the vacuum cleaner industx.,r was one of the few relatively' 
bright sp&ts h the hard-..!Ut field of hGme appliances.. In 
June 19,a:, a Ja.u~u•_s, avticle cumnnentecU trfaeuum c1aaners 
----------------------------
are moving ·brisklY despi ta the recession. •• During the t1rsil 
fou:r menths of ·19;8, sales of consumer dul'ables generally · 
dee lined about · 30" f'rom the eol.'responding period of 19;?., 
Vaeuwn cleaner volume, however, totaled 1,030,000 UD!..ts, 
dot-rn only 1~ from the ltl701000 lsvel the p:revious year. 
Scme manufacturers, notably those with streng direct selling 
erganiaationst actually·showed substantial gains over the 
previous year. 
t.rhe first quarter .·of 195'8 found Eureka.-Williams 
reporting sales down seme 12~, Lewyt was down na few percent• 
age points," Westinghouse and White Sewing Machine repo"ea 
sales "down sQllleWhat, u and ·oen.eral Electrie declined to 
comment • Urd versal and Singe.:t owDted that sales wel'e hold .... 
ing even with the previous 31ear. 
In oontrast1 Bealth·Mo~ reported a sales increase 
' 
ot 8%, and Electrolux, although revealing a• sales data, 
indicated 1;hat the tint quarter :net was up tJ.2om the previous 
year.· It is interesting to note that both ot these oompan!es 
sell direetly' ta the censurner. Scott & Fetze:r1 another doc~ 
tQwdttor organisation, reported an amaaing 31+~ increase during 
this period of general econcmie decline • 
The indust~ ~eperted that customers appeared te be 
trading up, wbieh could have been the result of severe pries 
eompeti tiol'l With discount hous~s, and the abandonment of fair 
-·------------
trade Apraetiees by many of ·the ma3or producers.. The demand. · 
% . 
was reported to ba strong to1f high quality machines featuring 
special-purpose attachments,., Indications of this trend wea-e 
illustrated b.v the universa1 $90 model wbieh was repo~ed to 
be selling better than the $60 unitt and the White $110 ma• 
ohine wbieh was outselling the $40 medel. ·Lewyt declared 
it was plaeing gtteater emphasis on the top of the line• It 
was stated that t ·~he Soett & Fetzel' bang8up performanea 
has been achieved with a produet which retails tor more than 
$1;'0. 11* This latter statement is considered to be aonserva• 
t:lve appraisal inasmueh as the complete Kirby Home Sanitation 
System,, produeed by Seott & Fetzer, retails f'ox- $237·2'-. 
It would appear that a favorable factor tor the 
industry dul'ing the 19;7.-;8 ree~assion period was the heavy 
relianee on direct selli!ag• Prior to World War II most 
vacuum cleaners were distributed by door-te.door salesmen. 
In postwar years it was exeeedingly difficult to recruit 
direct salesmea because sf other emplO.l"JJlent opportunities, 
Dur.ing this period companies like L~~ captured a la~ge 
share of the market with low~priced machines, heavy adve~ 
tis:tng budgets, and Msool.Ulil haase distribution. It appaaX'ed 
that the days of the deo:rbeU pusher might be numbered. 
Howeve:r, du.ring the recent recession the deer.t~ 
door salesman· staged a strong comebaek. The rise in 
--
unemployment .. had created a paol of potentially . able salesman. 
~ man laid off b.Y factories turned to door-to-door selling 
to main~ain their inoomes, ~d quite a few founti that they 
could ~am more than. at taeto~ 3obs. 
The eamings reports of· tJ:te major direct-selling 
companies offered ccmv!neing evidenee that today, ·just as. 
some. 5'0 3"ears _ago when eleuers were being introduced to the 
market t the "hal*d sell" technique pa,oa off • These companies 
are convinced that 1 t will continue to do so in the years 
ahead. 
1+. B;.qtuate_og t,he,., .. Ind.sf!t~. 
As of January .1, 19,91 v~euum cleaners were ~ use 
in 70.91' of the electriea.ll.J' wired homes and farms in the 
United States, which 'represented an increase from the 48.8~ 
figure ct 1947.* These fi~es do not indicate a high market 
saturation When compared .with other appU.ances, but the 
relative s-ate ef growth bas been somewhat slot~ and it 1s 
likely that full saturation may never be ~eaenea. 
Several possible explanations tor this fact exist. 
'l!he '9'aouum cleaner can be consiae:red as a "hidden •• appliauce, 
and there 1s no particular p~estige eanneeted with owning the 
latest model. Also, except 1n extreme eases, carpets clo not 
show whethel.' they have .been eleaned or not, . Finally, 1n m~ 
homes, pal'tf.oula:tt'ly in the South, pile .carpets are not 
I 
I 
considered as essential as refrigerators or washing macbines • 
MBnl' rural homes lacking carpets or heavy upholstered :rami• · 
ture or drapes, would understandably have little use for 
such a device. This point or view !s ~olstered b.Y the esti• 
mated 63.4% of sales in 19;8 for replacement-purposes.• 
On the other hand, there are detini te 1n4icat1ons 
that the long term trend should be upward. Basic considera-
tions are the anticipated g~owth ot familY formations and 
rising income levels • The trend teward two cleaner hcmes 
is also :noticeable, usually through the purchase of a new 
model before-the old one is ·worn out • 
. More aggressive sales promotional campaigns 1!1 
recent years attest to the confidence of the industr,v in the 
market potential. Even cli:ract selling ·companies, who- tomer!7 
relied solely en -agg:ressive salesmanship, :have in recent years 
turned to · consumer advertisi!lg. as a "deor opener"' tor their 
representatives. Another helpful element is the fact that 
vacuum cleaners purchased shortlY after World War II are -
nea~ing the end of_thair.no~a1 lite e.yele and soon will need 
replacement., In addition,. the relatively low market saturation 
level of 70.9%, when compared to 90.9% for ~asb1ng machines 
and 97~7% tor refrigerators, indicates that there is a place 
for consumer eduoa.tion campaigns i:b. order to exploit this. 
market potential.** 
--- . ··-
All faotors considered, it would seem that the vacuum cleaner 
industry still has plenty of ream to g:row, and manufacturers 
predict eenf:l.dentl,- that the 19_;"9 sales volume Will reach · 
3,;oo,ooo units at an estimated retail value r>f $3oo,ooo,ooo.• 
; • ,la:r}tat.inR 'V'ifi.SJIYJiLCJ..§an91'~ 1 A __ Sj;atem_ept ,of the ~o!lJ:GJZh 
It is qui ta evident at this point that the marketing 
situation in the vaev.um cleaner industry is rather unique 
considering the multiplicity of methods utilised 1n the 
distribution of the various b~ands. For exampla, Electrolux, 
generally regarded as having the la~gest sales volume in the 
industry, sells exclus1ve1}" on a direct house•to.house basis. 
Hoover, estimated to be a elose seecnd in sales volume, sells 
through leased depantn.ents in retail outlets, and also uses 
a separate direet salesforce. General Electric, number three 
in the field, sells to d1str1butolls, who in tum seU te 
department stores, elaetneal supply outlets, and diseount 
houses • S:tnger operates thei:r own retail outlets, and. sales• 
men follQW up store leads by presenting a demonstration in 
the prospect's home. Royal sells to distributors who sell 
both to dealers and direct to the oonsumer,, Law,-t vends to 
distributors, who in tum sell to dealers that sponsor door-
to.-door merohandisin(h Here, then• is evidence ot s:tx 
industr,r leaders utilising a variety of marketing methods.** 
!he question natural].? arises as to which channel of distri-. 
· butioa is the most effective, or whether' there is any one 
method that eould be ennsid.ered applieable to the industry 
as a~whole. 
It is the opinion at some authorities that while 
direct sentng was useful some yea:rs ago when the vacuum 
cleaner was being introdueed to the market, it is antiquated 
today. Alex Lewyt, president of the Le,.t Corporation, and 
onee a proponent of this viewpoint, saidt "lt•s all-"Ucn7 wen 
to sell a new applianee that way (direct selling) , but th~ 
· vacuum cleansl" has long ·s:t.nea bean accepted as a household· 
neoes·sityo •. It's high .time 'that the7 were sold on a mass 
distribution bas1s.n* 
. . . ' 
Some critics assodiate door·to-4oor selling with 
objectionable high-pressure taetios and misrepresentation. 
One ot the more recent attacks against the house•tca•housa 
distribution of vacuum cleaners appeared in the May 19;9 
issue et Q()nsyme:r Repo;:J;s.f, whioh has been a long-.time oppo-
nent of this :marketing methoct~ Exeex-pts from this article 
may be seen in Appendix A. 
In: 1940, Eureka...Williams af'te~ long experience 
in direet selling, both through its own retail outlets and 
with deo:r•te~door salesmen, abandoned this method in fa~or 
ef !D.depende:n.t dealers. This vacuum cleanel.* produeer 
I 
I 
consids~ed that the orthodox methods ot distribution best 
served its ends. This decision on the put of Eureka had 
signii'icanee fer the industry' as a whole, inasmuch as 
appliance manufacturers considered that the eQm~ was an 
inveterate experimenter in distri but! on methods. 'lhe 
company sold through distributer~d4ale~ ebannels at its 
bception, but later converted to taetory .. leasec1. departments 
in retail sto,..es, Still later, doov,.togdoo:r.t salesmen were 
employed, and while this methGd proved prod,lctive, it was 
considered teo costly' fer vaeu.um cleaners at a time when 
they had achieved the status et a household necessity. 
Eureka felt that this method was sa.tS.sfaetory for purposes 
of' product introd:uetla, but it was taa expensive once 
·ecmsumer acceptance had been gained. The comp~ had been 
pa1ing salesmen a $22 collllllissioB for selling an $80 machine .•: 
!his ~elativeav high compensation was necessitated b,y the 
fact that it usuallV requt•ed about 20 calls to loeate ana 
11 ve prcspeet and elose a sale.. In addi t1o:J! to sales remtt• 
nex-ation expense, there was the emst of' maintaining expensive 
field o!lgald.zations and off:tees. 
As a result of these preblems, the 8 ,ooo Etll:'eka. 
salesmen were repla.eed by' f)~ distr1bu.to:rs and tJ,;oo dealers.** 
Oae of the most difficult problems presented b7 this new 
channel ef' distributiOJt was the training of dealer salesmen 
I 
to sell the Eureka proctuet in an agg,rassive manner. It was 
ocmsidered that this problem oonld be solved by approaching 
the issue in a new mamter·. Eureka sidestepped the oentraw 
versi, whieh has yet te be resolved:, over the comparative 
merits ef UJ.)right 'bas vawwn cleaners and cylindrical tank 
models by offering both types 1rl one "home cleaning sy-stem. n 
. . 
In add1 tion, this new set was a high ticket item, and offered 
sufficient profit te make it attractive to dealers- In tact, 
this system was selling for $llt-4,.g;r in 19;'6,. a figure which: 
was felt might preclude door.te~deor distribution evan 1t . 
the other taotors had not been operative. 
In 1944, the P:rtemier Va·oumn Cleaner Co. :revealed 
wh3r it had abandoned. direet selling methods~• This 
manUfacturer contended that the eleetrieal appliance dealer 
was the obvious place far vaeuum cleaner sales. lt was 
considered proper tor a praduet to be introduaed by direet 
clistribution ttnt11 suoh time as public acceptanee had been 
achieved, However, :1n the case of vaeuum eleaners 1 the 
customer had beocme a.eoustomed to this method et distribution, 
aad, ecnsequently, 1t had never been disocmtinued. Premier 
felt that this method was un.eeonom1o because of the cemmis. 
sions, overwrites; training courses t and trade•i11 premiums 
requil"ed for d1:reet distribution. The dealer, GD the other 
hand fi could sell a va.ouu cletme:r tor $'+9 J ,.0 which would 
• 
cost $69 .. 5'0 if distributed doo)."~te-doar. h'emier contended 
that sellins through-retail outlets benefits the consumer 
th,...ough reduced prices, eompletes the dealer•· s line ot 
eleetrieal appliances,, and succeeds in modernising an areha1o 
distribution system. In reeeat years 1 t would appea_r that 
more and more eomp.ardes are accepting this philosophY 1 
because distribution through dealers. and d1soount houses 
is increasing and more emphasis _1~ being plaeed on ad11er-
tising. 
, The debate among 1racuum eleaner: men over marketing 
\ 
methods appears likely to ba an endless and ineonelusive one. 
There is no question but what a large proportion of sales are 
made t~rough direet door-.ta.da$• eaBVassing. Direct distr1• 
bution permits spae1alty ~ompardes, like Eleotrolux: or Scott 
& Fetser, that beast neithe:r subsidiar.v distributing eempanies 
nor mas.sive advertising budgets, to compete etfective]Jr with 
such full•line appliance giants as General Electric or 
Westinghouse. Companies distributing 1n this mannel.* are 
' ' 
provided with a degree of immunity to the price eutting 
praetiees of disoount houses. Moreover, .a firm with a well 
trained direct selling o't'ganisation suffers less seve!'e 
declines in. volume when b.us.iness recessions strike • In the 
words ~:f' H. W. BooveX*t p:res~dent. of the Hoover Oompanyt •The 
highly' developed selling organisations w1 thin the .vacuum 
eleaner industr,y provide it with a stab1l1t.1 that is unusual 
ia ho~seho'ld appliances., In good times they account tor 
I 
extra volume, and they cushion the downwal.'d tu1'1'1S of the 
business eyelet"* 
Professor Ha2n7 L. Hansen, ot the Harvard Graduate 
School of Business Adndnist2/'ation, has this to say about 
direct distribution=** 
"One View of dGor ... t~oor selling is that it 
is best designed for demonst~ating new ideas o~ 
\ 
produets 1 and that 1t 1s too oost:cy- tO? weU•knOWJl 
and widely accepted p21oduots owned by most home 
dwellers. This .is, ct course t aot true, as the 
Fuller brush man, ubiquitous in sto17t is here to 
testify. !ake0 too, the case of a manufacturer 
whose annual sales of va~ cleaners averaged one-
quarter million uai ts,. about 2~ ot total industry 
sa~es, Who developed his and the indust17t s market 
by employing up tG ·s,ooo salesmen· to sell door to 
door. These salesmen, Who had to make about ~ 
calls to fuel an interested ~er, were paid almost 
a. 30% commission en an $80 avex-age sale. 
Subsequent~ tbf.s manufacturer dropped his house• 
to-house effort and substituted soma ;,ooo dealers. 
Iti tially two benefits aceruedf some of .the older t 
ob~eetional h1ghlllltpressuaaea tactics of the door-to 
. • t ~ ••• 
door sales~n which had been associated with the 
brand were eliminated, and those customers who 
entered stores to inqui~ about the seller's vacuum 
cleaners were real prospects. The new distribution, 
however,. brought new problems. Where once it took 
30 years to spend $1+ million in advertising., 1n one 
year the manufaeturer spent over halt a m11U.e:a 
dollars in erder te help attract customers into 
dealer stores. Beycmd this, more difficult tram• 
ing problems· were encountered with dealers whose 
selling interests included other products • 
li'tu'thermore1 when this manufacturer dropped door-
to-door selling ,another manutaeturer at vacuum 
cleaners S'W!Oessful~7 adopted 1 t t a turther 
indiea.tion that old products and i<leas can be 
sold eftectivel,y th~ough this channel~ 
fll.fhis refeJ~enee supplies an excellent oppor""' 
tun!. ty ta make t~a p·oint that 11; is not the 
balaneing in gene:eal af the pro's and con's ot a 
distl:ibution method which determines its desira• 
bili ty • It is the en:ri:ronment and opportunity ~ 
the individual seller tarhieh tip the scales for ol* 
against a pa.rti<m.la~ distribution method," 
Vietor P. Buell, ~Jriting for the ~f\l'i§.I!!S.~I'!Ms* 
Je"e}l, maintained that the dearth of personal selling on 
the·part or ~etail store clerks 1s wide~ accepted as a 
"sad•but•tNism.u* Sales managers frustrated by this f'aet 
can appreciate the value of direot· contact with the eusteme~ 
b,v salesmen trained to present product advantages. Buell 
feels that ~oor-to-doo~ selling otters· the ehanoe ot a 
·prof:i. table volume, but the comparw must have the right · 
product and know the problems involved. 
One of the major problems is that of recruiting a 
sufficient numbe~ of salespeople,. This is d:Ltficult in 
peri~d$ .of full employment, and the direct selling organi-
zation must often supplement with part-time help. There is 
a constant turnover problem due to nonselective recruiting, 
straight commission ror.m ot compensation, distaste for door8 
to-door selling, and inadequate training and direction. 
Selling costs frequently run to sixty cents on the 
retail dollar because ef high commissions, large-seale 
reerui tment 1 training, high tumover rate, and promotional 
expenditures. Another continuous problem is the control of 
a salesforce made up of "naawemployees" and many part•time 
salespeople• who are hired as legally independent agents in 
I 
order to avoid taxes and record keeping costs. The direct 
selling compan1 must contend with local ordinances preventing 
or harassing door..-to•door soliciting. There is a continuous. 
aeed for highly aggressive sales management and promotion. 
F1na11Y, there is the .eve~present danger or damage to the 
comp~ reputation through misrepresentation bW sales 
personnel. 
Among the majoP advantages of personal selling 
direct to th$ customer, without middlemen, is the fact that 
the salesman has ths opportunity to present a eomplete 
demonstration to point out product advantages, Also, there 
is the relative ease of getting acceptance and distribution 
of a new product. Media advertising is an auxiliary, not 
a necessity, to doer•te•doo~ selling.. This method of 
d1st~1bution offers flexible di~eot sales costs, and a 
relative .~aok of competition. Filta~, it has the advan .. 
tage of providing strength i;n ttme:~r depression, because 
a $table volume can be maintained by the larger salesforee. 
For th~ successful utilisation of direct ma~keting 
methods it is imperative that the produet be of the nright 
kind." High margin products 1 having icnt manufacturing and 
.high distribution costs, allowing no direct price comparison, 
and offering a credit plan, are ideal for this. type ot opera• 
tion. The item must be of good qua.l:l.ty and. have sales appeal. 
Specialty items are good because of the high margins which 
they offer, and the need tor good selling techniques~ Buell 
maintains that if the c1rcumstanees are right, doer-to-doer 
selling offers a sp~eial competitive advantage. 
Maurice F. Dreher1 who heads his own New York 
advertising agency t had this to sayt tlfoday there is a uni• 
versal lack at personal service, serv1ee wbioh has been 
replaced by self-service and self-.selection :tn discount houses 1 
supermarkets, department stores and variety stores. Direct 
selling is virtuallY the onlY personal salesmanship left ~ 
the only w~ in whieh the customer is treated like ro.yalty.•• 
Reliable statistics indicating the importance ot 
direct selling in our economy are practically nonexistent. 
In 19'2• an A~xert1s~nR Ag~ article claimed that there were 
about 61000 companies selling house.to•house, and their 
mmual volume was about $8 billion.•• However, in 19;'6, 
r~ew:vgemeu:t Bet3,e"t-t indicated that the:re were <ml7 3 ,ooo 
compaldes ringing doorbells, and these firms did a $If. 
billion annual business.*** Still, both sources concurred 
in the 'belief that the field of direot distribution is 'big, 
important t and growing, 
James E., Dyer1 president of the Sinclair Refining 
Company, contends that ringing door-balls is still one of the 
better ways to secure sales.**** Dyer never forgot the 
sales he made as the result of shoe leather and bell .. pushing .• 
A 19?$ SAles Managem@nt article maintained that 
established concerns selling through retail dealers were 
finding new buyers, and at Fair Tracie prices, when they 
offered their products to the ,,ooo direct salesmen of the 
of the National Association of Bousa.to-...House Installment 
Companies.* . 
In· general, the consensus of opinion expressed by 
marketing experts appears to be that it the product is 
adaptable to deor-to•door distribut~on methods there is 
reason to believe that the, item can be sold more successfully 
in this manner than via more conventional channels. However, 
merchandise wh1eh is moved successfully through retailers or 
by direct mail may leave prospeets-eold when offered f07! s~le 
in the home. One of the fundamental questions which must be 
answered is whether the product can be sold to anyone, or 
whether pre.selection of prospeets ·iS neeessary. In the 
vacuum cleaner field1 the choioe of marketing methods depends 
on the sales approach •. Eleetrolux bases its pl,'esentat:ton on 
the premise that the va~um cleaner is a universal necessit~ • 
. Singer, .whose basie sales approaeh is directed towards indi• 
viduals who are alreaay in the market for a vacuum cleaner, 
ehooses a selective method.· 
Norman Brucks, writing for ,l3,AJ,es ~1anagsment,, 
analysed the characteristics of consumEU.* items which have 
been sold profitably b,y doorbell ringing and presented the 
following list of prerequisites&** 
1.. Portability, 
2.; S1mpl.1city. In the event that a l.engttw 
presentation is necessary, the householde~ must be easilY 
class1fie~ as a prospect or not a prospect •. 
3· Univers~lity or need. 
4. Spontaneity. The produet should be sub3eot to 
impulse purchase .. ,. 
;. Demonstrability of product advantages. 
6. Wide profit margin. 
7. Repetitive,. 0 0ne shot" items require additional 
attention to the width of profit margins. 
B. Originality* ~he product must not be identical 
tf;C) items obtainable. at local retailers. 
It would appear that the major problem confronting 
the vacuum cleaner industr.y teda~ is the question of how to 
market their products .in the most effective manner. :rn recent 
~ears mass merchandising methods, featuring high voltime tu~ 
over at discount prices through retail outlets, have become 
the conventional marketing approaCh in the electrical appliance 
field,. However, the sueees;:; of doo~to...ctoor vacuum cleaner 
men during the recent re~ession indicates that this distrt• 
bution method still 'Warrants serious consideration. The 
current industr,v marketing status was summed up b,y ~~egtrica~ 
Merchandising as followst "Anoth~r development the vacuum 
cleaner industr,v will be watching will be the method of 
distribution. One big maker seems eommitted to direct selling 
of vacuum cleaners- How ~ other makers will tall in line 
and what.effect this will have on vac distribution genera~ 
will bear watching.fl* Is ~t possible that the various 'brands 
are differentiated sufficientlY so that no one distribution 
methed can be considered optimum for all? This, in brief, 
is the statement of the problem to be considered by this 
study. 
6. l!Qmosft ot tbft S'f:ndX•· 
It is not the intent of this thesis to attempt to 
provide a categorical solution to the marketing proble~s of 
the vacuum cleaner indu.stl'l' • Bather, 1 t is an attempt to 
analy'ae the·. various elements Which must be considered in 
arriving at a decision as to the optimum method of distri-
bution for~ specified brand or·cleaner. 
Most items in the appliance field are relativel~ 
undifferentiated from similar competing produets. For exam• 
ple, sueh appliances as refrigerators and washing machines 
.) 
are sold largely on the basis ot price appeal or the reputa-
tion of· the manufacturer for quality,rather than on the basis 
of spec:tfio produet featut"es,. Vacuum cleaners, on the other 
hand, are usually purchases because of their utilitarian 
value, and perf'ormance is paramount .• 
There are ntaJ'l3?" brands of vacuum cleaners on the 
market and their parf'o~ance Characteristics differ greatl?. 
Some are designed to accomplish only the cleardng tasks 
around the heme, while others purport to de a multitude of 
jobs. Naturally, the product itself is fundamental in the 
consideration of possible distribution methods. In tact, 
1 t is the primary purpose of this study to emphasize the 
tact that it is the product wb1eh ultimatelY governs the 
marketing program,. and, therefore, a distribution channel 
which proves successful for one vacuum cleaner ma)' not 
necessarily be so for a competitive, but differentiated, 
machine. 
7. App:r:ooacl'}_to_tb.e-~o)ltem., 
The problem to be considered will be approached 
by the presentation of the case, in diagnostic form, of one 
of the smaller companies in the vacuum cleaner industry .• 
The sub3eot of this case is the Scott & Fetzer Companv of 
Cleveland, Ohio, the manufacturer of the Kirby Home Sanita~ 
tion. System, which is a multt.purpose home appliance, but 
basicallY a vacuum cleaner. The marketing program of this 
company will be reviewed and analysed in relation to the 
product and the market, . 
Neither the product nor the marketing plan of 
Scott & Fetzer can be considered typical of the industr,r, 
primarily because there is no typical company in the vaauum 
cleaner industr.y. This faet was made rather apparent in the· 
preoeding survey of the industry• Nevertheless, While Scott 
& Fetzer cannot be conside~ed as the typical company, per sa, 
it can certainly be analysed as representative of tha industry. 
As suoh,. it can be broadly interred that the problems faced 
by this company,. as' well as the approaeh used in am v!ng 
at a· solution, a~e likeWise rep~esentative. 
CHAPTER II 
THE COMPANY AND THE PRODUCT 
1. ,Col!!lgx:ata Bacltg;oyn£i. 
The Scott & Fetzer Company, ot Cleveland, Ob:to, is 
one of the smaller firms in the big~ competitive vacuum 
cleaner field~ The companr traces its origin baCk to 1914 
when George H. Scott, now president of the firm, founded 
the G,. H- Scott Machinery Company in a garage behind his 
home. During World War I, .Carls. Fetzer, currently ·a vice 
president, became a partner in the organization founded b.Y 
his· friend, Scott., This partn.e:l'Ship was incorporated in 
Ohio as the Scott & Fetzer MaChine Ce.mpaQ1 on November 30, 
191?. The present corporate title was adopted JulY 9t 1919.* 
In this same year, 1919, Scott & Fetzer began· to 
manufacture Vacuette non-aleetrie sweepers, which were the 
invention of James B., Kirby. When the basic patents on 
electric vacuwn cleanex-s ran out in 192;, Scott & Fetzer 
began producing their own version of this appliance, which 
was known as the Vacuette Electric Cleaner. This model was 
suoeeeded by the Seott & Fetser Sanitation System, which was 
the forernuner,of the present multi-purpose machine. ~ 
of the features incorporated in the Scott & Fetzer vacuum 
cleaner were the produ,et of the '-ngenui ty of :ames B • Kirby, 
and as a result this appliance new bears the name "Kirby 
Home Sanitation System." 
The Kirby Home Sanitation System is essentially' an 
upright type household cleaner equipped with a multitude of 
accessories. The cleaner is convertible into a motor-driven 
floor polisher, or through an exclusive patented attachment, 
into a portable grinding t polishing 0 and bUtting unit. The 
Kirby purports to perfo~ more services in the home than any 
other.appliance. In addition to the normal functions of 
sweePtng and dusting, it waxes floors, demoths closets, 
removes dandruff t sharpens knives, shampoos rugs and mat-
tresses t deodorizes kitchens, and polishes silverware.- The 
machine is sold w1 th a lifetime warranty. The Kirby retails 
at a.price which exceeds that of all competitive cleaners on 
the market, but despite this fact, about 7'% of all Kirbys 
are sold complete with all attaohments. 
This remarkable appliance is sold exolusivel~ by 
the house~to-house method throughout all. sections, of the 
United States~ The marketing program is implemented through 
some 600 distributors and sub-distributors"who have a com-
bined salesf'eree of about ; 1700 men and women comprised of 
both full and partwtlme personnel. Sales are also made in 
Hawaii and Alaska and in ma~ foreign eountries under 
similar arrangements, By agreement, cleaners are manufactured 
and distributed in Canada b1 another·ooncern. 
Kirb,y Home Sanitation S7stems have been sold 
nationally since 1919 through a system of factory franchised 
distributors. 
'.1)4 ;) .. 
These distributors own and operate their ·~ businesses• 
hire their own dealer.salesmen, and are directly responsible 
for every phase of their business. Kirby distribu~ors are 
selected onlY after they have proven their ability as sal~s· 
men, have adequate·finaneing, and have demonstrated their 
capacity to conduct an organization eommensurate with the 
territory in which they·will operate,. 
Kirby sales methods are reputable and ethioal.-
From the time a Kirby distributor starts with Kirby as a 
salesman, he is taught and encouraged to do business with 
the public in a way which will build good will for himself 
and his organization. Sales methods are cheCked with local 
Better Business Bureaus and distributors tr.y to cooperate 
with these bureaus in ever,y possible way. 
The f:trst o:r the present Scott & Fetzer faetorst 
and office buildings was constructed in 1916 at Cleveland, 
Ohio, In 19281 a larger, more modern building was erected, 
and since World War II three add:t tional factory un1 ts have 
been built., In 19.5'5', the company completed construction of 
$200 1000 worth of new plant facilities. At the present t:tme, 
the Cleveland plant contains over 901000 square feet of 
floor space, and approximatelY 330 persons are currentlY 
employed there manning the production.and central offiee 
staff positions. These facilities are used primari~ for 
assembly purposes, inasmuch as most of the component parts 
for the Kirby are manufactured b,y other firms on a contraet 
basis • It has been estimated that perhaps an add! t1onal 100 
workers are employed making paris fer Kirby machines in 
supplierst plants.• The Standard Vaeuum Cleaner Manufacturing 
Company, wbolll" owned by Scott & Fetzer, is inactive at the · 
present time. 
Chairman and P%'es1dent Scott, and V1oa Presidents 
Fetzer, John A" Kemper,. ana Niles H. Hammiu, ow some 46% 
of the 3941830 shares of eo.mmon stoCk outstanding•** In 
the more than thirty years of selling o~e appliance, the 
company has gone into the red only onoe, baCk in 1933 at 
the bottom of the depression. Further information concerning 
Scott & Fetzer earniags and finanoing appears 1n fables II 
and III* Evidence of eo.mpany growth in recent years 1s 
exhibited by Table XI which indicates that 1n 1949 Scott & 
Fetzer net sales volume amounted to onlY $61937,963 which 
resulted in $;'601754 net 1neoma after taxes, while in fiscal 
19;'8. sales amounted to $1;'9891,;'01, yielding a net of 
$1174o,691 after tax~s. 'rhus, during a period of 10 years, 
sales volume more than doubled while net earnings more than 
tripled. :During 195'81 operating costs. and expenses were at 
a.n all time high. However,. Table III shows that this rise 
was more than offset b,y the substantial increase 1n volume, 
Which resulted in a marked improvement in the worldng capital 
position and net worth of the business. In general, the 
.... -
finanoial status of the camp~ appears sound at present, aad 
a trend toward eontinued ·improvement is indicated• 
I 
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2'. ,E;t:odyct PoJ:igy • 
Scott & Fetser is a single product company, and 
apparently the management has no intention of diversifying 
the present product line. President Scott summed up the 
'poliey of the firm 1n this regard, quite succinctly, when 
he statedt "You don't ~o attet- big game with a shotgW'h 
Yon use a high•powered rifle,."* 
Despite the fact that Scott & Fatser does not 
produee a diversified line, the one preduet which it does 
manufacture performs a multiplicity ot jobs1 and 1n doing 
so competes with a wide range of' amall appliances which are 
designed specifically te aeccmplish a. given task. The eom-
P~ boasts that the Kirb,y will perfor.m 78 time and work 
saving 3 obs in the home. . This seemingly grandiose claim is 
'backed up by the Good Housekeeping Insti tuta which t as a 
result of its intensive testing rout1me, rap~rted that the 
Kirb~ could perform more tasks than ~ other single appli~ 
- -
anee. On August 19, 195'4, Rioh~rd. G. Kullt of the Goo!! 
.Housekesmi.ng, Advertising Department, statedt "After a 
thorough check,. the Institute finds that they have no knmt• 
ledge of ~othe~ produet that will do as many jobs as the 
Kirby_. Therefore, the statement, tNe other single appliance 
in the world will do as man;r thingst* will be acceptable 1n 
future advertis:tn.g if so desired."** 
The Kirby' is truly' a mult:t. .. purpose home appliance. 
The following quotations extracted tram a Kirby direct mail 
advertising folder illustrate the. versatility of this machinet 
"Kirby helps me sleep better· and wake up refreshed 
on a clean healthful mattresst" · 
"My golf game has improved since I got my Kirby 
because my golf" clubs are always 1n perfect eonditionl'" 
"I feel mueh safer now that I have my Kirb,y to 
protect my furs. and other valuable clothingl" 
"I feel so wonderfUl because 'lfJY hair is so soft 
and easy to manage since I got my Kirb,yl• 
"Keeping my ki tehen pan$ and silverware. clean, and 
my knives sharpened is really easy notf w1 th my Kirby I • 
"I'm really t:u:naS:ed a.t how easy it is to keep my 
furniture and floors sparkling with a high gloss shine now 
that X have a Kirby'" 
"I can well remember.when it was a long tough ~o'b 
to wax the car. Now with my Kirby ·it's simple and sas:r and 
takes ve'1!9' little time$" 
"I t'm sure t~at these new rugs are going to last a 
good many years longer than ·the old ones •• .,only baaause Gf 
our Kirbyl" · 
The' amaa1ng part of it is that the Kirby will aetn• 
ally a.ecemplish all of these teats and mQD7 others as well, 
The Hand1•Butler attachment pel"tomns a variety' of grinding, 
polishing and sanding tasks. The Crystalator unit protects 
fabrics against moth damage* The· K:trbJ' also comes equipped· 
with a spray gun and a rug shampooing attachment., In 
addition, the maChine functions as a combination tank t,ype, 
hand portable, and upright vacuum cleaner. Finally;_ the 
Kirby converts to an electric· floor sweeper and a power 
polisher. It is evident at this point that the Kirby Home 
Sanitation System is rather unique among home appliances, 
to say the least. 
In regard to rating the performance efficien~ of 
the Kirby solely as a vacuum cleaner, there appears to be a 
marked dispa:ri ty • Consumers Reaearch, Inc. awards the Kirby 
an "A" rating as a rug cleaner, whieh indicates that it is 
recommended by this organ:t.aatiors. • On the other hand, ; · 
Consumers Union reported that as a result of its testing 
routine the Kirby was rated "poorn in rug cleaning etficiene,v 
and was, therefore, not subjeoted to the complete test sebed• 
ule,** It is vilrtually' impossible to·raconc!le this apparent 
discrepanGY in opinion between these twc testing organizations, 
and consequently :no attempt.will be made to rationalize tha 
situation. 
In order to analyse properly th_e Kirby marketing 
program, or anyo marketing progt:am, it is imperative that the 
product itself, and the uses fer which it is designed, be 
surveyed in a thorough manner. It is considered that there 
• is.· 
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is no better method of familiarizing the ~ader With the 
Kirby' Home Sanitation System than to subject him to the 
actual demonstration as it would be presented b.Y the Kirb,y 
salesman in the prospect•s home. This method of introduc• 
tion serves the dual purpo$a of presenting the product and 
. the uses to which it may be put, and of illustrating the 
selling method used b7 the Kirby representative on the home 
demonstration.. ·such a complete presentation is to be found 
in Appendix B. 
It will be n.oted that the Kirby lifetime guaraney. 
and service polie,y is included in the latter portion of this 
presentation. This liberal policy iS indicative of the 
extent to.wbioh Scott & Fetse~ will stand behind their prod· 
• ' • l 
uet to ensur~ customer satisfaction, and it is very often a 
decisive factor in CGBS~atlng a sale. 
3 • .Eli c_1ng tnd Tftlmlf! og §p.le •. I .. .. 
The c~mplete K1rb,r Home Sanitation System is priced 
at $237.25'1 a figure that is more than twice the price of 
many competing cleaners on the market, and over five times 
the retail selling price of some of the cheaper models. Minus 
· the Bancii-Butler (the grinding 1 polishing 1 ano sanding attach ..... 
. ment) t the X:irbyo sells for $18? .. 5"0. If', ·in addition to the 
Handi·Butler, the floor polishing and rug shampooing unit is 
omitted, the price is reduced to $162.70. For this figure 
the purchaser reoei:ves an upr1gb~ rue cleaner, a hand pc~:rtable 
vacuum, a tank tyope cleaner, the demothing attachment, and 
---~--------
the spray gun unit.. Fol' $1'+2-.$0 the oustfler receives the 
upright and hand portable eleaners dl7•· ,_.hese latter px-1ces 
are OGlnpa.rable with those or high quality· single•purpose 
machines an the :market •.. 
trada..in a11ewances en old cleaners, .. which are ap• 
pliecl towal'd the pul'ohase ptt!ae of a new Kirby,. are offered 
bl' the salesman tl) the custome:v as an inducement to 'bl.\V • 
However, allowances en.Gld vacuum cleaners are notoriously 
low,. and aa offe!" in exeess ot $20 1s axoeptional l'egardless 
of the make, .,g4e1, Q~ co~4!:'f;iq of the machine. ~he salesman 
,'• .. .,:,:. . ··, :· 
usually quotes an es1d.mat~ .f.1? if~~ wo1'th of the prospEuJt1s 
• ;!' ~ ·.!.'" 
Ql@ge:rsh wh1cih lists the · trade•in value of> va.do\tS brands 
of cleaners. The SR-lesman qu.tte frequentlJ:' boosts Ws 
tigua by- a small. amount 111 o~Q.e11 , to g1 ve tha prospeet the 
fee·ling that she 1s geiiting naemathing szt:ra.•• l1i the event 
~?f'. . 
tha:tJ the bid 1s successful and the sale is ultimately closed, 
the old maehine is usuallY •abuilt and reacld at a proflt br 
the distributoJ" if the pbysioal oondiition wa~ants this a,otion. 
Neither soctt & Jistser nor the Kirby distributors 
otter c:redi t plans of their ~t but eaeh local distributor 
has working ar:t-angaments with various finanetng agencies. One 
prt.tof t.tt'tered by the etmtpany that abuses a1'a kept to a minimum 
is the general aeooptanc,e et K!:rb7 *'papsr• by these flnaneia.1 
:tnatitu.tio:ns .. Scott & Fetaer pl!'ovides dist~1hutors with a 
brochu~$ containing a thi«k file of letters from banks aa4 
finance companies expressing satisfaction with Kirb.V 
installment-buying customers, which are helpful in effect-
ing credit arrangements on the local level. 
This broehu~e ts entitled nAn Invitation to Do 
Business With Kirby1 " and it maintains that bank and finance 
compallies have found it highly prof':ttable to l1ork with Kirby 
distributors.* They not only find that Kirb.Y paper is 
profitable, but that !t introduces a large number ot new 
customers to their service. 
Kirby assists credit institutions in many material 
ways • The dealer-salesmen are trained to obtain credit 
information from which a basie evaluation of a customer can 
be made.. fhey build and sell value.. As a result• most 
sales are solid sales, because the eustamer knows that she . 
has made a wise purchase • 'After each sale 1 one or more call 
backs are made to assure custcmev satisfaction and pl'ompt 
and regular adherence to the terms of the contract. Also, 
Kirby distributors maintain serviee departments to give 
prompt, low cost service to all customers. This assu~es 
continued satisfaction throughout the te~ of the installment 
-contract t and under the provisions of' the ·warranty-1 for the 
duration of the lifetime of the purchaser. 
Seott & Fetaer gives specific answers to. the 
question of why financing institutions should do business 
with Kirby distributors. First of all, Ki!'by business is 
profitable business. Creative selling organisations such 
as Kirby generate plus business in the local area. . It is 
a source of consumer credit whieh otherwise would not be 
forthcoming. Each Kirby' man 1s1 in effect, a salesman 
working tor the financing institution 1n the field t and as 
a result, he provides profitable business without cost. 
Kirby also has a low delinquena,y rate. Delinquent 
aoeounts are costlY and bothersome to all ooneer.ned. Steps 
taken to avoid delinquency pay big dividends, and Kirby has.· 
found that the best way to help with this problem is to do 
a better than average job. of selling the product. It a 
customer tru~ wants and realizes the need for a Kirb.y HOme 
SanitatiOD System, she will :not permit her account to become •. 
delinquent., This means fewer problems and higher proti ts 
for the bank or finanee company. 
The installation of a Kirb,V Home Sanitation System 
in a home is only one part of the sale. To make a complete 
' ' 
and lasting sale many other factors must be present. A Kirby 
is sold by showing a need, how savings ea..'l be real1aed1 how 
full value :ts received, and among othex- things, how a Kirby 
is a lifetime investment. K:trby sales methods, and the 
K:trbyo product, the Kirby service departments, and the Kirby 
lifetime guaranty, all lead to satisfied customers and sales 
that stay sold~~: 
Kirby' distributors are sound businessmen. From the 
time a salesman becomes a Kirb,v man he is instructed in the 
proper application of sound business principles and selling 
practices. A Kirb,y man is not promoted until he has demon~ 
'· strated his ability te cope with business problems encountered 
at. the next higher le~el .. He learns to sell first, then he 
learns to lead and instruct men. From there he learns the 
business methods of a distributorship and is given a chance 
to prove his ability as a branch distributor. The Scott & 
Fetzer Company proVides manuals which guide him in the 
organization of a sound business. Each distributor receives 
sound supervision and counselling from a regional ·supervisor 
who is thoroughly schooled in the application of sound busi-
ness practices to a Kirb7 dist~butorship. 
Complaints are few and they are handled promptly. 
Naturally, when dealing w1 th the public it is next to :J.mpos-
si ble to avoid all complaints • The company strives to hold 
- complaints to a minimum, and handles the few that are 'made 
as promptlY as possible. An unanswered complaint is bad 
adv~rtising <!'Jii the management knows it can hurt, so they try 
to aot immediatelY to remedy the situation. 
Kirby takes three basic steps to minimize the 
' 
number of complaints. Ftrstt the Kirby representative g1ves 
a complete "use"demonstration at the time of the sale. 
Second, the distributor follows the directions given by the 
financing institution regarding sales verification, both at 
the time of sale and after the contract has been signed. 
.Finally, I«rby makes a.. re-tiemonetraticm. about one week. atte~ 
installation. At this time the representative answers . auy 
questions that mayo have aria,1emd ttresells" the Kirby. 
This ls importet not only from tl;le s'tanipoint of additional 
' . 
sales leads, but also because it iS possible to make mtm_v 
sales. stlok wbieh have beeome shalq' ·d~e· to a tallutta to 
. - . 
comprehend the utility, ettieienoy and value ot the Kirby. 
\r. Kir~ sales mean nett~ eustom~lf'S and repeat business 
for t1nane1a1 bisti tutl.ou • Most Kt:rby a ales are made on 
the inStallment :plan, and therefore the need tor consumer 
crsd1 t is apparent. Kirb;y channels ~s need to f:tna.nt,d.ng 
' . • I 
1nst1tut1o:nst bringing nelr custome1-s; to these firms. Fiu*ther1 
1 t is oomm.o~ knowledge that once. a p~rson becomes familiar 
I . . 
with the services :rendered ~ lo!;Ut businesses they. are ·very 
apt to re~m when additional finan~ng is needed foXJ some 
other household applianQe, ~ car; ar:~ personal sm$rgenay., 
' . . . . 
In view ot the forego~~- ~here 1s littl$ wonder 
why Kirby· paper has .aoh1eV$d general acceptance among 
financial institutions. 
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When ·.s.ntew1ewed by this wf!ite~ in :t)ecembar, .19;81 
M. G. ~rit1ca1 scott & Fetzer taeto17 start member• made ~e 
rather statJ~tl.ing statement t "Kirby' is ~plae1ng an in.dttst!'Y •·8* 
Mtf.ea weut on to explain that !t is the ultimate ob3setlve 
ot Scott.& Fetzer to replace all cleaning equipment being 
used in the home, such as· vaouwn cleaners t floor po~shers 1 
rug shampooing U!1i ts, and oarpet sweepers with the multi-. 
purpose Kirby Home Sanitation System. The implieatinn beiag, 
ot course, that eve17 person who aoes not· presently own a· 
Kirby is a prospect,. regardless of the make, model or age of 
he:r present machine. As Mr~ Tritica expresses ito "Everyone 
is a. good prospect for a Kirby • not 3ust those whe realise 
their need tor a new vacuum. cleaner.· The compaJ'l1' cannot wait 
tor the replacement market to come to them,. Instead, n~ 
constantly seeks out prospects 1n their effo!ts to ~eplaee 
an ent:tre industry.,"* 
· However, while the Kirby is Ul'ldoubtedlf a ~ique 
piece ot home cleaning equipment, it is fundamentally a 
vacuum cleaner •' this fact cannot be l.og1cally refuted. Still, 
there are vacuum cleaners • and there are vacuum eleaners •. A 
~ 
cursory glance at the e~ntent of the salesman's presentation 
indicates that it would. be difficult, indeed, to demonstrate 
properly the many feats. which the Kirby ean pe:rtorm in less · 
t~ one hour'" On the other band, there are more stmplift.ad 
vacuum cleaners on the market that are presold by national 
consumer" ~uivertising to the extent that the actual over-the. 
counter transaotf.on at the :retail outlet requires but a 
' ' 
matter ot minutes. Surely it would be unreasonable to expect 
that these widelY differentiated produots could be marketed 
successfully via the same eharmels of dis-tribution. 
It is difficult to dispute the contention of Scott 
& Fetser that their product requires· a home demonstration, · 
because it is doubtful that anv salesperson in a retail store, 
no matter how skillful, could hold the attention of a prospeet 
during an hour•long· demonstl'ation. Not only would the s~ 
roW'ldings prove distraetir.lg, but the prospect would probablY 
not exhibit the same ll!ntex-est that eould be expeeted in he:. 
-· 
home environment. Alse, it would be a simple matter fo~ a 
person observing a demonstration in a retail outlet te clatm 
that there tiou1d be ·no such evidence of dirt to be found in 
her home • Here 1-s where the etf':tcaey ot the home tlirlesgntation 
shows itself - the Kirb.v demonstrator ean prove to the house-
wife beyond a doubt t that:· despt te the ·gallant efforts -of her 
pres~nt. cleaner she has a dirt problem wbieh can only be 
remedied com~ lately by the Kirby Home Sani tatiQn System. · 
Another question which arises is whether the selling 
prl.ce ot the Kirby is too high tor 'retail outlets. It was 
mentioned previously that Eul'eka 'C~idered that a.·home -elea.rti!t 
ing system selling tor $1lt-4.,9; was too e~snsive for doorwt..,. 
door distribution, bUt, at the same time, this higll ticket 
offered sufficient profit to induce retailers to actively 
promote the product • Tri tica contests the Eureka approach 
by citing the general low caliber ot salesmanship at the 
retail level, and states# ~e don't want the Kirby to sit 
, 
I 
around in retail outlets where the consumer ·is able to compare 
prices, but does not have the opporturd. ty to· compare value."* 
This rebuttal has much merit. A customer will not b'U.3" ·a 
$237.2;" item unless she believes that the utility to be de-
rived f'rom the product wanants this expenciiture. · In other 
words, she W$nt6 her . money's worth ""' and surely this is a· 
reasonable expectation. On the other hand, a ~ief store 
demonstration cannot build $237 .2; worth of value~ In 
order to raise the value of the Kirb,y·to·this level, espe~ 
oially powerful appeals must be made in order to stimulate 
buying motives, and this can onlY be done effectively b.1 
presenting the produet in the prospect's own home enviromn~nt. 
o. s. Fetzer, commen.tiug on the sub3eet1 said:UWhe~ one of 
cur men show a ~leaner, there a:re no. cheaper ones in sight 
to distract the customer's attention.u** 
HOme cleaning equipment 1$ ordinarily purchased on 
the basis ot utilitarian value, along with such concomitant 
benefits as imp~oved health and operating con~enienee - all 
ot wbieh adds up to the general improvement of the aforesaid 
home environment. This is tn contrast, of course, to charac-
teristics such as product appearance and brand reputation 
which precipitate the pu~chase of ~ other products in the 
home appliance field. Logically then, if the motives whiCh 
bring about buying action are concerned with environmental 
improvement, then the appropriate place to present the product 
would seem to be the home i tselt,. Only in. this manner can the 
price quotation be justified by demonstrated value., In regard 
to sueh.matters 1 Professor Neil H. Borden has stated1. 0A 
product with:high initial price will meet With relatively high 
resistance to· purchase, ualess :1 t fills a need of some· cons e. 
quence and make$ especiallY strong appeals~ It is neoessar.y 
always, ...... te relate priee to pul'ehasing .·powell, importance 
of need9 and· strength. of appeal . ,rtttc 
Obv1ousl;r, our national economy is· fundamentallY' a 
credit economy, and this accounts, in large measure, for the 
lofty standard of living wbich we enjoy. It has been men-
tioned previou$ly that most Kirby sales are credit sale~. 
The average prospect is thoroughlY unnerved b.v the $237.2; 
price, regardless ot how convincing ~ value btd.ld:l.ng demon• 
stration has been presented~ However, this same prospect 
is rather susceptible to the bUying appea~s used ~ the 
salesman, when she is told that the Kirby can be hers tor 
as little as $10 a month. This approach is generally used 
in an ef'f'ort to cushion the ·Shock.. . Naturalll", a person 
purchasing under these installment terms remits a relatively 
small amount tor a considerable length of time, and in the 
end has paid a sum, 1nelud1ng ca~r,ying chargest tar in excess 
of the Kirby' list· price. Yet, the majoritY' or buyers prefer 
this extended p~ent procedure, regardless of the ultimate 
l 
cost, ever an immediate cash· outlay • Fortunately, Kirby' 
dist.ributors have working agreements with local financial 
institutions which enable them to.acco~odate these people. 
There is some question whether the typical retail 
appliance dealer would be able to of~er similar terms to 
the prospect •. First.of all, he ma~ be a marginal operator,. 
and consequently would be unable to offer a credit plan of 
his own which would extend over a sufficient length·of time. 
Again, the fact that he may not.have access to an indepen~. 
ent :f'inanc:tng agency with whom he consistently places clients 
might act as a sales dete~rent. ProbablY the retail appliance 
dealer would expect his eustomersto make their own installment 
arrangements., if it is. to be a '-ong•term proposition., This is 
whe~e the intensive efforts of' Kirb,- to cultivate good will 
among financial. institutions pays off. The d:lstribu:tor is 
ordinarily able to handle. the placement of the account with~ 
out l.'equiring any effort on the part of the bu.ver. In effect, 
the Kirb,y bQyer can have the system presented, installed, and 
financed. without moving from her living room ebair. This is 
~ convenience which the typical appliance retailer could not 
possibly duplicate. 
CHAP'lER III 
THE KIBBY SALES· PROGRAM 
When Mrs. K. piek$d up her phone at 10 a.m. o:ne 
morning last week, an attractive feminine voice saidt 
''Mrs. K. , your name has been selet;tted to partioi• 
pate in the Kirby Telephone Quiz. If you know the answer 
about the Kirby Sanitation System when you are ealled 
tonight t you will win a substantial prize. u 
When Mrs. K. protested that she had never heard 
of the system the voice answeredt "A representative will call 
on you at three this afternoon to explain it." 
At 3 p.m;; a well-spoken, carefully dressed young 
man came_ to the door., #You received a call_a.bout the Kirby 
Telephone Quia," he saidt "I'm here to explain it." 
The nmf•cudeus_ Mrs. K, admitted him('{t•and found 
herself in the m~dst ot a t~o~hour-long sales demonstration. 
At 6 p.m., Mr. K.. came home to find himself the 
owner- of a Kirb,y Home Sanitation System • essentially-~e of 
the most gadgeted and most expensive household vacuum cleaners 
on the market~ That evening Mrs. K. like other buyers and 
non-buyers, gat her telephone tr.r at prizes of oash and 
merchandise .. 
Door opening approaChes like that have helped keep 
the Scott & Fetzer Company of Cleveland, maker of the Kirby 
Cleaner, ~limbing steadilY 1n the face of competition from 
sueh appliance giants as General Electric, Westinghouse and 
l 
I 
"We figured years ago," says George Scott, s. & F. 
president, "that we couldn • t compete with giants like G. E. 
using standard methods. We can't afford to operate a division 
at a loss, not with only one division, so we had to develop 
our own way,."* 
1.. l!,e:sop.aJ, S~JJ.~n.fit• 
In May, 19!)8, President Scott stated, "~here is 
' 
ne business recession. People a:re just tired of not being 
sold.. People have money,., he declared, "and they will bUl' 
if you show them a good prodUct and carry the selling message 
directly to them."** 
To say that the Kirby organization is sales minded 
is a gross understatement. !he for:mula whiol~ has been respon-
sible for the remarkable ·recent growth of the company, is, 
according to Scott: "Put at least 80$ of all your effort into 
se1Ung 1 and prcdnct101'l will follow along,. We think we•ve got 
. a top product, but the day tfe start thinking that the product 
is selling itself, that•s the day we*re out of business.u*** 
Kirby operates a diwet specialty salesf'oree wbich 
could be described as a11controlled organisation" in accordance 
with the following det1nitiont 
"A controlled organization consists of a group 
of salesmen who receive some measure of supervision 
and direction from the manufacturer. This control, 
however, iS rarely carried to the extent of the 
legal implication of the tesrm 11emp1oree. n In 
. addition, sales. quotas. are expressed or implied 
b.1 the manufacturer, and speo!fie territories are 
assigned to individuals or grO".lps •••• rus type of 
organization is used in the case or products 
requiring selling skill, ••• standards of selling 
procedure may be set and levels of performance 
established.,"* 
The combined Kirb,v sales organisation in the 
United States and Canada bas been doubled over the last few 
years to the point that it has now l*Gached o,er 7,000 sales-
men in the field serving under.more than 600 distributors. 
None of these people are on the direct payroll of the compaD1• 
Kirby distributors are independent operators who buy their 
machines r,-em.Seott & Fetser for oa$h ana· arrange their own 
financ:t.nth These. distributors, in turn, recruit their own 
salesmen wht:J are considered as . independent dealers • 1fllh.e 
matter of whether a salesmaa.is an independent contractor or 
an employee is extremelY impo};'tant from the standpoint of 
direet costs (e,.g. 1 Social Seeurity' and Workmen•s Compensation) 
a.nd indirect expenses (Ehih,. legal responsibility fo:r actions 
of salesmeJl) ,. "** 
These salesmen can be promoted through the ranks of district 
manager, sales manager, braneh manager or distr1 but or, each 
ot whem makes an overwr1 te on each sale in their terri tory. 
According to Scott & Fetzer, this system has 
certain definite advantages over the alternative procedures 
ot maintaining eomp~ branches ana distribution offices 
throughout the country, as is done by' Eleetrolux. Scott & 
Fetzer, 1 tself, can maintain a minimum staff and a flexible 
overhead situation, avoid local tax and operation problems, 
and steer clear of credit loss~s. For the distributor there 
is a comparatively low overhead expense, since he can operate 
in low rental azoaas, There are no salary problems, inasmuch 
as aU payments are on a commission basis, and a large inven-
tor.y is unnecessary since the d1stribu~or ean order as he 
sells. 
The salesman gets about a 25'% commission on each 
sale, from which he must deduct his selling expenses. His 
total remuneration compares quite tavorablp with that 
offered b.1 ma3o~ competitors of Kirby • Hoover saleamen 
receive about 18·20% oemmission1 While Electro:J..ux pays 3;~ • 
particularly when the prices of these products ~e considered.* 
Despite the number of commissions and overwrites on sales, 
Scott & Fe,zar maintains that the total markup between the 
manufacturer's price and the retail price is no greater thaa 
l 
I 
the standard combination of jobber.retailer markup. 
The company' .claims that the average salesman who 
has been with the organiaation for over one yea:r, and puts 
in a reasonable amount of time, earn~ about 17t200 a year. 
One star salesman, Fred Griar of Cleveland, who was a shoe• 
shine boy in 1947 t has averaged between $14.$1; ,ooo for the 
past ten years.• 
Methods used :i.a the selection of Kirby salesmen 
are at the discretion of the local distl'ibutor. There are 
no speoit1o requirements for eon,sideration, and both men and 
women are eligible~~~ However, Scott & ~etzer prescribes an 
intensive training,program for the indoctrination of new 
dealers which is administered by the dis~ributor.. Upon 
completion of this formal tra:Ln1ng program the salesman is 
I 
given, adequate on-the-job supe1~ision in the field. Thorough 
training is neoessar,v to reduce the high manp~ter turnover 
whi~ is so prevalent among direct· salesforces. 
Mr .. Scott maintains; not our total sales, tully' 7'5~ 
to So~ result from referrals from presentlY satisfied custom~ 
ers • "** Salesman are taught tQ use one sale e.s a springboard 
to others by asking tne · bu,yer the name and occupation of her .. 
neighbors, and by giving kitchen utensils, steak knife sets, 
and cash to people who refe~ them to another prospect • 
• 23, p. 222 • 
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Naturally, the company. doesn't wait tor referrals. 
The "telephone quisn techrdque which bas been used success• 
fully for a number of years, is only one of the Soott & 
Fetzer standard approaChes. Another of the more frequentlY 
used techniques is the "pre•approach.,tt This method of pre-
selection of prospects is often referred to as the 11spot" 
call, in contrast to the "cold" call or canvass.* Using 
this ~ethod the salesman makes a fairly thorough inVestiga-
tion of the f'amily in order to obtain such information as 
the wage earner's name and position, the children's names 
and ages 1 relatives t hobbies.·, and any other available datn. 
Some of tbis info~aticm comes from standard sources such 
as eitl'.direetortes• One of the better s01U'ces ls a talka• 
ti ve· neighbor 'tltho delights in revealing the life history 
ot people 1n thl$ surroU!'J.ding area. When the salesman arrives 
at the prCtspect •s home equipped with this lmarlledge 1 one 
wou.ld 'think he was aa old fri:end • a.nd it is difficult to 
slam the door on an old friend. 'rhis preliminary survey of 
prospects offers the ad~itional advantage of saving the 
salesman's time in calling on .People who earmot afford the 
Kirby. 
. Kirb.V 4e~lers seldom approach a house on a cold 
eanvass. Many of the interviews are by appointments made by 
telephone canvassers on the distributors staff'., These11phona 
. girls« sell the housewife on letting the salesman tn1 and 
f'rom there he t s on his own. Salesmen t!e•iB with Kirby 
advertising slGgans ~wearing a large lapel button with the 
letteJ.ts wtKM, wh18h stands for "Welcome Your Xir'by Mart. n 
~he salesma.n•s 3o'b na~ begins once he's !n the 
house. s eott & Fst11.1er 1u1sts that eveey demcmstra.tion 
last,, for at least one holll" and a halt. Scme will ge as 
long as eight hours, until tbe prospect ~eally understands 
the mach:taer if a sale. looks possible.. ':he d$a1el' is told 
never to talk down a etm'lpetitorts product, because this 
practice te~ds te lOS$ mo~e sales than !t makes. After a 
sale has bee11 made, ud a machine delivered, the salesman 
must go back and. give another complete · demonstration, to 
make sure the customer kttows what she•s doiug and !s 
satisfied. 
Scott & Fetzer has tound several ways te make 
demonstrations persuasive. Olle illf the most ettective is the 
substitution ot special filters !n a 11dirt metertt for the 
dust bag while showing the maohina. The demtmstl'atolr' shows 
the ht>usaw1te the elean filter, l"ll.nS tl'la machine over a 
piece of upholstered furniture, ana then remo.,es the filter 
to show the dirt that the sho~ treatment has removed. from 
a. presumably clean pieee of fu."mitura. Much more eftectd.vet 
sa7 the salesmen, than thrmdq d.ewn a. pile of dirt arui 
pield.n.g :t t up. 
RoweveJ.t t hl most demonstrations the clincher is 
, 
the mattress cleaner. Most vacuum cleaners come with 
.. suction attachments which are supposed to work .on mattresses. 
The Kirby setup, howe,.er, uses the basic flcoJ.- cleaner, with 
it1s revolving brush, vbich is considerably more powerful 
. , 
than the average suction atta.ehment. Most women, supposing 
that their mattresses. are relatively clean, · al'e ·astonished 
by the amount ot dit-t ~rh1ch has :f'11 tered into the mattress 
and appears · in the dirt meter • and many are willing to buy 
at this point. 
Mr. Scott $'t:ated, "One$ in the house,. the salesman 
ol'eates a desire f'Qr the product th:rough a convincing demOJl• 
stration, and sales result 1n a. high percentage of' cases. It 
'· 
all gets down to continuous hard work. The harder we woltk, 
the lucld.er we get."* ~his sucoinet~ summarises the . com~ 
attitude towards personal selling, 
Xt is no proble:q.t f'or a _ dil'eot selling company to 
f1nc1. a number of good product dentoX,lstfttorth Xfl is extremely 
ditficultt howe'fer, to'r these firms te hi:r.re men who em 
present a value•buildi~ demonstration and follow up 'by 
closing the. sale. Because of th~ dearth or personnel Who 
al*e psycho log:! ca.lly atiapted to vigorous closing . techniques,: 
regal*dless of .. the amount or t:r.-alning whiuh mq be given, 
many Kirby distributors lua.ve adopted ffsoft sell" methods ia .. 
recent years. 
l 
' 
Mr, M, G. Tritiea, _Sooitt & Fetzer taeto17 sta.i'f 
mamba~, stated on this subjeatt 
"With the ·Shift from the seller• s to the 
buyer's market in the late l9lfo's, 1t beeame 
evident that thelte was not a sutf'ioient mumbei-
of salesmen available ·who were capable ot adapt. 
1ttg to the "hard sell" techniques necessitated 
by 'the ma1"ket shift., · About 19,3.,. some Mid•West 
distributors, or their ow.a initiative, developed 
what was called the "soft se11u approach. This 
method has played a large part in increasing 
· Kirby sales 1u. reeet1t yeal's. · The soft sell has 
bee• panicularll' eff'Eu•tive in that it permits 
men who are poor closers to become good salesmen.,. 
The soft sell method has been. introduced as part 
of an advertising 1'el)resantat1ve program., this combined 
sales and ad'\t'ertising progJram should be categorised as a 
promotional venture, and therefore, more extensive eonsidera• 
tion of this pregram will be deterred for the section devoted 
to Kirby sales p"mottonal activities. 
A brief look at another direct sall1.ag company 
would appear to be warrp.ted at this time* Undoubted I.,-, one . 
&f the best a:rguments f'or doo~t~doo~ selling methods is . the 
Electrolux Corporation, whieh has built an annual sales volume 
surpassing that et eve'1!9' othe:t fim in the i:n.dust%7• The 
Eleotrolux vacuum cleaner is· a simple tank type machine 
· priced somm..rhat above competitive models. The salestorca 
· is exhorted t·a *'sell suction" as the main product feature. 
President. Walter Diets sa14, "Xn Eleetrolux 
everyone sells himself' ahead.u* ~eeause of the simplicity 
of the product t sales trairdn.g is confined largely to let4i;lp 
ting prospective salesmen "go out with a successful salesman 
·and watch him make money.u** Preof' that money 1s being made 
is 1n the person of Laurier P • Ba~inet, who in the month at 
October, 19'; ~old 300 Eleetrolux vaeuum cleaners 1a the 
state of Maine. Obviously, Mr-. Baainet seUs a great .dea1 
of suction • 
. Mr. })ie·ta claims that one of the keystones of the 
eom}'any' s · growth :ts the method of s.e111ng the product.. The 
Electro lux marketing program ls defini tel,- oriented w1 th the 
emphasis on personal sellinth fhe company :t.s distributing 
a rele.ti vely untiitf'erentiated product, at a price exceeding 
comparable machines, ~,an era of terrific industr.v compet1• 
t!on • and doing .1t successfully. Surely this is a favorable 
endorsement for direct specialty selling a(ttiVity.,. 
. Howe'V'er, despite opt;)ra.tS.ng suoeessfuUV to-r 21 
years. without the a1d ot ··national advertts1D!h Eleetrolu:s: 
felt it advisable to ina~rate a modeot magazine eampatga 
l 
1n 195'2, ·which it ePedit:s With uope!d.ng many doC~rs." The 
eo~p8Jt1 gave tw• ~easons fo'1!' 'this movee (l) It wanted to 
give its salesmen somethiq to lean •Gll besides bell buttons, 
and: (a) 1 t wanted to 1ntro4uee on a national seale · a new 
a.utom.atie vacuum cleane7!;.* NatUl*ally t there· was also the 
feellng that advel't1s1ng would pull .a ceriain number ot · 
prospects to llectrolux ~e~ated ~tail outlets,· EVidentlY, 
regardless of the faet that aggressive tioo~tc-door selling 
alone had built the top annual sales volume in the !ndustr.v, 
the· eompa_, ecnstdered that a certain amount cr consumer 
advertising was ae~essar,. te ma:Lnta:tn this enviable cempet• 
itive position' under present ma~t conditions. 
2 • ASxeJ!r,:l;1fS1ina• 
The Scott &FetaerCompany has established its 
record without· spending a single dollar on .pro4u.ct adVertising. 
This is net to say that the company ~oes no national eaasumer 
advertising, but that whieh it dHs is ot the institutional 
rather than the product type. X1:rby advert:tsing eopy conforms 
·to the following specifications sat~blishad b.Y Professor Neil 
a. Bor~exu "h · ittst1 tutional advertising the advertiser seeks · 
aet to build mental associations about the specific p~oducts 
h<a sells but •• establish attitudes regarding his orgatd.aation 
' • • \ 1 
The eampaay recognizes that the most difficult 
part of outdoor selling is getting a salesman into the home. 
In order to aeeomplish this objective, Scott & Fetzex- uses 
a limited amount of .advertising as a "door opener''' for the 
Kirby dealer., The annual advertising app:rapri..ation, which 
usually amounts to ellly about s;o,ooo, is expended on space 
in magazines such as I:,i~ and ~~o§ .. Joyst}ke@Pi..ll&•* 
But the advertisements never mention o:r show the 
produot, ~he halt page sp:reads push the theme, "Welcome 
your Kirby' man ,.., he t s sot something va'1rf/ important to show 
and tell you.n However, except for a vague reference to 
••push~button houseolean!ngtt there's ne indication of what's 
being sold. 
The copy is designed to sell only the salesman. 
The salesmu, 1ft tum, sells the prcduet, and the product 
~er.y oftea sells the eustomer i~te reeammend!ng it to he~ 
friends • Thex-e is geod reason fop the company' refusing to 
utilise product advertising and being purposely ambiguous 
in regard to the prodnet being marketed~ Scott & Fetser 
does not want the public to assoeiate the Kirby w1 th that 
broad classification of home appliances known as •vacuum 
cleaners,• because it is all too easy for the householder 
to refuse admittance to the Kirby man on the grounds that, 
"I already own a vacuum cleaner." .fhe Kirb,v organisation 
insists that tbe,y are selling "not merelY a vacuum cleaner 
but a ~omplete home sanitation and renovation system.tt In 
raot, even during the home sales demonstration the rug 
cleana~ 1s almost the last thing to ba shown, 
Xa.rep~ to a question· regarding the practicability 
of increasing national consumer advertising, Mr. Tritica said~ 
"fhe company" believes in putting most ot 1 ts 
money 1nto·promot1on. rather than national ocD.sumer 
advertising., Seheduled appointments eliminate the 
need tor door openers., Once inside, the Kirby 
practically sells its eli' ,.n* 
On the same subject, Viee P~es1dent Kemper stated: 
"ADJ' company, large or small, has to· work · 
w1 thin a stated budget* If we were to dedieate 
mt>re' money than we do fox- national consumer ad~r­
t:tsing, we would have lass to dediea.te to_ sales. 
promotional a~tivities tor the banetit ef the ~trb,v 
deale:..- and distribatg;r. ·We ~ave simpl.l' made the 
choiee of minimising our expe&diture ·for national 
advertising and diverting that money for the bene• 
fit of dealers and d1stributoJ.~S. 11** 
·A contrasting advertising· philosep~ is exemplified 
by the Lewyt COI'poration. rhough in the business on13' since 
the earl7 pestwa1' years, this compa~ has built such volume 
threugh mass merchandising methods ·that it is ·currently 
battling with General Eleetrle tor the number three spot 
!n the. industl'Y• The Lewyt market~ program is detinite]Q 
. advertising .oriented. Company management has made the 
statement, naur business is sh~1 business."* 
E, B·• Weiss 1 Wl'itlng ln ~t~,_.t s_lnls·t claimed. that 
the Lewyt Corporation is the "most sueoessful advertiser and 
. . . 
merchandise X' of the postwar era •11** The company makes use 
. . . . 
of·product·advert1s1ng only, but it does not glamorize the 
produet. Lawyt advertising teatures the specific merits .of 
this vacuum t3leaner., Rathel.' than brilliant eop:v, these 
advertisements p~esent tact after fact. Lewyt is not the 
' 
only produet with "No Dust .Bag to Empty,•• but it has made 
this faet a near exclusive feature by. continuous emphasis. 
l'Juring one three month period ia 19;3, the company invested 
some ll.,ooo,ooo in ad\1ertis1ng built around this slogan.*** 
Obviously, Lewyt f'eels that a :repetit1ve advertising theme 
pa,-s ott., 
I Walter J. Daily t manager of the Lewyt Vacuum Cleanel' 
Division 1 said, 110u:r product has captured the imagination of 
the public because it is new and different. ~- marehandise 
it we· evolved a plan to develop strength on the dealer·•s 
:f'leor."**** 
Lewyt realised that the primary merchandising. task was to 
get wema• into the stares for demonstrations • The creation 
- . 
of retail traffic could be aeeompl!shed by powerful national 
consumer advertising~ but getting the prospect into the 
store was only the beginning. Because the oomptm;r realized 
that the qnali ty of retail sales:rna.nsbip was at a very lott 
e'bbt it was considered that a pl.'ominent floor loaetion and 
an attention-getting demonstration ware imperat!~e. As a 
. If 
result, the '~Market Plaea, a combination display•demonstl"a• 
tlan center designed for high traff1e locations, was 
develaped.* 
In e-on,unotion with the !ntxaoduction of the Mal"k:et 
Place at the retail le'f/el, a brief attention•getting demon• 
stratton called the "Junier.Demo" was presented,.** "Got 10 
. . 
seconds tor a look at the Lewyt?1 11 a salesperson will ask. 
0fhere • s no dust bag tc. empty."*** Atter quiekll' presenting 
such major features as the carpet :nozzle, no bag to empty', 
power,. and. quiet operation,, the salesman attempts te lead 
into a twelve point demonstration. 
f~tact that demGnst~ations sell vacuum cleaners 
is the one idea that Lewyt attempts to impress upon retail 
salesmen.. The theme ttfeatu.res sell vacm.um oleanarsu is 
dl'amat:tzea and repeated ove:r ar.fl over to these s~lesparsons •. •••• 
• 
•• 
•••• 
**** 
'-
'lhis is a relatively new approaeh on the part of Lewytt. 
Formerly, the ecmpatlY attitude was that advertising must 
contain a great deal of nselltu because the prospect must 
I 
be presold on the produet due to the lack ot salesmanship 
on the 1'stail fleer. ttFlOol.- people are attendants • not 
salespeople .. don't waste time ana money on them•mtc At 
the present time the eompany is attempting to remedy this 
situation by' using, deale:t education programs. 
It would appear that the eomp~ considered that 
follow-through at the retail level was neeessa~ in order 
to curb advertising waste. A pl'oponent ot this merohandis~ 
ing tbeo:ry is :a~ E(t Dobson, merchandise manager of the 
Westinghouse Vacuum Cleaner Department, who stated: · "Let 
sales clerks know about advertising programs •••• advertis-
ing alone will not sell, it must .be combined with .folloW• 
througb,u** Another example t:Jf this approach was seen 
du:ring the i:ntroduetioa o:f Un1versal's"Jet 99" cleaner,. 
during which the advertising theme was closely linked with 
the retail sales presentation.*** 
Lewyt expends the ma3a1' portion of its budget on 
powerful consumer and trade advertising, rather than on 
promotional contests. The f'un.damental ob3ect:tves ot trade 
paper advertising are to give the dealers ideas to use m 
selling the Lewyt cleane~. and to aid the distributor sales• 
men in selling to the dealers .. * N'aturally't the bas1o ob3eettve 
ot consumer·advertising is pnbl:tc -recognition and acceptance 
or the product, which will ultimately increase sales volume., 
Full and half page·eonswner ad"'ert1sements in f'ttll color 
appear in Jiite, §::tiUJ:dag Ey_ep;J,ng P~2fh pgqd !'Iogseitam;ttna, 
Jisq:t~~ Home :foyt;a:L, HIGDJ.Ja, and ;fte~i;~£ ~Hams a_ .mm. gaJ:4enl\ 
in an attempt to meet this ob3ectiVfh In addition, looa.l. 
advertising,. mostly or the cooperative type, appears in news• 
papers, :radio, television, spot· movies, outdoor posters, car 
ca:rds 1 and· shoWings at fai:rs. In some al'SUt President Alex 
Lewyt, himself,. demonstrates, his new vacuum cleaner eight 
time·s daily via qo'!\!Oseeond. spot television commeroial.s * •• 
An interesting promotional 4ev:tce used suecessfu~ 
by L~ ts· the $pot •ovt:e ,adveJ~~tiseme:nt. Edntsn:•:s __ int 
reported that, 11Loeal Lawyt tieale:t's and motlie theaters t:te-.in 
with a low ·cost p:romet!.tm. that nets a big sales· pa,'oft~1'~ut:• 
A tllm tra.il.er is distributed tree to theaters and shown at 
no eost 'to Lewyt,. 'the trailer features the p).'todu.ct, along 
with a eontest which is open t~ the ,movie•goers • the prizes 
/ 
being Lewyts 1, which are on d1spl.ay·1n the lob'bl'• In 'this wa-y 
the cofupany gets a ebanos to sell a oapt!ve audieneet .and the 
movS..e house, gets a chance to spU saggiDg 'box office re~e!.pts. 
l 
Although the Lewyt marketing program :ts apparent!? ··· 
advertising oriented, it would be incorrect to say that the 
company neglects home demonstrations entirelY• Despite Mr. 
~'s earlier s-tatement that, "It's high time they (vacuum. 
cleaners) were sold on a mass distribution 'bas·is," he evi-
dently has· not completelY disregarded the etfsctiveness ot · 
selling in the prospect1a·home.• Even as early as 1948, 
:Lewyt representatives were giving post sale home demonstra~ 
tions within 4S hours after ·each sale. ·These representatives · 
were seeking enthusiastic customers who would make eve17 sala 
a foundation for additional sales by proViding leads. 
·: In mare:. recent years, Lewyt has been augmenting 
thei·r inside-store selling wi tb an outside sales plan founded 
on leads from national advart:!.s:tng,. The eompa113' feels that 
their home and in-.stora demonst:eations are emnplementary. 
Lewyot outside salesmen, called •Lew.yt Speo:talists,n credit · 
their sales to the local dealer and reoeive about a 20$ 
commission. All LGW7t sales strategy is based on "hard sell" 
ask•for.the.order prineiples. 
''We sell the product 1n all advertising and perseal 
contacts. tie t~lk product features all the time,. building up 
the reasens why people just can•t do without the Lewyt, and 
by sticking to the point we are able to concentrate on the 
sell all the way through the marketing program,,• ·claims M:...-
Da.1l7•* ~he 11se1l" tn Lewyt :adveri1sing eopy is evidenced by 
the faet that a ~~~u;(Jay.,Eysntut--_EPeti ai\fe:rtisemeat Whieh 
ran September 1+1 1948, produced ?1;'89 inquiries ·ro:r a booklet 
on the modern trAaJ to clean a. home,, Leads l'Ssulting from 
· these inquiries resulted -:Ln 4,28'+ sales • a pheneme!la176% 
closing average • and a r,tail volume of $339,846 a.t a oost 
o:r· on]3 $1316;o. 'rh!s high closing :percentage is tribute 
to the tot-eetul salesmanship of the Lewyt Specialists. It 
appears that. even a company which 'boasts one of the larger, 
it not the largest, advertising budgets in the industr.y feels 
that it cannot afford to overlook the proven eff.icae.y of 
direct personal selling. 
B7 us:tng the LeW1t advertising prcg!'am as an 1llus..,. 
trati ve · example • the intention has ·been to imply that dis• 
similar marketing programs require different advertising 
philosophies • Fu.nd.amentall.y., the. Lewyt marketing program 
is. based on mass merehandising principles, and product 
advertising is used extensively to. build consumer demand 
!oP the Lewrt vacuum eleaner. Speeifte product. features are 
. empha.s:tmed in an effort to "presell11 .the cleaner.. ~he 
successful pwaselling Qt a. produet requires substantial 
advertising expenditures* · · In brief, tewit advertising elcsely 
eonesponds to the~ Borden def'ini tion t "Produ.et advertising 
• 
· · seeks te build the reputation of a manufacturer's produots 1 
usual~ ud~r a brand ident!f1eat1on1 and to promote the 
sale of. these preducts,."* . 
. I 
Kirby ,ati'Va1'tising1 on the other hand, seeks merel7' · 
to develoJ cesum.el.' !"eQegni t1o:n o:t_ the eompa:t:W' trade name 
and tavo~able attitudes towards OQmpany representatives, and 
to promotepatl'Onage on the basis of the good Will develoJ)ed. 
Only after t~ · c.ompany representative is admitted into the 
prospect's home does the selling ot the product itself begin., 
I 
A relatively modest advertising appropriation can ettectivel.y 
implement these obj$ot:tves,• 
3. Sp,les fJ:OW!JtiOJh~ 
Although Scott. & Fetser spends only about $.5'0 1000 .. 
armually on national oons'W!ler advertising, something in the 
vioin~ty of $9oo,ooo 1a. spent on llrb.Y sales promotional 
activities. In addition, the Kirby distributors pa)" out an 
equal .or greater amount in prises to the salesmen. These 
internal prizes range a:.tl the way from evening gowns for 
salesmen's wives. to expensive automobiles. For example, in 
19;0 8eott & Fetzer handed cut 21 Cadillacs to distributors 
who had .doubled their sales quotas during the previous six 
months• and in 195'7 the company gave away 15' Lincoln 
Continentals tn a s1m1la~ contest• · 
Bach year about 100 contest .winning salesmen are 
bro-qgbt to Cleveland with their' wives to be teted at compam.y 
expense. !he winners ot tha recent "Live Like a M1111onat:rerr 
contest were entel*tained at the Hotel Statler.H~lton during 
the pe~iod from 18 to 22 Octobar,.l9,8. !he company made 
the following announcement to 1t's guestst "l:t !s our mtea-. 
tion to make your stay in Cleveland one ot the most en3oyable 
experiences of you:r lifEh We want you to •Live Like a 
Mlll1ana1ret and many elaborate functions have bee~ planned 
to make you t:t*uly feel like a Kirby Mil11onaire.,tt•·· AU 
eosts incurred were paid by Scott & Fetser1: even inclucling 
~ 
t1ps and incidental expenses. 
Most Kirby promotions are designed. to featlUI'e the 
personality of Mr. Soott, and th!s helps to make the contests 
emotionally Charged. ReoantlV salesmen, distributors ~ 
supervisors who were wianers of the ttPres1dent Scott•s Birth8 
dayr Buddy Campaign," conduetad in honer ot Sot~tt on his 
seventieth birthday, ware guests at his Fort Lauderdale home • 
In an, 17) eash p:r1aas, totaling $;'0,000 were distlJibuted 
to the :t1tty~e~dd winners. It WQul.d appear that Scott &: Fetzer 
is oonv1nced of the efficacy ot expending· the ma3or po:ttt:lon 
of its promotional appropriation 0!1 contests and otheJ' dealer 
aids 1 rather thu: upon national consumer advertising. 
Ons of the mo:fe interesting promotional deviees 
whieh have appeared in reeent years is the Kirby personal· 
aavertisJ:ng apprmaoh combined with the "soft sell n olose t 
which was mentioned pl'eviously. Telephone canvassers arrange 
appointments for Kirb,y advertising representatives using 
gifts; such as steak knife sets, as .. an inducement to door-
opening. When the Kirb,v man enters the hama·he presents ·the 
( 
couple wlth the g!:rt· and then cmnmences hia front talk 1n 
the following mannsrl. 
••Here t Mr. and Mrs • Prospect, is your gift tar 
being so considerate in gtvtng us this time this eventag to 
shoW' you our product.- What do ,-ou think of that glft ••·•• 
isn''t it nloe?n 
ux imagine the thought has oe~ed te you that it 
is ver.y unusual for a.aomp~·like ou~s to give a gift like 
this tor the privilege ef coming into your home. Perhaps 
it has even occurred to you as to how we cculd affol'd itt. 
Has that thought run through youl' mind, folkS? , Yes; I'm 
sure 1 t has. Well the answer :ls real~ ve;ey simple. 
*'Our t:Ompa!J.l' has · t~isd all forms of advertising 
including radie, television, newspapel"s and nat1ona1 maga ... 
sines... Here, tor tnstance,. 1s a COPY' ot one ot ou ads which 
appea:red 111 L:tfa rnagas:lne 1n. a recent issue. ~ell me, do you 
felks remember ever haViRg seen this ad,. No, of course :notl 
Yet, this particular ad eost $341ooo. In a recent stUlVey w:t 
eomp~ learned onl7 one person out of 108 had remembered 
seeing ~ of our ads in ~ of the national magazines. 
Wheu you eensider. ~b.e faot that we spent one .. tMw of a 
million dollars 1n national magazine advertising and yet 
less than one person in 108 had seen and remembered our ad, 
I think you will agree w! th mGl that we were not ·getting a 
ve'ey' good return for our advertising dollar. 
·'*As soon as these fa.ets became known to my eompany 
they decided to change their method of ad'trertis:tng. We 
believe that our produet is its own bast.advertisGment, and 
"16 feel that it: we earl come into your house under· c!lteum• 
sti:ulees like these and show· you the KirbY, even though you 
might not be in the market fo1' 1 t right now t when you a:tte 
in the market for 1t you will l.'emember it* It will net be 
forgotten as so many people forgot our national magasine 
advertising. 
"Also, we believe that !t you like 111hat you see 
you will tell your friends about it, and from that we will 
get ward--of•mouth advertising. Let.me ask you a question, 
folks; it you do like what you· see tonight, would you be 
. willing to tell your friends about it and recommend 1 t tc 
your friends? Thank you, X was sure you would. 
"Nw, when I'm through showing you the Kirby', ! 
will do three thingst t•11· tell you how much it costs,. 
where you can get one :t.t you want one, and l'm gemg to ask 
you .a few simple questions on this questionatre, ~ust to 
eheek your reaetion to the produot,. Now, I imagine you ean 
hard~ wait to see this fine preduot, so with your permission, 
heti'a we go\ a 
~---~. 
fhe Kirb,v man then proceeds with a demonstration 
during which he.attempts.to build value and c~eate a strong 
d~s1.r~ for the product •. · Upon completing the demonstration, 
he begins the quest1ona1~e b.y attempting to get a positive · 
reaction· to the Kirby frem · bis audience. The· prospects a:r.-e 
asked if they will consider bu,ing the K1rb,y when they.are 
1n the market for cleaning equipment, and at what fUture-
date they would like to have a "salesmaJ.l" call on them for 
this purpose. 
~hair present machine is then appraised, and the 
trade~1n allowance whiCh might be offered b.V the "salesman" 
:l.s estimated. The Kirby man attempts to get his audience 
to agree that the value of the Kirby Home Sanitation System 
is at least $300, before he ~evea1s·the actual price. 
Finally t the prospects are asked whethe)ll they- would use the 
Kirby in the proper manner and ad'V'ertise 1 t to thei:r friends 
via word~ot"mouth, it they owned this system. This completes 
the questionnaire and t~ respondents are requested to authen• 
ticate their answers b.Y signature. 
At this point a strange metamorphosis takas place. 
fhe Kirby advertising representative, .. who has presented the 
product demonstration, is sudilen17' transformed into that 
11salesman" to whom he had preViouslY re.ferread., He explains 
to the e~uple that be is authorised to make them ~rby 
Advertisers, n :tt they will agr.ae to tell their friends about 
the product. They are told that the system will be installed 
in their home that -very night and they will be granted a 
special advertising allowance towards the purehase price._ 
In addition, the compaJW will provide the couple with gifts 
1 to give to their friends as an inducement to look· at the 
Kirby• and will pay· them $3 for each appointment made. The 
salesman then attempts to meet any ob3ect:tons to his pro~~!!" 
posal which arise, and closes the deal at this point, 1f 
possible. 
Th~ novel approach was developed by a group of 
distributors who were aware of the problems involved in re• 
eruiting salesmen capable of sueeessfullY executing the more 
straightfo:rw~rd hard sell approaoh., 'ro tiate, this method 
has met w1th· considerable success, and is currently being 
adopted by distli buto:rs throughout the country • i'he .. tnoluslou. 
of this sales approach in the area of promotional aet1v1ty 
may be contested, but it is considered that it conforms ad• 
equately.to.the American Marketing Association definition 
. ' 
of sales promotion, which states that it is, "Ina spacitie 
sense, those sales aetivities that supplement both· personal 
selling and advertising and coordinate them to help make 
them ef'tecti ve, such as displays,· sh~s and exposi t!ons, 
demonstrations 1 an~ other- :nonracuft"ent selling efforts not 
in the ordina17 routine. ·ff(fi 
I Amerioan ~arket1ng Assoe:1at1on Committee on Def.f.nitf.onat 
19lt8~ 
4. ~np;t.xe3.s· 
In the previous chapter r the utilisation of personal 
selling h·the Kirby marketing program 111as considered from 
the product viewpoint. UndoubtedlY, the product demonstra• 
tion:!s the crux of the entire sales ettort. An etf'eot:ive 
demonstration teohnique is the diff'erenca between success 
and lost sales • this much bas been ascertained.· Now, let 
us consider briefly the relative effectiveness of direct 
personal selling and retail nsalesmanship.u It would seem 
· reasonable to assume that a Kirby speoialt:v salesman, 
thoroughly trained in the 1ntr1eae1es of this relativelY 
. 
complex product; would be able t~ present a. value-building 
demonstration ot.superior merit to that whiCh might be pres• 
ented by a retail salesperson responsible for the selling 
ot a large variety ot items. Because the specialty salesman 
is· required to promote aggressively cmlr one product, and 
because his 11vel1bocd is contingent upon the success of 
this one item, his attitude is often superior to that of 
the retailer who must spread his· talent and efforts rathe:tt 
thin-. This matter or attitude is of vital concern to ~ 
company selling any product t inasmuch as 1 t greatly affects 
sa1es productivity. One of the more serious problems con• 
fronting organizations that distribute through the retail 
trade is the dearth of salesmanship which prevails at this 
level today. This apparent laCk of selling talent may not 
be that at all - more likely, it is enthusiasm rathe7 than 
.· .•'\ 
:.:·· .. 
talent which is lacking •. 
Frequently, enthusiasm :ts the difference between 
success and failure 1n selling. It is difficult, if not 
impossible, ror a lackadaisical salesperson to promote a 
product in the aggress1 ve manner neeessary to achieve sales ... 
Failure to sell anf product with ease may instill in the 
retailer a defeatist attitude toward that produet. It is 
frequent!~ stated that today we live in an era of med1o. 
erity • the status of retail salesmanship is a prime e~ 
ple in support of this discouraging concept. 
The vacuum cleaner manufacturer marketing thro~gh 
retail outlets during this era is l! terally on the horns ot 
a dilemma., The situation is exemplified. by the Lawyt ease •. 
' 
On the one bandt the company felt that the prospect had to 
be presold on the product through national consumer adver. 
tising due to the dearth of salesmanship on the retail floor. 
Howe?er, it was soon realized that follow-through at the 
retail level·was necessary in order to curb advertising 
waste. As a result; dealer education programs were introduced 
in an attempt to remedY this situation. On the other hand, 
the efficac,y ot such dealer education programs is question• 
able. First ot all, a great many products are competing for 
the attention of the dealer and his salespeople, and no 
amount of dealer education is going to distract their atten-
tion from the h1gh•t1cket, h!gh-p:rofit merchandise-. Secondly• 
manufacturers have no control over the operational ae!iv1ttes 
so. 
of these dealers, and any attempt to induce salespersons to 
promote a particular product more aggressivelY through the 
use of devices such as nsp1f:fs 0 often results in the dis-
ruption of sat1sfactor.v dealer relationships. 
What alternative does the manufacturer have in 
such a situation? Although Lew,rt continued the national 
consumer advertising campaig~ and the dealer education pro. 
gram t 1 t was finally- eonsidel?ed advisable to supplement the 
more conventional distribution methods with those direct 
salesmen known as Lewyt Specdalists. In this manner the 
company was not only able to follow up the national adver .. 
tising directly, but also· to follow up interest aroused at 
the retail level by the "J"r. Demo.n It is not meant to 
implY that this is the ideal solution to the problem for 
other companies faced \111 th the same s:t tuation t or that 1 t 
is even the correct answer in this particular c~se. H~wever, 
it does indicate an approach to the problem, and it is further 
proof that direct marketing methods are not to be lightly 
regarded. 
It has been noted tba~ Kirby advertising is intend• 
ed to develop favorable preconceived notions about the brand 
name and the salesman, rath~r than create a;p.ooduct image. 
However, a company survey attempting to measu~ the affective. 
ness of Kirby advert1s,ing indicated that ,,~ few respondents 
were able to recognize and recall insertions in va~ions 
nat1ona1 consumer publications. The apparent iaplication 
8'1. 
is that Kirby advertising :ts lacking in impact. Yet, the 
survey fails to indicate how many doors have been opened 
and Kirb,ys sold as the direct result of this institutional 
promotion :tn these various media • and surely this is the 
most important deter~t of overall advertising effective-
ness. It is questionable, however, whether this ratio 
between the advertising expenditure and the sales volume 
directly attributable thereto, is measurable to any precise 
degree. The same is true, ot eourse, :tn regard to any prod .... 
uet, but the relationship is.pa~ticularly ambiguous in 
situations where personal selling plays such an important 
role. The question arises as to whether the campa~ is 
realizing a sufficient X'etum on the advertising investment 
to warrant continuation of this modest campaign, or is there 
. an alternative promotional method which might yield more 
positive results? 
It is entirely possible that a more extensive 
advertising sChedule involving a_greater variety of national 
media would result in the desired impact., Naturally, t~e 
ability ot the comp~ to finance a campaign sufficiently 
intensive te create a favorable institutional image is a 
. . ~ 
primary consideration.· Also, it is debatable whether B'J:Q' 
amount or advertising which fails to identify a speoifie 
product or service will a~trae~ a great deal ot attention 
' 
.in the long run. It is entirel7 possible to rouse the 
public ourionsity with ambiguities tor a short period ot 
time, but unless this inquisitiveness is satia~ed e~ntually, 
interest will wane., The-Good Housekeeping Institute state .. 
ment to the etf'eet that no other home appliance can perform 
as many jobs as the Kirby is undoubtedly a strong endorse-
ment, but how much enthusiasm can be generated when it is . 
not ~nolm what these task~ are? Tl:ds is not meant to impl;r 
that Kirby should resort to product advertising alone 0 
because :tt is-felt that the compa~ is well advised in not 
allOWif:lg 1 ts product to b~ecme :tdent~f:ted w1 th the ordinary .. 
vac~um cleaner cateeor.y of home appliance. However, it is 
considered that it a comprehensive advertising program is to 
be s~ocessful, some element of r:tsk along this line must be 
entertained~ It is unlikelY that institutional promotion 
by a relatively obscure company, such as Scott ~Fetzer, 
would yield· the desired results unleS$. certain specific 
,;• .. ·~ . 
·produ~t features are presented. '.rhis' 'type ot promotion would 
then be categorized, quite log1oal1Vt as product-institutional 
advertising., The advertising success of LQwyt m~ be indica• 
tive of the fact that a certain amount of produet "sell" is 
a eonstitugnt of appliance promotion, 
[tAve;j;i~~DS' AM stated# uAdverttsing of such com. 
panies (direet marketers) is devoted to baOking up represent• 
ativas, establishing the rel1a'b11:tty of the line, and 
interesting more people to. sell for them.,mt: 
However t it is cons1da:red that before salesmen can be backed 
up, reliability of product established, and sales represent• .. 
atives recruited, some indication of just what the line 
consists or must be revealed. The Kirby is purported to 
perfo~ over seventy~eight tasks in the home. Of this mul• 
titude, certainly there are a considerable number ot jobs 
performed which would not associate the Kirb,y with the 
oxadinaey vacuum cleaner. These are soma or the product 
features wbieh might be presented in advertising copy and 
illustrations. 
Present company policy favo.rs allocating the great-
est portion of the promotional budget for the purpose of 
stimulating Kirby salesmen., This method ot allocation is 
difficult to contest., Successful door.t~oor salesmen are 
an unsophisticated, entbusiastie breed who are very respOnsive 
to incentives. these men are the foundation of the present 
Kirby marketing program.. Every effort' is being made to moti• 
vate and stimulate the salesforee through contests and 
bonuses, and as long as the oompany chooses to distribute 
the product dire~tlY to the cunsume~, it is deemed advisable 
to continue this method of sales promotion. While an exten·"~: 
. . 
sive consumer advertising budget enabling Kirby to experiment · 
with a Variety of buying appeals would be desirable, it would 
not be adVisable to appropriate such an eXpenditure if it 
were to entail a reduction 1n the amount designated to arouse 
enthusiasm among Kirby's marketing vanguard ~ the salesforce. 
What. about the latest ilUicvation in Kirby sales pr0lllot1ona.1 
aotivtty, the personal advertising ~epresentati~e program? 
Distributors heartily ooncur with Mr. Tritica when he sarsc 
"It has had,a large part in increasing Kirby sales in recent 
years. It enables more salesmen to get. into homes. The 
Kirby is adaptable to suob «soft sell" teCbbiques because 
its superiority o.,er competing products .iH.fferent:tates :l.t 
and permits sale through a good value building demonstration. 
Tlds method permits mel?. who cannot close to become salesmen. 
In addition, a custome~ with a eheap vacuum cleaner makes it 
easy for a KirbY salesman under the liberal advertising 
allowanee.11* 
Those groups who make a practice of downgrading the 
economic functions fulfilled 'b,y marketing would probably main• 
tain that t~e personal aave~tising approach is basad on deceit 
inasmuch as the salesman gains ant~ue te the home under the 
pretense of advertising the product-. In rebuttal, it might 
be stated that the prospect is actually baing offered a 
liberal advertising discount from the list prioe.. Also1 
there are no high pressure tactics used to close the sale. 
Actually, the salesman is inst1*Ucted to cease and desist if' 
the prospect does not indicate an interest in b~!ng the 
maehine. It the prospect ref'uses to purchase, she is merely' 
asked to sign a statement to'the effect that she chooses to 
tUft down tbis one-.ot1me.only adverti:s:tng allowance. 
Ineidentalll" t at this peint, those who can tt resist a dis-
eount ot ~ kind usually ~ o1n the J.*anks of satisfied Kirblr 
owners. i'hesa \itho are genuinely unable to afford the Kirby, 
or the very few who a:t!e 3ust :aot interested in the product, 
are not . i"tu.'ther harassed- Se ,, while some might ocmtend that 
a degree .· c:t deception is used to . gaia entrance 1 the house• 
holder is theJreby given an opportu.nf.ty to· view a. axeellent. 
product of whieh she might not otheWS.se be aware, and at 
the same time !a under rs.o obligation to bu)'". 
It has long 'bee:n an axiom in d1Jteet selling that 
an increase in sales is a conoom1 ta.nt of an inerea.se in the 
salesfol'ee • It has already been mentioned that this metho4 
pe~ts men, who could not otherwise be classified as sales• 
men.,_ to sell Kt~ ... the lmplJ.eation as to the effeet on 
sales volume is obvious, 
CHAPfElL!f/ 
MANAGING !HE XIRBY SALESFORCE 
Direct spa~1aley salesmen al'a considered in 
Norman Bruck'!$ ·article · *'Doo~to-Daor· Salespeople t Whe The? 
Are; Hew 'fhe,- -Wos,•t which appea~d· in §Jl,~em Maga_me_ment.• · 
It is considered that the to11awtng defiDitions presented 
b1 Brt1eks are partd.eularlt ajpU.cable c 
"9mat:olJ,a{j __ :tt&ne.:f!~t * Groupa ot shgle•can sales• 
men :whe operate 1n eoneert under the direction ot 
the mautaeturer, are termed cOD. trolled 1 t!.net.tants • 
Individual companies often ean them ·~etail dealerstn 
but usually the ttoontroneau salesmen are !ndepeadent 
contractors, en wha tabs aJ!'a kept. .b. exee1leat 
example et this methGd ot opel.'a.t:te is the E1en:uelux 
egantsation. This vaeuum. cleaner nmnu:taoturer 
markets his 'ti'al'es thl'ngh employ~es who a11e ta-a!ned, 
ass1g.aed te:tri te:ries t and oontinuously stimulated,. 
Although «ea11" Jrepms are not "quia-ad, simple 
records of sales volume are kept. Numerous "pepu 
me$sages and centasts attempt to tea.eh salesmen te 
sell a -.a.cuwn ~l.aaaer !n as short a time as poss1 'ble., 
Once a elear.t.e:tt ia soldt the salesmtm ia expected to 
spend at least on.e hour with the customer at deUvew 
time to teach prope,- USEh Of course, if the salasmea 
were not compa~ ,employees,. 1 t would indeed be 
difficult to enforee this regulatioll•••,. 
Although the salesman iS x-esponsible only to 
himself for the best allooatie of his time, he is 
I 
confronted with qn•ta.s whicm must be met. In this 
manner, a well•knitt cloaely supemsed torce may 
be maintained in the field. Obviously, when tha 
manUfacturer catrols the salesto:ree, there is little 
uneoo:rdinated eff'otrt ~ the itinerant operation, 
An 1 tinerant salesman may usa a presentation 
as lt~ng .as he wishes, Since he dees not return to 
a temto:ry1 there is ao praetica.l reason far alter ...... 
iag a suoessstnl sales talk, AuthGxai ties acCJept 
the fact that a "canned•• or memorized presentation 
is valuable fo'f! the spee1alt7 salesman, and it is 
more useful f'o'Jf original interviews than for sub-
sequent visits. Under these ci:eewnstances t the 
enooux-agement of the memor!~e4 or standardized sales 
talks may be readil.T understood ... 
'?.i@idl!:t!~ s goni(zolte«. salesnum. Deol'st68door 
d1st:r1'but1on usillg aith$~ controlled 1t:tnerants or 
oontx-olled route salesmen is also used by retailers 
•••• An interest:tng and bighly suceasst'Ul oomb:tna.-
t!on is the use of two sales f'ol'Ces by the manutao8 
tureXt.- !n this method, the manufacturer has one 
sales torca operating fr•m a local retail establish .. 
ment, gaining leads and appointments from demonst:ra"" 
tion space within the stG:t'e1 and giVing the ratailel:' 
a percentage profi:t on· each sale made •.••• 
At the sams· time 1 a second sales torea of 
eontrelled itinerants systematieallY rings doo~­
bells tn the rat~ler*s trading area, usuallr' 
areferring to themselves as representatives of 
the :retailer. 'the Hoover Compa1'17 wh1cb currently 
employs .appr~ximatel;v 2tOOO salesmen, ona.third 
of whom sell in the ceope:eatlng a·tores, has-:~ been 
using this oembin.ed operation steadily" W1 th only' 
miner changes t sinee the inception of the plan in. 
1918 ..... 
Another example et the· use at retailer 
controlled salesmen is the distribution of the 
Singer Va.OUUJll Cleaner. Wbil~ the Singer Sewing 
.Maebine was originallY introduced through door~ 
· t$8door methods 1 Singer does not use door-t~aoor 
canvassers, as . other vacuum eleane~ com.paaies do. 
Instead the Singer salesman is tratned to aim for 
a home d.emonstrati~ to achieve maximum etfeotive-
' Fundamentally 1 th~ ~etail.er ccm.trolled sales 
force does Bot differ frcm the varicus·types of 
' ma.nttraoturer controlled organiaat1ons, except tor 
the use of a recogn1aed local name. Ot cou~se, 
this may be of great value in reducing the coldness 
( 
of' the e~stemer's receptioll. to the it:tn.erant salesman •. "* 
* 4o' pp. '72•74. 
1, ilt:h\R iellft Ktrbz §IJ.esmrm• 
'fhare a:ra many d:tttieulties involved in the hiring 
of tnll•tlme men tor direct to eenstune:r selling • Not only 
1s it difficult to recruit higher type 1nd1v1dua1s fo.~ this 
work, particularly during periods of economic prosperity-, 
but there is also a heav.v ttl.l'nove:rr rate among those who al'e , 
hired b3' oompan!as that dist~1bute 1b. this ma~msr. ':here 
are ma.uy explanations offered as to the cause ot this problem. 
s om.e obj ectlens appear quite cens1stantly' tmtil the prospee-
tive salesman has beSD. able te prove te himself ana. his wife 
that the advantages ottehd b1 Xi8y outweigh their res:tstanoa 
to diraot sallJ.Jlg ~ 
One ot the more comm~ causes for the high rate o.t 
turnover is the tact that m.any men are not willing, or do nat 
have the ambi t:lon, to wo:lfk the tlwrthe:r: ot hours required to 
become a successful X1r'bl' dealer.. The salesman's wife often 
objects to her husbaxt:d being away from home, espee:t.ally tor 
evening demonstrations. The man presenting the Kirby on both 
day aad everdttg appointments has ve:ey 11 ttle time to devote 
te his own :ree»eational actiVities, and those of his f'am.1]7. 
l'n the beginning, some full.:;.tlme men are eithe:r w:tihout funds, 
or have ne ether means o:t support and1 as a resu11l, have 
tremendous prassutte put on them. t«J make sales <iuriag the 
first few days in order that they may meat the!~ familV 
oblf.gatlou • In s eme other :eases 1 a mrm !e hired who has 
~d prevtous selling eXperienee and, as a l!esult, he doss 
not respend to supervis1oa., Sometimes a man :l.s 'lUlSttecesshl. 
beeause he refuses to work Jregu,lar hours t and · certaialy 
control·ot the sa.lesmattt«s· time is at least·as.important in 
direct selling as ill marketing through other ehannels .. 
· Kirby bft,s attempted to solft these p:roblems inVolves 
tn the main.'telUUlee ef an effective tull•time salas:f'eree by 
·providing each recruit with a thorough femal t~ng program 
to orient him to the methods used in selling the Kirb.Y Hame 
Sanitation System, and by exercisb.g continuous ~tha-3ob 
· supams:lon in order to 1nereaEJe his . selling prof:lcie:o.q 
from day- to day. The company is eonvinced that proper selec• 
tion, training and supervision ot salesmen can aecemplish 
much in the direction· of eliminating the inherent problems 
in managing a direct salesto:tt«Eh 
· Xu' ·~~ant years Kirby distributol!s have attempted 
',. parscmn.al. They have .tound that this proyides more manpcmer, 
with increased sales .. as a :result, while tha activity of the 
remainder ·at the ol'gaai:aa.tion is not tU.s~t·ed,. and there 
~s: very little 'additional overhe~d expense inodred., 
Ve'!f.7, often the pa~ttma man has a· more f'avorabl~ 
attitude ani is a. mare reliable :lnd:!.v:tdual than his full"'"'tlma 
counterpart-. Xn general, it is found that the man's wife 
I 
has aeoepted ·the idea of her husband working evenings, 01' 
lie would ne11er have applied fo.r a part• time position; regard• 
lass ef whether it be with Kirby .or w1 th some . other 
ergaDiaa:tioJh ~e:ref'o:re, the ob3ecttens of the wife a:tte 
. . 
overcome, as she is w·fually quite w1111llg to let her husband 
work evenings, and often, ave:ey evening ot the week,., 
It is f'otmd that the average part•t1me me has 
amb1t1on1 or he would not be teyiq to hold dawn two ~obs. 
Therefore,. the company has a man to wen with and to teaeh 
the elements of salesmanship, who at least wants tc make 
mcmay. The man is willing to give up a la!f.tge portion ot 
the leisure hours 'no~ally spent with his familY or at same 
!Pelaxing d1vars1on1, !n order to beeome a successful salesman, 
Since the man already has a full•t!me position, he is under 
no strain to make money to meet his family obligatitmS and, 
as a l'esult, the company has mot's time in which to tra1J1 him .. 
to be a productive salesman. 
These men a!Pe usually employed in factories • offices 1 
or are servicemen Gr students, and consequent~ a~e accustomed 
to regulal' hours. Therefore, they are on time tor the sales 
meetings and have no qualms about working a regular four or 
f1 v~ hwrs every evening • In. most eases these men are used 
to close supervision either on the job, in the servioa, or 
in the class~oam, and as a result respond ver,v well te the 
supervision of distributors al'.li other personnel. 
The local distJibutor usually recruits prospects 
for his salssfOl-CEl by placing all adVertiSeJilent in the class!@ 
f:ted section ot his local newspaper • Applicants a:re inter@ 
viewed and given an. aptitude test in order to deternd.na thei:r 
su$.tabi11ty f'_o:r sales wor~, and those who a.:re eensidered to 
be eligible eandidates are selected to be members of the 
training class_. The cantUdates are thsa welcomed to. the 
xtr'by' orga!dzation, and operating pol1cd.es and procedures 
are expla~ed, !hey' are told jut what is expected of them, 
and what .they eaa expeet from the oompaf:\V as Ki~by sales 
representatives. 
~he earning power ot a· Kirby dealer is stressea. 
The trt!:i.nees are told that telephone 'canvassing from the 
a1strict otf1ee will obviate.house•tc.housa so11citatiaa b.v 
the salesmen tor the nu,st part-. r:ehe faCt that they are betas · 
offered a complete voeat1onal education in salesmanship 
thl'ough an intensive training program is · impressed upen · the 
greup.-. Upon CGJnplet:lon of this ta-aJ.n:tng program; the Kir\v 
man will cemmenca ear.ning almost immediatelY if he applies 
what he has leaned. 
Aa is t~e eaae with.p:ractiea.lly all direct sel,Uug 
organisations, the men a1'e eo!npensated on a commission basts. 
For example 1 if ths deale~ sa Us the complete Kirby HGine 
Saaitation System at the establiShei :retd.1 price of $237.2;, 
his caumission. amoun'bs to $60. Commissions en the sale ot 
ltass tb.an.the complete system are l1kcaw1se approximatel;v 25~ 
ot the sellJ.ng pri.,Eh ·However, 1n addition to his eommtsslo•t 
the $alesman is pro11ided 't>titb a 820 ·trade-in allowance 'by the ... 
distributer, b1 order tba:t; he mar nes.otiate for the prospeet.ts 
old cleaner.,. This is one of the ma~or reasons wb7 the aUwanoe 
- •' .. 
on tra.de•in' s selctom is ht excess fit tb1s amo'Wlt 1 toJ! ~hblg 
oval' this figure would be pro-dded by the salesman as a,' de• 
du.ction fl'om. his eemmissi~. On the. other lumd1. tt the daale:r 
can close the sale by offering less than the ·sao allowance, 
. . ' ' 
he can increase his own compensation b.Y the difference. 
In addition to this liberal eommiestcm, the eom.pa..ny 
otters an innentive'~onus called the Sales Produeerts Dividend 
Plan (S.-P.D.P,.j • Undel' the provisions of the S.,P.D.P., the · 
salesman is en.titled to a bmnts ot $92.,.0 in addition to his 
regular ·eommission on eve~? eighth s~le made within a month. 
It is impressed upon the t1"ainee 'f;hat ha makes no 
investment in this bttshle~s othel' than his time, and the 
company is willing to expend time and money to make him a 
salesman if he will cooperate in this effort. Iaasmu.ch as · 
it is possible f.or the f'ull-t1me man to put 011 five demcm.--
st.rations daily, and oonsidexalng the fact that the :Kir~ 
. ~~· .. ~,·' ':, 
· elos:tng average is one sale for evl!!Jry four demonstrations, 
it becomes apparent that the ea.r.niDg potential of these men 
is rather b:tgh. 
2. :J!r!WiM »e itEh% ~Dea.J.e:. 
fhe~ appears te be a high ine14enoe of failure 
dur:tng the early stages of 'braining among men who have 'been 
hired to sell direct te the ccnsumst-. James m·. Arnold beU.eves 
. . 
that there are five princ!:pl~ ·causes tor this high attrlt:lcn 
l*ate, which are ps;y'ehological ana soeiol-ogieal h natuNI* 
~ 
1. !hs salesme m.ay deu'bt that the product can ba 
sold. This doubt may be predicated upon a fear of the 3ob 
itself. 
2 .• The salesman may feel that the 3ob lacks status, 
and consequently may eens1:.der himself' inferior to his pros. 
peets. 
3. There is the psyehe1ogteal Us advantage o.t 
epera.ting t>n the prGspectf:s own premises. ~ in enemy te.~ri.tory, 
so to speak., 
It-, !he salesman may lack ~o:nti<ienoe in his ability 
to withstand rs3ect1$tb 
; • The salesman :may feel that management has ove~ 
sold the 3ob epporttmity., 
Kirby at,ampts to overcome eb3ect1ons such as these by means 
of an intensive 1ndoetr1nat:ton progftm which teaches the sales 
trainee how to eope with problems which rill be encountered in 
the field, and with continuous on-the•3ob supervision which 
acts as a stimulus to the tl!'ainEua·•s, selt•eontidenee, 
The district manager ~s :responsibla to tha local 
distributor foJ:- maintaining the sales p:rsduetion of the dealers 
assigned to him at the highest possible level, and tG a.cc=om.-
plish this through help al'ld guidanca, stimttlatlGn, ani trabd.n~h 
The development of a greea trainee•dealer into an etteet1Ye1 
ass~ess1ve salesman is one of the most important th1~gs that 
. the district manager does. It has been said that 1 1'Mea make 
sales • but managers make man1 " and one ot the best measures 
of a distnct manager's ab11:t't1' is the number and qu.al.it:r 
of men he bas t~ained,* 
However, before the prospective salesman is turned 
over to the district manager in the field, he has al~ea~ 
reeeived a eartalrl amount at basic imstmct1on at the loeal· 
distributer sales office" He can assemble and demenstt.'ata 
the KirbVt bas been teld. how he is expected to operata tn the 
field, and has been eeaohed on many of' the problems he will 
encounter-. This teaching has been performed by the recruit 
trainer, whose primar.v responsibility is the orientation of 
new men., 
Immediately upon gettin~ the entire elass of trainees 
assembled the tl'ai!u~r welcomes the new men to the Kirby' ol"gan-
1sat1on, and eheaks out to each rea:Ptd.t sales litera.ture and 
other promotional· ma'lerial which :may be available. An agree-
ment between the new salesman and the company- is explained. 
and signect. !hereupon, a Kirby ia · ehecked out to eaeh mUt. 
The agreement stipulates that the tratnee·will ~amain with 
the company tor a period ot at least tbirt.v days or until he 
sells the machine tor which he has signed, in return for the 
sales training which he will receive. Failure to abide by' 
these preVisions means that the mM, himself, must b~ the 
Kirby ht his possession tor the distrtbutol' price •. 
After each member of the class has bee shOWn how 
* ;. 
to· :repack hls Kir~, the tl'ainar puts en a complete tactoJ7' 
sequence presentation., using twe or the trainees as a huband 
and wife. When this is· completed, the t:ttainer proceeds to 
answer questions which may have ariseD..., 'fhe class is told 
that they will be trained not ohly in the pbysioal presenta~ 
tion of the Kirb7, bUt also in the motivation. an4 stimulation. 
of people-1. how to oveJ!'oeme ob3eet101\S t how to barter tor tra4e. 
ins, and ti:aal:ty how to close the sale • 
. The l*eertd ts are informed that after they complete 
the tra:iniag program, th$1 will ·be adar Qontinuous supeJt• 
vision 1n the field., The field su.pemsor will endeavor to 
teach ea~h man how to close sales in a more efficient ma.mter, 
w:tll probably olose some sales tor him, and will guide him 
in the right ohauels towaX'ds his new career-. The recruits 
are told that the will ·ba retrained ill daily sales meetings, 
during wh14h the 1nstraotor will go baek over the original 
trainiq.p.rogx-am and ad4 ntmteweus ·details te the store ot 
knowledge wh1eh ·they have a.lrsatly acquired.: 
Trainees are encouraged te adept a positive at't1• 
tude towards selling as a p~ot~ssion. They are told that 
there are many motives, both logieal and emotional, involved 
1n the pu~ohase of a Kirb,y. It is necessar.v. to appeal tp 
these·met:tvas in· order to eonsummate·a sale* 
The trainee is intor.med that the t1rst basio tunda• 
' 
mental in selling is the 'captiva~ on of' the prospeet•s ·· atteation, 
Once this has been accompUshed, tha next step is to pe:rfom 
an interesting demonstration 1n order to maintain the un .. 
divided attention of the prospect. When these two things 
have been done,·the third step is th~ creation ot a desire 
t• ow the p:roducta The final, and most important, step 
in selling is the act1on1 Qr "closing," phase. The man is 
told that it.he dees all these things in. the ord•r outlined, 
he will "have that sale.• 
It is impressed upon the new K1rb.v man that he 
must be firm in his ccnviet:lons and his statements that the 
Kirby is silperior to all other competing products on the 
market. He must be frank and honest in his statements, and .. 
at no time should he. find 1t naoessary to misrepresent a 
Kirby. He is told that he must be fair in _bia dealings. 
regarding such matters as trade•ins and down payments, so 
that he will leave a fa"l1o:ra'ble lastir.tg_:llnpressicm on the mind: 
of his customer. 
The introductory portion of the·Klrb,y de.mo.nstrat!on1 
wbioh was presented in an earlier seetion.1 is called the 
. . ., 
"f'ront'-i'talk." The trainee is informed th$t the front talk :ts 
a very impenant part et the Kirby pesentat1oa, and if it 
is presented ·a the :right manner, :1 t -can eond1 tion the p:rC!lls'lfl'l 
pact's mind so that she is recaptive. to the entire demonstra-
tion. lt is the basis upon which the demonstration is touncled, 
and it is utilised to ·sell the ecmp~ as being a ~el!able 
institution and to overc~e same ob~eetions that may arise in 
this regattd. The front. talk, which gives factual tntormat1on 
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regarding so ott & Fetzer ana the ievelGpJnent of the Itf.r-by, 
, is essential in aiding the prospect to accept the compan:v, 
product and: salesman aad thereb1 establishing Wt1a1 
rapport, It adequately meets s.uel;l' objections as ut have· 
never heard ot the Kirby,a or •How old· is the company? ,n 
or •Is it a stable orgaatas:t:l.enY" 
The seetlcm ot the front talk eoneeming the fou,. 
basic types of.vaeuum cleaner 1s stressed and practiced 
. until naa.r11 perfect, beeause it is a vital factor in the 
dsvelopment ot the product demonstration which ensues •. 
Emphasis is placed. u.pon the fact that ·the ·eompaey .is not 
selling a vacuum cleaner, as sueta. Rather, it is stressed 
that they at-e selll!lg the Kirby Hotne Sani ta.tS..Ott System tor 
household ma1ntenaaee. ·. The pll'ospeetivs dealer is a&nonishEJd. 
tb.a t at no time should he :refer, to the Kirby as a vaouttm 
cleaner, because he w-111 create the impression that he is 
selllllg $237.2,- worth of vacuum cleaner• instead ot mainte.R 
nanoe equipment. It has been f$l.UJ.d that itt.· the salesman · 
presents his stcxw in this. m.tiUU'ler ·he ean we rooms suCh · o~ 
3ectlons as "l ha'fe the best. va,~a cleuer,n "I d~:::t~4~~~!~~.~~ 
a vacuum cleaner • my mae.hin~ ~s ~till o.K.," or "•:Jt~eat~& :~~i: 
. .:~~.;: ~· ~- ~~ ~~ 
have a vacuum. oleatter •" . . . ~ z _ ~- § ~ ~ · 
' - • ~- ~ ..;JJIIt:- -~~ ~ 
In subSet~uent training sessions, the neW~~ d~~ · /_ 
. ·-~A~ ~- .... ~..._, 
·~~ ,~ -.. · 
taught. how to ·c.iemonstl"at~ the. power plant. BalllU.o-Bui!~i,Ji='~~f 
"::" ,~./ ·-.: ·. ·\..... ·:-/ / 
OX?stallatotr, sp~ gua1 ta$ type clean.EU.*; hand: poriab1iJ-~ :.::.-~-
vaeuum, upright X'Ug cleanel!, el.eetrie tloor ·auste:rt power 
poUshtU* and rug shampooing units. 
'fhe trainee 1s then instructed in overcoming ob• 
jeetions to buying, It ·ia explained that ve'l!!l few peepla 
are gof.:ng to b'tll' a Kirby t m:rr ~ product, from a. salesman 
without first offering some excuses to~ not purchasing. 
!l:tds is hwnaa nature and must be l'Eu;ognised as such. People 
don't want to .. be e~sidered. as easy mara, evan :l.f they 
reallY have the desire te b'll#., 
ft 1s alf;lo exple.bad that tr too ~ objections 
are encounteredt it is us•allF because the prospect is not 
eompletel;y sold • the beaetlts of the p1'orluet. Therefore, 
the salesman must reve1*t 'ba.ok to the demonstration and 
completely sell the prospect • the need tor th!s equipment, 
in order to oreata a greater desire for ownership. 
· In the lattez- stages of the formal traiaing program, 
the salesman is taught how to close, or eons'tUnmate t the sale • 
He f.s instructed ia the l'EHsognition of buying signals, anti 
what to de it he receives such a signal.. 
fhe mast difficult part ot tra!J.d.ng a new man is 
the quastte ot haw to handle a refusal ·to buy. He is to1c1. 
that a ttaon usually' means "maybe," becaMe the prospect Jn.ust 
have a raasen tor deollr\Sng te purchase the Kirb.Yt ad tt 
this reasa cu be discovered ad we:rc01ne, then he has 
tuaei the "'no• into a sale. Tha trainee is tnfomad that 
sueeesstul salesmen weloeme the wo:r!d ''no" tor this reason. 
Finally, the trainee is instructed on how to gat 
dC!JW payments and explain time payments and interest charges 
ln the case of' o:redit sales., how to gat eaah sales and 90 
tia,- ea.sh sales,, and how ta obtain cndit 1ntomation am1 
n1 te up orders. This phase ends the formal taaa1!d.ng program, 
~ ') 
Despite the fa~t that tha t~atnee bas laar.nea a 
n:wnber ot things 13y· the time ha is tnmed over to the atst.-ict 
manager to:r field supervision, he d&as aot thor'eu.ghl? under• 
stand them, for he has ne1'er applied hts knowledge unaer actual 
sall.b.g crm.ditioaa.., Up to this time, the trainee has been 
stud1lng1 reheax-s!ng and building his oontidenoa fer the 3ob 
that lies ahead. . Now is the id.me he must put into pnctiee 
the things he bas lea:rnea.. Until he has prwed to bimself . 
that tba things he was taught aotull3r work in the field, he 
really hasn't learned a.n7th1ng.. Yet, this time was noi; 
was. teA t•r f. t Pl!'Ovides the neces$ary backgl*Ound ·tor a quicker t 
more successful t•atDtag Sob br the 41str1et manager. 
The district ll'ltmage• must . show the trainee how te 
1mp1emeait the knawletiga he bas aequired. When the trainee 
~aports tor the ti:rst day ot field training he is likely to 
be tetLse and na:t.'Vou.s., !ha d:tstdut manager must be patient, 
eontd.Clerate, ocms.tnctive and thol."ough ln order to put him 
. . 
at his ease so that he J.tlQ' •pex-a'te efteetively, The px-aspe~ 
tive dealer aceompbies the cU.striet man.ags:r as an o'bsei*VeJ!' 
fef! seme clemonstrat!cms, 'tl.lttll it 1s c<msidered that he is 
ooJnpeten.t to make his owa presentation w1 th the cU.stftet 
manager as tha observer" Training progresses in this mann.e:L' 
until it is e.,! dent that the new salesman is capable of . 
opa~ating by himself• 
Howevert even whea a man has.bean develo,ed to the 
point where he ean eaa a fair i!vtng, the tra.tnina ~ob 1snHt · 
completed • ·:tt · aetual1y has 3ust stal'ted• Most men reqUire 
refreshe:P tl'atning 'regu.lai-l:r arid. often, and 'it is the exeep~ 
t:tonal person. who ean ma:i.nta1a his sales volume at a high 
level without ecoasiol'ial help and· guidance. ·xt is neeessQP7 
. . . 
f'or the exper1enoe4 distriet manager: to cam.tlnuous:J.y tea.eh 
his salesmen selling Ste&emer.ts, in o:ttder to improve the11* 
teehn1ques • A man on the 11dowa•grade0 ean be picked up, and 
poor selling hab:t ts evarcome, by close supervision. Sales 
~:e~ctien :ts neeessa17 to eope with ar,w lack. or confidence 
which may develop, and to p,..ese:at any new sell:tng methods 
that have proved su.eees.s1hll. All e:r th1a 1nd1eates the neeu 
to'S! the intensive a&d. oont:tauous t:ra!ning whioh is given to 
all Kirby dealers • 
.3 • CgntrqJ. of Sal,eft Pru~ra~iPDA• 
K1rb.Y salesmen are not emplo,Vees of the company. 
The~ are 1ndependent·contra.oto~s, in business tor themselves, 
and have eomplete latitude Jtegat.tding the hours they work. and 
the amount ot effo.rt thq apply to the 3 ob or selling ICir'by's • 
Beeause of ·this tact, distributors tend to agl.'ee that 1 t is 
necessar,v te maint~tn e~rtain baa,ic reeo~ds an the perfo~ 
an.oe ot each 1llBl1 so that they ean prove the need f'o:t' ,col'reC• 
tion and, at the same time, pr(;)Ve th~ effectiveness of 
wopking the "right" way,. D1stnbut•ln3 emphasize that these 
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records should be s~le, tor none of them care to burden 
themselves with ~ecessar;v deta.11. 
Through ut111aat1on of thes~ records, d!st:r1ot 
managers find it possible to ·maintain an_etticient and high• 
preciucing · e:rew without using arxy et t~ compulsion whieh 
frequently is :f'oU!ld in employe,.....emploree relationsb!ps., 
Dealers follow the district manager's reeom,mendations, not 
because they· have to, but· beoause the :records show the value 
of his advice and the !neffio!ency ot othe~ methods. ~hey · 
heed his counsel beeausa they ~· see, tram the records, 
that it pays to fellow it. 
Dail7' :repot*ts help the· district mrmager te ·maintain 
cogn1aanca over s~eh important elements as the ratio ot 
appointments made to the numbe• of canvassing attempts, the 
rati". of· demonstratieDs presented. to appointments made, and 
finally, the ratif.\1 of sales te demonstrat1o11s.. These repol't 
terms not only show the s.a.lss ~oti vi ty of eaoh individual 
dealer, but they also show the potential wealmea ses in any 
-d~aler' s operation. For example t a salesman who has been 
·having an Wtusual tJ:u.mber of eancelleti appointments, or"bum• 
outs, n quickly becomes appann.t,;, and steps can be taken ts 
observe his appraaeh.teehnique and determine the reason tor 
these hurn•outs, By the same token, a dealer whu is obtain-
ing less than the nomal amolUtt of sales in relation te tha . 
number o~ demoDStrations p~t on, ma~ require additional help 
' with his p'.t'esentat1on o' closing technique in order te 
improve his eff'ectivansss. 
aeoords and t:'epons give the district manaser- a 
' . 
greater perception ot the ~e1ative merits at the individual 
mem'b.ers of his crew, and they also· se.r'\re to make the crew 
more aware ot their ·OWl\ ;responsibilities and. shortoomings., 
Once the dealer 1eama that reeards ara being kept of his 
aeti vi ties, he usually takes ~taps to improve his pexator.m• 
ance so that hie a'eool'tl compares fa.vorablg With those of 
his fellow . crew rnembera. 
Most district managers have found that it pays to 
maintain records. The 1teep1.ng ot these 1'ecords, daily and. 
weekll', will provide the district manager w1 th aJDJJllUd. tion 
tor his sales meetings, the information w1 th whiQh to guide 
his crew to greater selling aueeass • and an insight into his 
own efteoti Veness by pOinting OUt hiS «da . st:rangths and 
weaknesses. 
4. AUIDil• 
OonelusiOl'lS regarding the man..agement.ot the Kirby 
salesfo:rce appear tG be simple. ,enough. Selection praoedllt'es 
are designed to eliminate candidates whG are defi:rd .. tely not 
adapted to this type of wa!'.k, The training precess a.tt.empts 
to i!ieuloate a thorough knowledge of tlle produet and te 
equip ·the man With the neeasSa17' telling tools • !he ecm:tJtol 
system, although limited 1n 3urisdietion1 is expeeted te 
maintain sales affieiencJ' at the optimum level., Although 
these observations seem elemeatar.vt their impl!oat!ons are 
t.¢. the utmost s1gnifioance in the selling of a high p:ricaa 
pitoduot of relative eomple:d.tlt• Man:utaoturers marketillg 
tllrough the aon;ventional wbolesaler.reta11er appliance 
channels do not have the opportunity to s.elect tha. people 
who will present their produets to the buying public* Also, 
there are· stringent limitations as to the amount of training 
and other selling a1ds which the manufacturer is allowed to 
give to the salesmen of distributors an4 dealers. Finally, 
the producer has absolutely no control over the selling 
time and efforts of thes.e salesmen,· and very of'tea the 
tendency is te sell the item which requires the least amount 
or aggressive sa1eamansbip.,· In e:f'faot, these man are "orde~ 
take:rs n rather than salt.lsman, and surely a prGduct requi~ 
a comprehensive value•bli1l&g dEmu.m.strat1on, such as the 
IU.rby, ean never be solo: in 'tfOl\tlllQ 'PY a salesforee comprised 
of order ... takex-s •. c 
OB'.A.nER V 
DISTRIBUTION CHANNELSt Sl.'JMMAR1' AND CONCLUSIONS 
Let us sons:tderr.the itnplieat1ons of the preceding 
chapters. We have trac~d the development and grGWth of the 
vacuum cleanen: industrY' frQlll its beginning a:til the present 
day, and we have prej eeted a loek into the ftdm.~ • The 
vacuum cleaner !ndustr.y affords an oppartun!t, to consider 
a wide variety of marketing programs it It was noted that 
vacuum cleaners, like Jilall1 O'tha1* products, were first !ntre-
dueed through house-..te-house distribtttioa. However 1 unlike 
w1 th most other products 1 this marketing method has bem 
continued 'by s tme vaeuttm clean&l' t1rms for more than fifty 
years • leng after the item had achieved widespread consume~ 
acceptance. Even totiq,. 1 t is estimated thai! .. up to ;o~ of 
all vaeuum cleaners are sold by' direct speclaltyo ·salesmen. 
We have observed that some author! ties eonsidar 
docr.to•doo:r selling to, be a decadent distribution method. 
Yet, the recognised leader in the industry, Eleetrolux, has 
· bee• committed exclusively to house-to-house d1stribnt:t.e 
since the inception of the compaJtr• Again, data released 
by Scott & Fetser indicate that this fil'm has experienead 
a remarkable sales gr~th in recent ?ears using this market-
ing method. In faet, a com.pariscn of fables I and XI reveals 
that Kirby volume has increased at a pace eensiderably greater 
than the remalnde~ of the industr,r • surelY not an indieatiaa 
at all archt.de distribution system.* 
In tha 10 year period f'rom 1949 to 195'8 btdust!ey' sales grErtt 
trom about $221.8 ~illion to:$283., million, an increase ct 
less than 28-, During the same partod-1 however, Scott & 
Fetser s~les expuded ftl"om 86•-9 nd.llio:n to elosa tot11.9 
mi111on1 tor a phettomenal 130- increase:. It wou14 appear 
that despi ta the trend towards mass merohudistng _ :methods 
in- recent year~r, direet specialty distribution ofte:rs 
profitable· opportunity if eonditions. are rilhib 
Xn the first cbapt$r· a list -of consumer" pre4uot 
charaeteristiest- whiehwe:re eOhS1de:red· to. ba prereq1lis:t.tes 
to successful direct selling, were 11stech.* It is aoted 
that the Kirb}t Heme 8anitat1cn Sytstem corresponds ra.the:r 
closelY' to these stipulated. qua.lit1eat1ons • First ot all; 
the Kirby is certainlY' porta.blEh: Then, while the complete 
home cleaning system oan:aot be class1f1ea aa simple 1 this. 
requirement 1s obviated by the fao:t that all non--owners ean 
easily be categorised as prospects. 'fhis tm1varsal.1ty of 
~:ppeal eliminates was 'bed etfori 1 1na.snraeh as it is ass~ed 
that the lengtb)" presentation is pt.!oduetive providing 1 t 
is directed at a householder :not all'eadyo p.ussassing a Kirby'., 
There is: no doubt that the system stimulates 
spontaneous eonsurne21 rea.ct:lon and that it is sub3aet to im• 
pulse Pttl'$hase (deSlJ'-te the high price), because ot the 
demonetrab1lity of its product advantages. The :ttem is aet 
repetitive,, bttt the "high ticket" provides fl• a wi·dth et · 
pttotit margin which compensates to:~ this shortcotldng., 
* Ib14~ P- 2;.: 
Finally, the Xil"by ·possesses original1t7 ·tn that it is mltke 
any other prodtt(lt obtainable.elaewhere at any prioe. 
Nw .i,t is ·apparent that· the Xirb:v meats the sped.• 
fications fer doox-... to•door distribution~. However, the .. 
question naturally artses as to whether.this is the one best 
method of marketing the produet, ~he answer may be toad in 
the fact that this may be the tmly feasible method ef' effec--
ting ·the d:tstnbutie ef this multi•P'fWPO&e app1ian.•e.. The 
high pr1ee (when compared to the oi'dina.ry vacuum cleaner) , 
and the length1·P:resentation involved, p:rraet:tcall.y preclude 
the possibility ot ooaventiona1 retail appliance distribution~ 
To reiterate the wcnrds of Mr~ 'fx-itioa.t "We don't want the 
Kirby to sit around in :retail cutlets whe:re the oonaumer ls 
able to compare pr!ees but does not have the opportunit.v to 
compare value."* 
It ·has ba~n mentioned that the Kirby buyer can have 
the system presented, tnstalledt and financed without moving 
from the living l'Of)ttt ehail:'. !hia is the result of art bteft.-
sive effo~t to obtaiD good ~elatiottships with various financial 
institutions • an ef'fort which has paid off in 1ncr~ase4 sales 
· volume. 
We have n()ted, too, that the aggressive K1r\w' sales 
program has been implemented by an enth\tsiastie .Ud well• 
trained salestorea.fhe nearq 6,ooo Kil*bl* salesmen are· tmns4 
to sell only one product, and tbei» li!9lihood uepends on 
the!~ suecess in selling this one brand. No eompaQV ma~ket• 
ing th7.iough conventional chamtels tan provide such an btcea-
tive for retail· salesmen. 
Therefore, it· is evident that the K1rb,y success 
stoey is not mere~ an example •t go~d fortune. Rather, it· · 
is the result of the carefUl blending·or.a great m~ cen@ 
atituent elements • And certainly t the case offers convincing 
evidence tn defense of the aft1caq ot that moclem day 
e"'unterpart ot the •Yaakee peddler" • the dc:»e:tP.tol!llidoor sales• 
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'lhe prb'Bl!em to be eO!lsidered in this thesis was· ,, 
previously stated as ·be1ng·whethel.2 mass merchandising methods, 
whiob have become the conventional method of ·marketing in the 
appliance i:r.tdustry, . are adaptable · t.o. vacuum cleaners ~ or are 
these products sutfio:ientl:r differentiated that they requi~e 
individual consideration as to the eptimmn method ot distri• 
but:lont Xt is .considered that the presentation of the Kirby 
ease has served to verify Hansen's contention that, n.,.,. it 
is not the balancing in general of the pro's and eon t s ot a 
distribution method which Cle.termtnes 1ts desirability. lt 
is the en"!11romneat and opportuni t,. of the 1ndi Vidual seller 
which tip the soales for or against a particular distrlbutian 
method."* 
Aga1n1 in the words o£ Bordena 
"Generally there is n&t 3ust ee way to pr~ 
duee oXt ma-rket a pl'oduct or llna ot predncts. 
A:n.y management mai consider numerous alternatives 
for conweting its operations, alternative methods, 
as to meroband1sing1 pricing, channels of distr1·· 
bntion., and selliq methods,. Some partleula.r 
combination of 'methOds mq be m:c.tst promtsmg ia a 
spec1f1e product field, and the firms which follow 
these methods ean be f'tnPlQJ'ed and can produoe a 
profit. The outlooks or different managements 
may var.y widely because Qf differences 1n praduet 
lines, max-kets sought, slse or enterprise, capital, 
. 
selling channels available, and their skills of · 
merchandising, manUfacturing, promotion, and general 
adlrdnistration. Tha result is a wide variety or 
management operating patterns or mixes of various 
elements employed b,y manufacturers.•* 
The conclusion to be derived is apparent. While 
there may not be just one way t& market a general p,_.oduet 
classi.ficat.iOll, such as vacuum cl.eaners, there doea appear to 
be one mtst p:ractteable method of d1st:eibut111g the ladiv1dua1 
items whieh compose this cla.sa1fieat1on. In tha case ot 
attfe~entiated products, like vacuums, the characteristics 
of the pa~ticular brand may be considered to be the dater.min• 
1ng factor in the selection of marketing methods. As stated 
earli$r, 1 t has been the primary purpose of this stuq to 
ernphas1ze.the fact that product eharacteristics ultimately 
govern the marketing program, and ther~fore, a distribution. 
channel which proves suQcess~l tor o~e compaey may not 
' necessarily be ~a for an. o:rganiaati~ marketing a oompetittve, 
. but diff'erentiated., brand., 
Earlier in the study ~t was stated that it is net 
the intent of this ~hesis te provide a. categorieal seluttou 
to the market~n~ problems of the vacuum cleaner industry. 
Obv1ousl7t f.Ul7 suck intention would be incompatible with the 
find~ngs, which indicate that ~ach ca.se must be 3udged 
according to .its own merits, It 1s _hoped that. this latter 
point has been emphas1~ed sufficient~ throughout this thesis. 
Likewise, it is hoped that ~ concomitant eti'ect or the st'udy 
has been to point out that no marketing method should be e~n· 
sidered inetteotual simply because it is ne~ of recent origla 
•because 1t the circ'llblstanees are favorable, this .Vef!1 method 
may be the key to profit opportunity. 
APPENDIX A : 
Prietng Practices and Selling Methods tor Vaouum Cleaners# 
As with most other appliances toaay, the llst 
pr1ees of vacuwn cleaners, at least of those which flow 
through· the usual channelS of distft.but:ton, are lugely a 
fiction* QtJis shoppel'a did not have to pay list pl'!.ce i'U 
a single one ·of tbe 29 1'egula:rly distributed. cleaners the,-· 
bought far. tasting. The t!:f.soounts they found available 
ranged frtml about 10 pel.' eent .to 3!1 per eent, varying from 
brand to brand, modal ta model, a11d store to store. 
However,. the distribu:t!.o~ of' a number of the 
brands 1nelude4 in the tests is. directlY' contvo1led 1>1' the 
manutaetue~ or brander and for them the · pl'iee pi~ture is 
different. ~ the cases Gt brands that a~e sold house-to-
house (Rlectrolu.x, Kirby,. Compact, Filter Queen, and, et11 
~eeentl? t AS. way) r those sold in the manutactUHt.-• s or 
Brander's own .sto:res (Singer and Western Auto Supply Comp~ts 
Wiaard) 1 and those s.o14 bY' mail-order or 1~& mall•o:r.tder•housa 
stores (Se~rs and Wards)t discounts a~e. a, good deal harder 
to emne by., . 
H_ouss.to""house selling is, of e()Ul!tse, a :trelativelr' 
oostly d:tstX'ibution mathocl and the foul- bighest•priesd cleaners 
in the pro~eet were heuse-to""'house brands t Kirby (upright), 
8237 .2;1 Compaet (canister), $209.8~' Filte:e Queen (canister) 1 
$169.5'0; and Airway (cylinder) t $149.5'0. On a l!st .. prioe 
basis, the two Electrolmr: models tested were more eompat .. 
1tivel:r p:ricecU 899.?;' and $69.?'· While the pri.ees listed 
tor the K1rb71 Compact, and the Filt$).'1' Queen include more, 
or more expenSive, attachments than atJ¥ other eleaners 
tssted and the mctiels were eltaraeter!aad b3r superior mate:rlals 
and/o'l! workmanship (as. d1s1d.not trom partomnanae), !t is un• 
Ukel)" . that these faetors eo11ld aoeount for more than e. part 
ot t~~~::J! higher pri.qes, In the maint house.ta.house brand 
manufacturel.'S claim a n.,..disoou.nt policy. Eleet1-o1ux pres1• 
dent Pa111 :a~ Boggs, for example, l'eeentl.y '\liaS quoted by' the 
i.@l1' X:t)tls ?amc:.s •• saying "No E1aotre1u ,eustome:e b\\VS ~ ot 
our products tor a pel\'mll' less than the established price." 
Aetua.lly 1, discounts in the guise or a t:Pa~in allmtanee ean 
be had on most sueh bl'?ands, 1:n.alud1ng E1eetrol.ux. !he grant• 
ing or aot g~ting et a diseoat, which 1ft these brands is 
no~ likely to exeeed 1~ per ce-nt t seems to depend pnmaril.y 
on the individual salesman, perhaps because the discount may 
cOlna out of his ·oommiss:tm.t,.; 
As for ma:tl•o'l"der-housa bnncis and cleaners sold 
in xnanuf'aetu:rer-ol.' brands~cont:relled ou.tlets 1 CU1s shoppers 
hati to pay the tall list price foP all 'but on~the $99,.9; 
Binger upright, which the shoppeXt get to;f! ,$; less by trading 
in an olci cleaner. 
a. ~ tm_ge .... !.u -slmmi~ls· 
2;-ade•pl!'ess f2'e'po,.-ts hdioa.te that a tft(!e.ia 
l. 
allowance, whether given by a housa•tn.house s~lesma~t or a 
regular reta~ler, usually is noth1n~ ether than a d!sqn!sed 
diseount. According to. a 195'8 auney by the trade publication 
~J,acj;;cigal Hsn:ghrand#.!lnlt dealers said they junked 60 pe1!' eent 
of the cleaners they took ·as tl'ade ... ins *' An article· in Sales· 
Management, statea that, not c;mly doas EleotrolWt not· rebuild .. 
cl' rase~l traded•!n cleaners 1 but "net long ago the company 
dumped ito t:r~ckloads Of them ieto the Atlantic Ocaanu•pl'SSUJn•. 
ably to make. absolutely su:t'e .that they wou~d nev~r reappear 
on the market to compete with new Electroluxes. In short 1 
although vacmum cleaner .companies m8.7 maintaia, as Electrolux: 
dllles, that the,. tey to diseouragJ trade-ins t a persistent . 
eonsttme:t' ean, apparently OIJO a discomt out of a rmmber ot 
dealers or salesmen via a trad~in deal. Electrol~ has, 
. . 
however, armed its selesm~n w~th a cash§discu:ntnt antidote m· 
the form ot a earpet sweeper o:r of accessol7 equipment f'or 
. ' 
the cleaner wbi ch al'e offered the purchase%' with a trade• in 
.· . ' . . ' 
in lieu of a discount. 
b. ~!!e ham .s~U· 
H!gh•pressure, bal!d•sell teclmiqu.es long have been 
standard in housa-to~house selling and the house-to-bouse 
vaeunm~oleaner business is no exception. All manner of tridka 
are used to get a foot in the door. A eommon door.-openar 
technique is a pho~e call announcing that the answere• has 
won a prize. A salesmen, of eoux-se • delivers the set ot 
~teak knives, kitchen utensils, or similar- item. 
... 
the prospect's living-.room ~arpet ~or tree.. One of the oldest 
and commonest t:r1.cks used by house•to-.house vacu.um•cleaner 
salesmen is to vaouum ywr :rug fiJrst with you!' old eleaner 
and then go over the same spot with the gleaming naw dem~ · 
straticn model to show you how much dirt the old cleaner 
failed to piok up., It's an :tmpressive stuut because most 
potential customers are unaware that it would work as well 
!n ~averse. A good deal of dirt will remain in a rug attar 
vacuuming with any eleaner,. old or new, unless ,-ou work over 
the same spat many more· times than· the salesman is likely to, 
b. vD.V!'t pri~@ ume§!? 
Perhaps the most questionable taetie, used by' two 
cleaner companies that sell house•to~houset ts referral sell• 
1ng • the offer . of cash payments to the , eu.stomer f'or supplying · 
. . 
.. 
the company with names of prospeets.., Literatu:re deacJ1ibin.g 
reterral.selli~g sQhemes eame with CUfs samples of both the 
Kirby ana Compact cleaners,.,{} The Xi:fby 11 terature promises 
payment of $3 each time a K1rb,v representative shows the 
cleaner to a ~~end or aeq,ua!n.tanoe ("reliable," steadily 
. . 
employed, etc.) who's name the customer has sent tn, and 
promi~t:ts $;' it the prospect buy's a R":irby. The rules and 
regulaid.ons for th~ ncompaet Owner-.Reeommendation Program" 
' . 
stated that the owner would racse1w a credit of $2;' f'or- etleh 
I Compact is manufactured by Inte).WState Precision Products 
Corp.. · · . · · · . 
sale to a nqual1fied praspaet •••• who is personally known 
to and whose name is submitted by ·the Compact-owner together 
with a definite appointment tor--a ·• ••• demonstrat1on. 0 · ,. 
The trouble with sueh schemes, aside tram their 
distasteful aspects, is made quite clear. by a frank provise 
accompanying the Compact· ofter 1 "The Franchised Distri buto:r 
·tor good oause.may re3ect ~ prespect submitted by a Compact~ 
Owner at any time pricm to a sale *••• and Compaot.Owner shall 
not be entitled to ~ banus should a sale be made to the 
-prospect thereafter," What this seems to add up to is: "We'll 
pa,- you it we feel like it ., 11 In light of the ltmi ted nature 
. 
of the sel1arts eomm!tment under retel'l'al plans, the sales• 
man's use of these schemes to·oonvince people that they will 
·be able to pay for their cleaners· ·through J.teferrals 1s mls• 
leading. !hat suCh use ~a made of the plans is evidenced 
by two exoarpts from the lite:t-aturaa '1) Kit-by ... "Don't· discuss 
price (with y-our friends) f they oou.ld _get it free (and so can 
you)." 2) Compact • ••All bon.usas ··• s.. will be eredited . to 
Compaot~OWnem Co:nditiona.l Sales Contract until paid, after 
whioh bonuses will be paid in eash.n 
'l'Q cover by referral pa1JD,ents the list price of the · 
Kirby (aot including whatever interest or oarr,ring Charges 
may be added it you buy on time) would tata·79 $3 referrals 
and about a yeas- and a halt ·of time 1 since you are allowed 
f 
to arrange only five appointments the first month and one a 
week thereafte:t;t. If the referrals bought Kirbys 1 1 t would 
take 48 of them. The Compaet ~~~s, however, seem to indicate 
that only eight or nine or your prospects would have to btl?. 
a· cleaner in·order for your oreait~.~~ approximate the clean ... 
er•a list price .. provided, that is, that Compact chose to 
recognize your clatm~ 
Et. !gbe ._l!ealth n'ctum. 
Last August, the Feod and Drug Administration 
brought. Health.-.Ma:t-1 :tnc., ,of Chicago, manuf'actul'er of the 
Filter Queen cleaner, to 'book foX' CJla1m!ng that its machine, 
by filtering.the air in a home,wauld protect the ocoapants 
from infectious diseases.. Under terms of consent decree ·ot 
condemnation, the company agreed to sell the cleaner in the 
future without therapeutic claims and to destro,y a quantity 
of sales literature claiming that Filter Queen would prevent 
streptococcic inteetions a~d sueb diseases as tuberculosis, 
scarlet fever, diptheria, bronchopnemncmia, smallpox, measles, 
tetanus, and asthma. However, as re"ently as 3anuary of this 
year, purported he~lth benefits ("freedom from air"borne dust 
and dirt •••• relief f'rom dust allergies ••ll• lessen" the ham-.. 
tul_ettects of air pollution in yo~r home ••~• proteot you• 
family •••• a more sanitary.atmesphere •••• ") continued to 
get the major emphasis in Filter Queen advertising. 
APPENDIX :S 
Presenting the Xirb,vl 
When the Kirby salesman mas nset the stage• for 
his denu.mst:ration, be is ready to pxtoeeed in a manner similar 
to that outlined in the to11aw1ng_sequencet 
"Folks, in the next 30 oP l+o minutes, X am going 
to show you the K:blby Rome Sanitation System an6 all of :tts 
marvelouS features., 11 m S'tU*S· you. will find it mueh more 
interesting than watching a TV show'* 
"First, you undoubtedlY' would like to mow something 
about the eompany: that makes this fine product, th~ Scott & 
Fetser CompaDJ'·• The Company, located in Cleveland, has been 
:tn business far more than 40 yea:r.ws and has always had a 
reputation tor quality workmanship .ann fai~ dealing. It 
boasts an AAA~l rating from Dun &Bradstreet, and is generally 
rsgar:ded as being a substantial industrial firm. 
"The Kirby was invented by tTames B. Kirby, who :ts . 
world famous as the inventor of the modern vacuum cleeer, 
as well as many other well...,ltnown de'does,. Mr. Kirby' made 
and sold his first equipment in 1.9Q~, 
+''1.~ 
"You have heard of Lowell.' ·Thomas, the explorer and 
news ocmmentator, haven't you.,. Mr. and Mr~h Prospect? Of 
course, eve:eyone pas heard of him •. Well, Lowell Thomas was 
so impressed with Jim K!rby•s inventions that he wrote ~s 
booklet telling about them, and about Mr. Kirby too. 
I Excerpted f~om a Kirb,V sales manual entitled "The Kirb,r 
Presentation" · 
Lowell Thomas calls Kirby the "Man who revolutionized the 
American Home. tt Isn't that 111teresti:ng• Mrs .. Prospect? 
ttBoth Mtt, ~irby and the Kirby product have reea:l.ved 
the Modern Pioneer Sorell of Achievement presented b,y the 
' ' . 
National Association of Man'Ufa~turars., This is a Very' high 
honor and has been presented to su.eh other men as Thomas 
. . . . 
'Edison, Hen17 Ford, and Haney F1:r.-estone. Naturally, it 
speaks well for the on~ prednet whieh bears the Kirb,v name. 
UNow for a glimpse of this wonderful product~ 
"This is the Kirby motor or power plan:t~ This one 
unit is the base abou:t wbioh ei~ht Xir'bt attachments· are 
built. It supplies ~us:t the ,..ight wno'Ul1t of' power to proper13' . 
sperate aU et the Kirby urdts. This means that ait all t!me$ 
' . 
you hav~., not a miniature pnwer ~'\1pply, but a really ade~uate 
and fuU supply of ;power on every tud.t!l 
"It ~equires no maintenanoa, ••• no oiling or greasillg, 
and it even has its own tan to keep it fre.m ~erheating under 
the most severe stress and strain. Made of lightweight 
aluminum, dia .. cast for st_u1:1tliness. and prerd.s!on-..ttt, this 
power plant has been seientif_ieally designed to combine the 
same power usually found onll' in header, more massive medals, 
without sae~iticing an, ot its lightness, compactness, an4 
portability. 
. ' 
"See, how easily it J.tolls ••• ,ami, look, l can litt 
it with just my tingertips, In tact, it weighs on].y slightly 
more than a moder.n steam iran. 
"You w111 notice, too, as l bulld the Xirbl' System 
around this power plant. at no time do I have to use a w:teneh1 
or a screwdriver, and that each part, baing preoision•bld.lt 
and fitted, goes into place easilY aa4 positive~. 
"This, Ml'fi. Prospect, is the first step ln the 
K1rb7 installation. This cord 1s an ll'ndel'Writers• Laboratories 
approved eord. You w1ll notice that it is a separate extension, 
22 teet long t that will have maey uses throughout your home, 
when not. in use on ,-our Kirby • It has standard plugs on 'both 
ends 1 allowing you to use it for all sorts of things ln .70V 
home. · You will also notlee that 1 t :ls of highest quality, 
molded of sturdy· rubber on both .ends, so that it will not 
break even if stepped on • 
. ... • 
118:~\rou see, in addition to ha'Ving a fuU•length 
cord with which to operate the Kirbys you also have the advan• 
tage of having ·an extra 22 feot extension cordt And yrou can 
always seem ~o find the need tore an sxtension cord, ean•t you, 
f'olkst" 
a. Th~ ~;rw !f!mdi·~sttsB• 
0Mr, Prospect, do· you have a set of poweJ..l' tools, 
or a. complete workshop in yourbasement?.You. dontt? Well X 
imagine that there are·~· times you have found the eccas1on 
around the house when 701t wished that you did have some pwe• 
equipment to do the multitude ot little 3obs wh:teh seem. to 
keep cropping up all the time. Isn't that right? Ancl you1: 
Mrs. Prospeet.t •• l imagine you have found mattV occasioas Whell 
you, too, could use a small, eompaet set of portable pcvel' 
toels. 
"Here !n this box, :talks 1. 1s the Kirby· lfanti•ButleJ.I' 
•••• it proves beyond a doubt the statement we make 1a ou 
national advetits1ng.that K1rb,y does mora tor you than~ 
other single apj>llanoe. 
11Th1S is the Bandi-Bu.tler itself, and dUring the 
next few miau.tes I am going to show you wey it is the most 
marvelous· time-saving• labo~savtns1 and money•saving device 
that.has been introduced into the home maintenance field. 
"Notlce how easily it slips right onte the front 
or the powet- unit and loeks in plate with 3ust e. slip of 
this little ·level' on tep, h$re. 
0Stnee you would be using the Handi·Bu.tler on a 
workbench or tablet&:p 1 the first step is to place these 
little rubber suetton eups under the two front Wheels. 'l'hese 
cups ··hold the pwar unit in the correct position and prevent 
it f'rom slipping on the bench Cl* table., Th1s makes it much 
easier to use the tool fOJr the '\taiYttcnts trpes of wt>J!'k that 
70U:'ll~ye te de. 
11Now you:r Handiw-!utler 1s alread1 to uae t afl4 you · 
~111 notice first this carborwndum grinding wheel. This 
precd.sicn•made grinding wheel is !deal tor squaring the edge 
on a se:rewuriver, or sharpening a hatchet, or icepiek, as 
well as sharpening aU of your garden tools, such as shovels, 
spade, hoes, and-, of course t 1 t is ~ust perteot for aJ1Y 
121·. 
woodworking tools such S:Eit:· o~sels t plane blades, drills t aad 
other tools you may have,~ > ·· 
"See how :t put a ntce, square edge oa this screw• 
d.rive,;r Whic:th I have in my demonst~at:ton kit.,. Jou td.U 
notice that the faee of the wheel is protected by this 
plastic cap so that only'' the grhid.ing edge is ri.siblet thus 
prGvent!ng any· accident or mishap 1n the hands ot the ta. 
axper1ence4' person who :ts· not used to handling power equip• 
ment. An advan;tage· you have with the Kirby Handi..Butler is 
that the dirt and sma.n Janie las ue sucked into the· machiae 
b)" the flow or ai,.-. X am sura you can see how easy :tt would 
be to keep a sharp edge on all of your garden tools sni 
woodworking teols, oau.•t Y"OUt Mr. Prospeett 
' 
''Mtts, Prospect, surely' :ron have sevel'.*al lad.ves in 
the kitchen that are getting dull. I wonder· 1f you would 
m:tncl getting one ofl twe of them for me (pause) ., Thank you, 
Mrs. Prospect, these will serve 3u.st fine. 
ON ow the gri.ndi!lg wheel is fine for most tools 1 
but to put a superior e4ge on a knife, more than a grinding 
wheel is needed, and we have 1 t :r!.ght hera in this handy. 
knife sharpener. Let me show :rou how quickly and e~f1c1ently 
tbis attachment w1U sharpen a lad.fe~ · Just place S.t m· this 
I 
slot hes-e, .and dnw it lightly' and quickly toward you until 
the complete length of the blade has a razor-like edge. Just 
once or twiee through this handy sharpsnet" will give the 
dullest kntte a ver,v sharp and workmanlike cutting edge. 
"Here, Mrs. Prospect, ttY it yourself aa4 see hew 
easy it is. Now don't pl."ess too hard • 3ust dnw the lad.fe 
blade quiekl1 but firm]3 through the aoteh as 1 t !'eVolves • 
~ere, :reel that edge., Isn't that marvelous? You see1 
Mrs. PS*ospeott al\V'Ol'19t without any special· sld.ll1 ean use 
this sharpener for keeping the1l.' lmi ves in perfect shape 
I 
at all times. X am sure • Mxrs • Prospect, that 70u would use 
something Uke this frequent]¥, wwldn•t 7ou, to keep l"OUJf 
knives sharp! And you, Mr. Prospect, :t 1tnaglne you would be 
glad to be free of the responsibility., of bavblg to sharpen 
your w1tats lmives by hand once a week ol!' once -e'Yery two 
weeks, as you probablY haVGJ to de now • 
.. ttNow fellts t 1m. thls oom~aot little tool kit we havta 
additional teols to taka the· drudgery out &t mafl1' ot yo1m 
household tasks. 
"First,% slip off this plastic ,covel", and with thf..s 
' little wrench I quickly remove both the kll!te sharpener and 
the carbo:rundum wheel. That trees this shaft for the othe:r 
tools that we have. 
"First, you wtll :netice that we have two butting 
wheels • One is . a flannel wheel for butf!ag and polishing pnEi .. 
cious metals such as silveware and 3ewelry.. The other is a 
sheeting buffing wheel which ts used fo~ polishing the 
ragu.la:r household metals such as aluminum pots and pus, 
bPass dcorknobst andirons, and aU of the otheJI metaUie 
ob3eots you have in your bouse. 
"M!'s. Prospect t wldle X slip on this flannel 
btlf'f1ng wheel and appl7 a little 3ewe1er•s rouge,; I wondeP 
if' yon would get me a· tam! shed speon trGtn the ld tchea. 
Thank you~ 
"Now notice how qn!okly and easily t bring this 
taraished sul'face to a h!gbJ.v lU~l!shed finish. There 1 Mrs.: 
Prospect, isn't that simple an.d easv • look how 1t shines. 
You can put this same highly polished surta~e O!l aa;v ot 
your household metals, using the flatmel wheel rcr the more 
precious metals and the sheeting wheel and the No. 1 
jeweler's rouge tor 7our ordlnaX7 household metalth 
"Just a turn er the wrench and ott comes the buff· 
ing wheel ...... to be :tJS:placed 'by this 'Wire wheel. This wire 
I 
wheel or brush will scou::r.- your pots al'1d pans , remove rust 
fram metal ob3eets sueh as porch furniture, ~our children*s 
biqoles, or your autctnobile.. It :ts also wondex-ful. tor 
cleaning up golf elubs and gardaa tools, as well as cleaning 
ou.t the 1ntar1o:r ot 7011r oven and removing the enc1'tlstations 
that se often gather there as a result of your baking o~ 
. . .. ,. ~ 
cooking. 
nucther hancl~ tool 1s this lambswool bu.ffing pad 
which serews onto the drive shaft ve7.7 simply end aasil-7• 
Now yon have an autcmat1c shoe.shild.ng maehine, Mrs. Prospeet 
•••• one that ean be operated tw the ehildreu or yeu:rselt 
~1thout ~ effort or strain. 
ttmo doubt you. have lna!J3" other articles around the 
------,----r------- -- ---
house that ean . be waxei _ ~r pe11shed to lengtha their. ttSs• 
ful lives., An example might be this camera case, or wallets., 
or belts, or what have yo'th 'l'hts lambswaol pail ls abeata'ble 
tor this me ot work. Jus-t appJ.v a light ceaid.ng ot wax to 
the lea.theJt au:rfaoe .and polish it tt.P; butting the-wax late 
the leather as you. see :right here. 
. ·ntrndemeath the lambswool. p$dt :t ha1Ye a sanding 
diso ..... the Hanti•Butler comes equipped with three different 
grits of sandpaper • eoa:rse, medium,. and tine • sa that you. 
can do power sanding to meet •e.n? ot. :vov n~l household 
needs. Let me show YO'tl how qUickly 1 can sand this piece ot 
wood X carry in. D13" denum.stratioa 1d. t • 
~~ Z eome . to one of. the- basil. features ot them all 
• this ;\f. bleb. flexible shaf'ih Obviously tha · usettllaess ot 
all these tools and attaohmeuts that X have Shown you woul4 
be greatl7 ine:tteased if you ~cmlt\ -take the wheel te the work 1 __ _ 
aspeetally it the ~rerk is in an nt•ot~the-W63" place,. · ~his 
f'le:d.ble shaft enables you to de aust that. 
8See how easy it is to oonaeot this shaft onto the 
Hand1 .. Butlel*,. A. smple twist of the bQyO».at coupler makes 
the attachment so easy even a Child oould de 1tjl) Nothing 
-can ge wreag- tha attaelunent can be made ~ether the moto,; 
is on er oft • it makes no ditfel'enee. 
"Now with t}le fle:d.ble shaft attached, yon; have 
extreme tr.ttmauverabi11ty to~ ,all ot the a.tta.chlnents that come 
with the IU .. rb7 Handi·Butler,. 
0!1!he buffing wheels' grtnting wheelS, Wire brush, 
or even tl)e lambswocl pad ean be quick:br atta.checi to the 
end of t~e .shaft. Feel t~~ Jadi M:rs •. frespeet, and see how· 
soft it 1s •• ,.3u.st pel!feot for poU.shtDg 7~ aloe tuatture, 
isn't itY 
"Now with this .lambswool pad b1 placet J'OU oaa 
polish waxed surtaees ·aJ'l.?Where 1ft your home or gal'age. For 
inst~~e, Mrs. Prospect, I am sure you ee see you!.'selt 
polishing 7our TV set, as wel.l as the hard•to.gat•to legs 
of this table. 
~~You, Mr. Prospect, aaa now take the Har.tdidu.tle:~> 
out to your aalt' and do a protsss;ional waxing 3ob on :you· 
automobile •.. % bagine that appealS to yoou, doesn't itt \t11tb 
the Ifandf.•Butler you ean qu1ekl.y do this 3ob yourself, ad 
save the $17 o:r $18 :vou would have to pay to have 1 t dena 
outside,. 
"Agahl1 by :removing the lam'bawool," pad, X .have the 
ideal· prof'esslona:t. powel.' sande:tt' toJ.- nf:lnishf.ng furniture or 
smoothing out a rough plaee • ths t1eot.t 1 wall t cetling, ox-
actuallY almo$t any place at all. 
uFether, MP. Prospect, at any hardwa:re st.,_.e, yq 
ean do as I have done and p!.ek up a standa~d chuok and a set 
of drill~ Whieh will slip onto the end. of' the fleai'ble shan, 
thereby giving you the equivalent of a qua.nar-1nch 41'111. 
l4any other standard· power drill t! ttiqs t such as saws, pablt 
stirrers• fUld ntouated wheels .w111 fit on this flexible shaft. 
, 
nsee how quiel£1.7 X oan 4r1U thl'ougb this piece of 
wood even when X hold it loosely' on. this X1rb1' tool Mt. 
. . 
' ' 
. 1\Taturalb', if it watte in a vise, or braeed on a. w~kbenoht 
it would be even easier and quicker. I am sure you em sea 
. . ' ' ' . 
many applications fo'l! this wondex-tul Handi..,.J3utler 1n t~ 
averag~ home, isn'tt that right, Ml't~ ad Mrs., Prospect? 
"Finally, b7. attaohirlg this .s~ouldes.- strap, the 
entire piece ot equipment can be made ca.mplete1y portable 
. . 
so that I can take it to the 3011, no liiatter Where it might 
be.· 
1
'Ml*t Prospect,. if 70tt we~ to trJr to duplicate tlds 
equipment by' bU71ng these power tools 1a a hutiwrn-a store er 
at Sears Roebuck, X tld.Dk you*U. agx-ee with me, it would prob-. 
ably cost you $?';' or $6o, isn't that right? A.nd ret, folks, 
this is only the begin.rdng ... this is cm.l)" part of what the 
fabulous K11*by will d• 1n yolU* home." 
~~- _:he· P&7~~~l!i:fi01 
"And. .nw, Mrs. Prospect, I'm goiq to· show you 
something···that can save ,-ou. litatta.lly htmdre~ of dollars :ln 
3ttst a few minutes. Where is the. nearest •lathes closet? I 
want to show you how you can rid l'OUrself' ot the eve:r.pt-esent 
dangel* er mcths .. so eastl?t so quickly, and yet, so surely., 
"All yc.u have to do, Mrs., Prospeot, 1s to attach 
the E:~rb7 Cr;ystalator as I have dcme 1 roll the unit mte 
your elt~set• alose the door and let it run tor several 
ndAu.tes. 
l2?. 
"While we •re waiting for you:r closet to be 
ccmpletell' demothed, X would like to tell y-ou 3ust a taets 
about moths ~d carpet beetles that you may not be familiar 
with. 
"MI's-. Pr,ospaet, would you bel:teve that from three 
to t1 va times more dollar damage :ts done eaeh year in the 
home by moths and. ·other itaseets than is dGne by fire? 
nyes, Mrs* Prospect, that's tme. And the wox-st 
of it is that the damage :neve:v shews up unt111t !s traq. la:te. 
The moth, you see, the f:b'iBg moth, has alraaa,- done its 
damaBEh 
"Moths pass through tour stages ot development; 
the egg, the larva, the pnpa.1 and the adult. fhe female 
adult moths l~ sot' white eggs in the nap of clothing, tD 
the pile of upholstering, :tn e~aeks and in other oecaalecl 
places. A moth lays from lflO to 300 egga, whiok hateh ia 
·lt- to 8 days :La the summe~., 
"As soon as theY" are hatoheil1 the larva begin 
eat1ng. They teed oa woo11 mabair1 :fur, feathers., bristles 
and down. Each la~ is capable of eating man:v times its 
own wsight and ona larva can destroy the value 1D. a std. t 
or dress in ~ust a matter of d~s. 
~fhis .'book1 Mrs. Prospect,. published by the u.s .. 
Departlnent of Agricul.tUX'a, desmbes m,oth and carpet beetle 
infestation in greater detail than X have, but, more impol'fk ... 
ant, 1t a1se tlesel'ibas tha best method the u.s. Govermnent 
, haa found: tor preventing. moth a.amase,. 'the,' tall us thai: 
paradichlorobauene crystals· stve off a ·vapor ost gas 'lftbieh, 
in sufficiently eoncentrated doses t is fatal· tn moths.· · 
Untort'lU'late-ly, the odor at these C17S'tals alone will not 
kill mothst it must be a ooncen.tl'ated gas. !he Kirb1 s,-stem 
creates this coneent~ted gas and 7onw111 ba able to 
quickly and eas:113" prQVent moths and carpet beetles f'~ 
ever oau~,t!ng damage :bt yout*' h~me. We have had suoh things 
as moth balls ud oths~ para prcaueta e:fallable to us to:r 
a good number. et years,. BtJWSVar, it wasn't until the Soott 
&: Fetaer Company dweltz.tpad this modem way 1 different from 
a11 other methods aot4' t.n use, of nl.aas!ng the tun ettee-
tiveness ot the crystal, that a positive method of moth 
and insect ccm.t"l was avallabl$ • Unt~l Kirby intreduced 
this method, slow .Enfaporati.on was .the only contw1 metho4 
known." 
nm., howevat.", through the .ecmbina:ti.on of the 
Clry'stalatol' and the Kirby you have at -ywr fingertips a 
means of :releasing the ~ffeetive ·controlled gasaea that· 
remained ter. an these yeaS's !,eck~d up inside the pa»atii• 
eblorobenaene uystals.. Xi:t.tby has •eleased these vapoN 
by passing the ·crystals through the high speed taa, lttar. 
a1l.y atomtsing them, thus getting madmum evaporatls-. · So 
no l•nger does the public have to rel.lr a lneftee'bive1 slow 
evap~ra.tion., Ol! the ldnd still being UGe4 'b7 other house• 
ct1ea.n1na· equipment• fha Kirby way is ths $Ut-a ~ .. 
the easywe.y., 
11Xt .is time aow to tum ott the Crystal.atott in 
y-our closet, Notice the otio:r of eoneen.trated gas when X 
open the door·, but be carefu.l1 it is very strong. Anyth1Stg 
that was alive 1n that eloset when X closed the door""' Qr1l' 
insect at all ~ is completely dead n®t• Lat me show you 
3ust how this was aooomplishe4. 
"First, we pour into the Orystalat0r a small 
quantity of parad:lchloJ'oba:nsene moth cr,stals. Here, smell 
them .. ,..ou see how mild 'they are a this tom.. And yet, 
~ust a moment age ,.au saw how these same or,rstals were 
transtormea. in youJ.t closet into a· pot$nt, S.nseet·ld.lling 
. . I . : ·('~ .-~: 
''Next t with this aia11. I can control the size del 
flew of the 02.7stals • or, in other Wcn'ds, X set this dial 
(. 
for the degree . ot cenoentration I want. The fi!'st dial 
setting X will use is the run crrstals. You will use this 
setting when pa.cld.ng your winter blamtets away to'-! the 
summer 1D air-tight containers or bags~ You will also use 
it when packing away other materials that are susceptible 
to moth damage., 
llfhe finer CX7Sta1S you will use to spraY" into 
your ove,...stufted tumt ture in this manne%', using the hose 
anci ot.tevice tool tm direct the tlow et 01.7stals down bte 
the innermost Jtecesses ot your tul'Diture, the spots meat 
U.kel)t to he.~'bor the moth lana ()1' eggs .• 
"Ycm will also want to ttse these fine e3.7stals 
for protecting your rugs and carpeting from mGths and 
carpet beetles. Place tbe·ftO$Sle under one end, ·like thist 
and slowly move 1 t from side to· side. . For wall-to-wall 
carpeting 1 it is done the same way af'teS' onl:V one o:r two 
taCks are removed. 
"for wall•to-wall~carpeting as you have he~a, 
the most likely spots tor moth damage are under radiators, 
pianos, other dark and ha~·te.get•at places, or along the 
molding strips at the walls. Using the same equipment, 3u.st 
direot the gas into the :carpet, slowlyt until it 1s fully 
impregnated and all the moths and carpet beetles are killed. 
Mr., &: Mrs. Prospectt mothproofing yroul.'J ,wgs regula.r:cy. may 
save ,.ou thousands of dollars in the future. 
"fhis gas flow t M:tts • Prospect, is the most ef':t'ie1ent 
tne of moth and carpet beetle killer that has been discovered 
up to this time. When it is directed inte your closets, chests 
and wardrobes, it will kill any form of insect lite they ~ 
contain 1 as you saw dernora:at:rated ill you!' closet a mGntent ago. 
"Mrs. Prospect, undoubtedlr you are interested :tn 
saving. l told you I wouldt f'rem time to time 1 show you how 
Kirby saves.. If, b1' having t¥s modem way ot moth and 
1nseet centrolt you are able to protect one furniture sat, 
ceat!ng four o:r five hu.nd::r.-e4 dolla:rs, agrd:nst moth lJ.'ltesta-
ticm, you ean see where you would save the entire tnvestmeat 
:vo• will make in the Kirby, but, of course, as we demonstrated, 
the X!rby system of moth and.· blseot control is effective 
all ove~ ~our home. 
Wfou can ·see where the Ittrb7 moth control system 
will make it possible fol!' you te make :real sav!tngst savings 
yott·nevtn.• bato:re thought possible, don't you., Mrs. Prospect?" 
a. :J;!be SJtbt~9UD __ mn4 Su4s•O.tJwl 
"Now, Mrs. Pttospaot, woula you mind filling this 
3ar thrae~qua.rte:rs tun with 1Wr:ewaJ.1111 water'l ~you • 
that's fine. 
"D'ndau'btedl.T, Mrs, Prospen, vou. have seen equip• 
ment similar to this on stngle•purpose vacunm eleaners. 
Hare again, however, onl.l' th"egh K1r'b9-' can yon get a 
urd.versal U11i t of this kind, !e the lukewarm water yocu 
have placed in the ~a!" tor me X have added a va~ spa~iDS 
axnount of' liquid ctetergenil. Befol'e I show ll'Ott how this. 
works., l weuld like to draw youl' attention to the overall 
function of' our sprqing dmee. 
•JBv ad;iust!:J.g this regulator at the top ot the 
go,. you oan deliver the exact amount . of sp:ra;y of f!t1i'/ liquid 
that !a daairsd, Tha obvious sprayo ltquid, of cou:ese, is 
patat, and there are many times when 7011 will want to 4o 
spray painting and will bs able to dE~ it quickl:y and eas:l~ 
w:t th your Kil'by un1 t. 
"Xl'lcti4entall.y, you will noti,ce that the aa:u used 
is the standal!'d siae mason ~al*. ihex-et$Sta, w:t.th regulaJ' 
fruit aar O~el.*S )"'Otl Can sto'l'$ indefiJdte~ all different 
shades and colo~ ef paint without having to·wash out a 3a~ 
after every use. You also may want to usa your Kirb1' spray8 
ing unit for the spra,ing of lnseetloides • DDf and the like, 
and with the shoulde~ strap I shaved you a mament agot you 
• have a completely portable air oamprassor unit • ena vou ean 
use in any 1'oom in your hcJJ).e, Ol' eve• outside :lu you.r garden. 
0 Now, Mr •. and Mrs. Prospect, I am going to com• 
plete~ change the spray gUl'.l into the Xtrby suas .. oi!!IIGun, 3ust 
by attaching this smaU cap. Now1 tnstea<i ot a spny, see 
what you have • suds • :all the suds yeu neael tor shampooing 
your ru.gs el'·fUl'nitura. 
"With yolll' K!:rb7t Mrs-. Pnspeat, ?OU Wi.U no longer 
have to. re~ ·on high ·p2!'!.eed .rug ·· eleaniag people ta shampoo 
youl' floor oovenngs., · W1 th yolU' Kil-by ,ou w111 be able to· 
shampoo all 'of your floor ooveringst or~ ot your floor 
eoverings, at ant time you want to • .,.,.anil y-ou won•t lose the 
use of these things as you would 1f 10n sent them out te be 
eleaned., 
"Mrs. Prospeot, t wou:ld like to have you feel hoW 
dl'? these s~ds a~a. There is :no excessive moisture to· eause 
harm to the tab:r.-1 c, or to eause rottinf:h You caa s-ee how 
easy 1 t tfoldd be to apply them t& your ·carpet or overstuffed 
rums. ture. At all 'times you will have eontrol of the area 
ud the extent ot cleaning you waat. Xsn~'t that marvelous? 
!'ott can see how you can save with a tmit of· this kind. 
"lsn• t 1 t amaaing the maD¥" things you will be able 
to do wtth you!' Kirby' U111ts? ·You can see,. Mrs. Prospect•· · 
what I meant when X first said it doesn't cost to own a 
Kirby •· 1 t pays through the savings 1 t onates • W1 th ~u.st 
one prctessional shampoo 3ob saved,, Mrs. Prospect, '3'0U 
eould pract:loall7 pay fa~ youl!'·Xirby.w" 
d. 1J.w Jt;\rmt .. :&a~,lerm~.a: 
"New,. :folkst before l show you the next Kirby 
urd t, X would first 11ks to discuss vacuum cleaners in . 
general. X believe you know. th&.re at-e nurne1'0tlS manufac-
turers of home ·oleardng eq;td.pm.ent. However• ne matter what 
you call them 02.- What na.me is given them, tlm.te al'e ~ 
tottl' basic t1Pe& fit vatu.um .clean<ars. 
"First, of course, is the upright cleaner with a 
motor-driven brush. I am sure ,-ou ·are familiar with this 
type and could name several diffel'ent companies that manu-.. 
facture motor-driven b~sh machines.~ . 
Seeond., there ls the upright whi·oh uses suotlon 
alone, and in wbieh thel.'e is no moto~Clriven brush. 
"Number th:ree is again a machine with Which you 
are familiar. !hatt of cO'Ilrse, is the tl.Ulk.type maehina. 
Whethe:t' it is a vel,'t:tcal tank, a oyltnd$1'1 ot- a ca.niste*1' 
makes ·:ao ditferenee, The same eleantng action takes place. 
Here · aga1n you could namE! sevel'al companies that maD.tlfa.e-
ture tank•t,r,e maobiaes• 
"Number f'ou is ths· hand portable.- This t of 
I ' 
eau:ese, is a small ma®tne w1 ilb a VEI:t"3' t1n7 motot.-. It can 
be caftied 1n the hand and is used in vanous .parts of the 
home. 
RMrs. Prospect, an.?' salesman rapresenting sriy of 
the companies which manutactuw· one at these types of 
maehines oeuld prove te tou that hts maChine ts bast,. and 
X have never S$9!1 a salesman in my life who did not believe 
this to be trttE•h CePtai!ll.yt though, it must be obvious to 
:rou :that they Oatm.ot aU be the best. And yet a moment 
ago I said ·to you that eaeh could prove his maohine to be 
the best• Now, hem is this' possible? fhex-e !.s a verr 
simple and obviGUS reason f'G'1! it. 
"Bach ot these maeh1nes is bsstc only nnde:r.- a given 
set ot ct•cumstances. Eaoh. does best onlV the job 1t was 
designed te ao. 
•Fer ittstanee, 1t is csommoa knowledge that if ,-ou 
are eleantng a rug or oarpeting., the maehine which does the 
most efficient job is the upright with the motor-ctr1ven 
brusb.:t and I'm sure you lmew that etten befol'e I mentioned 
:tt., Xsa't that right, Mtts. Prospect? 
"However,. undaBeath the rug we have a mg Pad• 
Bug pads t along with some types of ine~ensi ve rugs them-
selves, are not woveay they are pressed or matted tabl'los. 
Of course, an upright machine with a moto~driven brush·· 
should not be used en this ty-pe o:t ta'bnc. Here the sales• 
man who represents an u.Pright maehins with st~aight sueticm 
oa.n definitely prove h!a machine is best. 
"Now, certainly we have other surfaces 1n a home 
to be cleaned. We oall this 0abovewthe-flo~r olsaning,u and 
it consists ot .your furniture, upholste171 draperies, and· 
the like. It is on this type of cleaning that the salesman 
who represents the tank type manbine can prove his is best. 
"And~: at course t he is right 1 yet there an still 
ethel" surfaces. te be oleaned*.J What about the thick, bul.ky 
articles such as mattresses, ~bedst and studio couches? 
On these part:t<~ular sutrta.ces, the hand portable is the most 
efficient, so the salesman handling this partieula~ product 
can prove his is best. 
"What does this mean? Does :tt mean the housewife 
is supposed te owa four different types of vacuum. cleaners. 
Well, acme manuta<ature:rs make all tour types, and they must 
expect someone to buy therilf. However, in all p:robabili t7 
most housewives could not afford tour pieees of housecleaning 
equipment, and it they eonld attord them, Where would they 
store them? 
"The Scott &: Fetser Company, man'O.facturel'S of the 
Kirby t took all of thi$ into consideration in making the 
Kirb~ for you. I want you to nctioe that although we ha~ 
but one machine, it is so readilY convertible and so easy 
te use that when we clean ruga we dG it w1 th the most 
ef':rieient type .,. remember? • the upright with motor-driven 
brush. When we clean matted or pl'essed tabl.'ics 1 again we 
de it with the most efficient type • the upright with 
straight suction~, For above-the-floor cleaning, I again 
repeat we use the most etfie1ent type 1.whieh is the tank, 
For ·those thick,: heavy,. bulkY thit.1gs we discussed earlier, 
agat·n we use the· most efteetive .,.. the hand portable •. 
"In the Ki:P'by you are going to see all four basic 
types of·vaeunm cleaners. 
, "Now I know what you are thinkUg ... can all this 
be true? You are intelligent people .. I only ask you to 
be the judge., 
•fbis,, Mr. and Mrs. Prospeett is our tank typa 
vaeuum cleaner., You will notiee that it has all the standard 
equipment usually associated with a tank or canister unit • · 
a hose 1 and a. set ot attachments with tlhieh to do y-our 
above.the~floor cleaning. Now, let's see how it performs. 
"First, notice how easil7 it follows you wherever 
,-ou go. See, 1 t follows the hose wherever you lead 1 t. It 
is light, easily transported, but still has that powerful 
Kirby motor unit as its base. 
''Next t look at these en tension wands • Other tank 
cleaners have metal wands • hea~ and oumbe1•some.. Feel how 
light they are, Mrs* Prospect. 
,~, , · ~i tb all thei%" lightness 1 these wands are e~ceed• 
ingly strong* See howl can beat them togeth:er • and not a 
mark, chip, ol* dent. , If you did that with metal wan4st: what 
would happen, Mr'Eh Prospect? !hay*d become dented and bent~ 
probably become unusable, wouldntt they. But Kirb,y wands 
aX'a made of Ethoes1 plastic, at!d a~& pra.atieally irl<iestXittct• 
1bla .• 
"Look how I can. bend the end of this wand with my 
thumb and fol!etinger., :tt I d1d this with metal wands, the 
ends wouldn't tit together and )'OU would have to throw them 
away,. But with the Kirby Ethooel wanda, I ,3ust release the 
p:ressure and • sip • the)" s11a.p M.ght back into shape., 
Jtftn.a11y t ·with metal wands t they either a:re always 
coming apart • ol.' elsa they 3a:m and you ean.*t get them apart 
• 1sn 1 t that right:? The K1~ wands fit together Uka this 
11;8 and then, with a slight twist cf the mat, they loek 
fiml? in plaoe~ 
"Here, ~s • Prospe:et t I' 11 hol<l this end and you 
hold the other* NQW try to pull them e.put~ Now l?'OU tX? it, 
Ml'. P:rospeett> See how tight thsy ara1 and. Y'Gt .--. With a 
simple, light twist ~ ths:re they a:tta 1 tiaassembled., Isnti; 
that amaa1ng? 
••!he wands t:t t e:aally ato the e.nd of th!-s bose .. 
Notice how: tle:xible it is -.. ana, of course, it is easy to 
~~~p olean, Juat wipe it otf with a damp oloth 1f it gets 
4,$,7 ana;;4t :tmmediataly l:'esnmas its former luster and 
brightness. 
PBest of all, this hose !s extramety ligllt.weight., 
leal how light it is t M~s. Prospect .,. it bar~ weigh$ an.?• 
thing at all1 Yet, in spite o.f its Ugll,'tweightt it is vel7 
,;:z-2iirable. "fhe surface is m1ach mora $WoX~d1 than any o:rtina.17. 
rubbex- hose ~d. is !mpaw1cl;{s to dama~ from water, oil oJt .. 
g1'ea~e 1 and won't rot out like ru.bber. Also tha interior 
of the hose is reinforced with strong and resilient wire, 
so that, ,1t :maintains .1 ts shape 1ndetini tely t as well as 
reducing the strain on the hose itself• This oertaitdy 
is a .mea hose, tsn*t itt Mrs. Prospect1 
''W1 th most other tr:mk vaouum eleanars t ther. CUl*Ved 
and is fastened on . the bose like th1~ t isn't · that right? 
Therefore, moat womem who have that kind. of·maohine dontt 
~se it tor above-the~tloor cleaning bee$use, tirat,·the 
wands and ~ose a:te too heavy1 and, seconcl; because they 
can't reach the .aeillng, cornices, valance boards, and the 
like, unless th~y st~d on some. thing and :reaob. way uP in. 
the aix- like this •. Whew, no woader they dontt use them • 
JD.7 arms are 'f!ired already' b this awlt't'(aJ!<l position; 
· ·"With the Kirby ta.l'lk, however; what we have done 
is to allow you to move the curved place to the other end* 
Now the brush sets at the rtght an~la for cleaning·your 
oe:ll:t.ngs ""'and your arms are ln.normal pos~tion·beeauss 
the extension 'w.'ami :ru;,aches right up to the eeiling. 
"With the wands 1n tb!s ·same position, ?OU em 
· also clean you!.* walls and drapes. 
"By giving t~e brush ~'lst a ha.lt•tum1 you .. caa 
reach up on tha.top .~t hi~h shelves,_boak oases, •r 11ghtiag 
fixtures. 
11With the dttster bltu.sh on the entl:-ot the wand, it 
139. 
fl ts right on top of your doors t door 3ambs, windw mold• 
1ngs 1 and eomices, enabling you to eleaa them 1n a 31tfy. 
"Look, Mrs. Prospect, at the dust and dirt I've 
picked up in 3•st these few place~. Now, don't get me 
wrong, th:ts isn't your faul' • you 3ust haven't had the 
equipment to get at· these plaees. 
~~~other wonderful feature is that the brushes 
in an of the Kirby cleaning tools are removable tor easy 
oleaning or f·or inaxpe:asive replacement should they eve:r 
wear out. Just sl1p it out like this, wash :1t9 and then 
snap it right back in place. Isn't that a nice feature, 
Mrs. Prospect? 
"l'll addition to all the wonderful atta.ehments in 
this ai:tacbment box, we have st11l one more fine tool. That · 
is the swivel floor nosale. Just slip it nn the end of the 
wands like this, ua. presto1 it slides aas1ly and qtdckl.V 
under your heavy upholsterecl chairs 1 sofas, beds, and 
dr-esst;lrs • uder all those things you hate to move when you 
elea.n. For your no:mual ctay .. to-day cleani!.lg, this sWivel 
noasle will remove the light d~$t and.s~face dirt that 
accwnttlates Ul'lder thi~ type or tul'.Uituret although you still 
will want te move it oocasionallY fo~ y~r heavy and mere 
thorough cleaning. 
'ltfllen, -by slipp:l;ng on tl:lia felt pad, we have the 
perteot tool for the light d~sting.ot your bare floors or 
ha~d•surfaoed floor coverings. See how eas!.l.y 1 t fits up 
against the molding ·ana into the eorners. YeSlt 1 cleaning. 
becomes relat1ve1y easy with a. Kirby .. in taet., it's ·almost 
.. fWl. 
"Now, Mrs. Prospect, let•s talk about cleaning 
you~ uphalstered tumitura. For that we have this handy' 
upholstery :ncmsle, similar in shape to that supplied with 
other equipment, but approximate]$ one-third wider tor 
easier and quicker elean:tng •. 
DMJ.-s. Prospect. this chair looks so clean, x•n 
bat you h~va eleaned it 'Very recently, haven't 70u? X 
probably ean't get muoh di%Jt out ot this, but I'd like you 
to see how the Kirby operates.. I'll go. over. thec~cha:tr 
briskly, like this, w1 th the upholstery noaale ,. 3ust as you 
probably do you%'selt• 
''Well. • look at that• · I· certainly didn't ~peot 
to f'ind.. that.Whal kind et elea.ner did ,-ou say you ha~e now, 
Mrs. Prospect. Oh, yeth Wall, anyway, yo~ ean sea tor 
yourself the ~ffioiancy of the X1rb7 tn remoVing all of 
the surface di:rt and dust from- your tine· turtd.tnre_. 
nxt d batter go· over this cushion once more, Mrs • ' 
Prospect,: to be sura·· it is absolute:cy. cl~an. Yes, there 
was still some more d:trt in there. '!'here, now, I guess 
that is p:ret~ clean now, don1t you think so1 Mrs., Prospect? 
Xt shows ,-ou, though, how' powerful the Kirby ta!ik eleaneJ!' 
is, doesn't it? Yes, tor all-around utilit.Y and sheer 
cleanirag power, the Kirby tal'lk can•t ba beaten. 
uso that you always have the ri.ght tool handy ·at 
the right t1me, Mrs. Prospect,. Kirby' also provides you with 
thi$ handlr, portable storage oase, See how easy !t is to 
carry from· room to f.'Oom.. Just hang tt on a door knob or 
chair, like thist and everything ~ou need is right at your 
fingertips. 
"But there 1s still moret' 1. sa.1d Kir~ was· a 
complete house cleaning system., With this shoultler porta• 
ble unit 1 Mrs-. . Prospect, . 7011 ean see how aa.s117 you 01* 
Mr. Prospect will be able, now for the first time, to 
clean those hard-to~reach places 1n your.basement or attic. 
Right now, I'll bet you*·re thinking or some :plattes you'll 
be able .to completely olean qu:tckJ.7 and easily where before 
7ou had .to struggle and tug with heav.y cartons or luggage, 
and· even ·Jihen rou couldn~t do a eomplet0 job. It;n't tnat 
right, Mrs. Prospactt OetttaiftlY it. iso 
"'~ now, !-irs-. Prospect, X1 d like to show how 
you can give yourself and your husband a tingling, oleaJJSing, 
energizing scalp massage in youi- own home. Just attach 
. . 
this little massage eup.tc the hose,. and rub !t briskly over 
your hus~and•s soalpt ·like this. 
"Deesn't that feel gcultfit Mr., PrqspectY I'll bet 
he'll·waat you to do that ,eve17. ltight, don't .you think so1 
Mrs • Prospeei;t Xn fact t tJlaXll' mea who work in sawmills, 
foundries · Ol' maehine . shops use it every night to get the 
dust out of th~ir ha1r and scalp~ ' 
"He:re, try it fer yourself. Doesn't that teel 
wonderful? ~he combination Of soft plastic tinge~ and 
rushing air ~ust oan"t be beaten., But more than that, all 
the loose dust • loose bait-1 sale and dandruff has been 
removed w1 thout. ~ fuss c:r muss .. 
ttBy putting the hose on. the blower end, you new 
have a home hair drrer, Just set this intake up next to 
a source ot heat, such as your oven or electric beater. 
Then tum the motor OD.t lflm it for a momen;t to clean the 
hose • and rub this l.ight]¥ ovelr' your l:U'Ial:p· and your hair 
is dry in m~nutes.. E'11en if you have pin eurls in, these 
little teeth will help ,.ou keep your curls neat. When it 
really Bomes in handy is 1~ the 'td.nter.. You ean dry :your 
hair • or your children's hal!l!' • 1n 3.ust a taw minutes 'and 
el:tmi:nate tbe chance of eatehing eold., lsn1t that manel• 
ons, Mrs. Prospectt 
"Mr!t and Mrs. Prospect, isn't the Kirby the 
finest all.-purpose tank cleanelt you have evsr seen? You 
can begin to see, oantt you, why we can make the statement 
that ~irb,r does more tor you than any other single appli· 
a.ncs in the world,. n And yet f this 1s only the first o.f the 
four baste types of vacuum cleaners that the Kirby g:tves 
}'OU.,n 
c., :Eb!_ JSi ritz JI:tmd 'P;oxtira:t?.lft 
8 Folka t a moment ago X used the tank cleaner on 
y-our ohail* oushion. im.d on the test ~laths you saw the results 
et using this piece or equipment.. I believe I have pr~en 
to you that it W111 rautove the surface dUst,- but as I 
pointed out t even tllough our tank has no equal 1 t will 
still not do a. job that it, was not designed to do • the 
removal of embedded dirt. 
fiNow, the next machine that I am going to show 
Y·Ott is anothel' of the tov basic types of vacuum cleaners 
• • • • the hand J)o~table • It teo has a P'IU'Poae ancl 1 t was 
designed to do one 3ob a particular. You w111 recall that 
1 t is to be used t:o remove embedded dlrt ~ on thick, bulky 
ariioles such as mattresses, studio oouohes, daybeds, and 
cushions., 
DNowt to demonstrate the clawng ability of the 
hand portable, let me take the -cushion that we have 3ust 
surracel(l!telaaned with the tank, On the surface this eush1on 
looks as if 1 t wel:'e eleant: Now X am going to place a test 
cloth on the .hand portable, ana .rtm. it over the same cushion, 
I want you to look at the result. 
"Now, :Mrs. Prospeett .)'1hat a:o we have hera? At 
this point it is certainly obvious to you that we a•e new 
s-emoving that embedded d1rt t spoke about before. By 
actual test it has been proven that the tank tne machine 
will remove all of the surface dirt, but only 461C ot the 
embedded din. Now attar. looking over your home, X. am 
oePita:tn you want to gat all the· din, not 3u.st 46%. Isn't 
that true? S$ ~ou see there is a purpose for eaQh type of 
machine.. For doing your aormal. weeklY d:usting, tha tank 
has no equal, but .once the dirt ha~ penetrated more than 
an eighth of' an inch into the tabri.c then we must rely on 
the type cf machine desigD:ed to l'emove this embedded ct1rt. 
'IWoUld you believe it, Mrs* Prospect? I'm sure 
;.you never realised there was that much dirt remaining 1n 
your furni turs t even after you· cleaned itt did you? 
ttLet me show you how the Kirby hand portable got 
out the dirt • the deeply embedded dirt ""' left by the hand 
eleanar~ Her-e is the answet-1 jut plaee your band en this 
eul~icn • feel that vtbrat!on? !hat is what· does the deep 
oleantng· ~Kirby Triple Cushion Vibration. lt literall.l" 
' 
sbakes. ·~;.dirt loose · and then the powerful Kirb1' motor 
whisl!S.it away. 'Antit of course,· I woUld like to point out 
that · the Kirby motor is several times more powerritl than 
those tiny motors found on most hand portables., Also, the 
llt- inch cleaning nossle is at least twice as large as the 
next closest size. 
11Nnwt Mr~t and Mrs. Prcspeet, I woUld like to show 
?Ott an amaaing. Ki:ttby iimovat1on. Is this the wa,. to the 
bedroom? t•m going to show ,.Cu why you can't sell a used 
mattress without expensive renovation and sterilisat101\. , 
11Dt>ot&l's tell tis, Mrs, Prospect, that while we 
are slsspingt· ou~ bod? is busy restoring energies we have 
expended dul'ing the nomal ,1ork1ng day • ~hey also· tell 
us that because of this function our normal resistance is 
I 
lower duri.ng our resting penods than at e:t:19' other time. 
That does scnmd reasonable, doesn't it, Mrs. Prospeott 
"An ave•age person spends approximately 8 houvs 
' out of. ever, 21+ t"esttng or sleeping. Children, ct couwse, 
on the average spend more time reating,. thtttl I received 
the Kirby course of :tnstwctions,. I aeveJt realized, and 
1•11 bet you didn't realise the eondition that axists in 
the vast majorit.v ot mattresses. I hope your mattress is 
an. exception. Itm sony to say. that mine was not until we 
had a Kirb)r in our home., 
~i th you.- pendsaton, Mrs • Prospect • I am going 
to expose a small section ot you:r mattress. 
"Mrs • Prospeet t I have put a black test cloth over· 
the exhaust, and unless yotU- mattress is an eltoeption, I'm 
afraid you're go1ng te be simp1J' astoundad at what y-ou see. 
Now listen to that powerful Kirby hand portable go to work 
• now let'$ go baok 4ownsta1tts and see what we have .. 
"Mrs. Prospect, I'll be·t yon neveX* realised that 
this eondition existed is rour mattress, did youY Please 
tmderstand, this iS through JlG fault ot yours., You 3ust 
have not had the p~~er equipment to keep this condition 
from existlag in your mattress. Have you anr idea what we 
actually have removed! Some small amount of it,. of. ewrse, 
!s loose ~velings and daoamposed stuffing. 
"DGetors tell us that a human being Changes his 
entire skin eove:tring at least once eva1!'f seven ,-ears. That 
sounds reasonable, for it we didn't, at age ;o a person 
would have the same kind and texture ot skin he had as a 
baby. Of course; .no one has that.. Aotu.al~, as we sleep,, 
"body ash" and residue settle in lfour mattress. 
0 And there is something else • most of us, Mrs. 
Prospect t perspi:re about a pint· of bodl?' seqretion ·a da7 
through our po!'es • That means if we spend one-third ot 
our day in bed, something a~ound one•third of a pint 1s 
eliminated during this time. Some ot this, of course., is 
stopped from enteri:ng the mattress by the pad and sheet., 
However, those artieles we ean,wash. The mattress cannot 
be washed. 'fhere was· ao, way of cleaning the mattress ex-
cept through expensive mattress renovation until the Ki~b.V 
. f'ull•pcwer-.mattress cleaning unit was invented. 
"Also, Mtts. Prospeot, on these teat cloths, as a 
part of this dirt sample, are invisible germs. Tests show 
same of these germs 1~ ina.cti,e tor long periods of time. 
fhey ean be ·all kind of. gems 1 such as the still 1n1sterious 
eold gem, diptheria germs,. streptoooaeus germs, staplcy'lolii!O 
,oooous germS and· all the rest. These germs ara not all ot 
your making. They are often air-borne gems that aan work 
their way into your mattress, . there to breed ana grow and 
to rEd.nteof% unsuspecting people,. 
"You certainly would tio everytlt.J.ng you poss.tb}V 
ocml.dt wouldn't you, Mrs. Prospect, not 01lly to elimtnate 
this cond1t1cn in youx- own mattress, but also !n the 
, 
mattress of Mr. P1'ospeet, and in the mattresses of lJ'OUX' 
children. 
nx 'm sure '1011 di<ln' t know this eonti t1on existed 
• 
in your mattress, did you, Mrs. Prospect? Please understand 
X know it isn• t your fault that the oond1t1on exists. You 
3u.st haventt had the kind of equipment you. need to aliminate 
' . 
it, isn't that uorrectt 
"Folks, before we go on to the next unit, I'm suva 
lfou agree that uo othE.W hand•portable eleaner can compare 
with the Killby, isn t t that right • u 
t, Tne_ Kir);t Rum~ (!lean~~ 
"M:t's,. Prospect, about 7tJ~ to 8;'% ot the harmtul 
dirt in the home :1s found on the floor and il'l th$ floo%' 
coverings. !hat sotm.ds reasonable, cioasn"t it? 
"Surveys show that an average 9 x 12 rug can hold 
its own weight in germ•laden hamfttl din and gr! t, and will 
st:tll give the appearance ot being clean. The must ha1'mfu1 
dirt and grit to a rug is that which you ea'tlnot sea. Threads 
and ravaltngs and s~rface litter are, Gf course, anno,v1pg 1 
but not nearly as destwoti"Ve as the daep•dotm embedded dirt. 
W:tth Kir'b7.t Mrs:i Prospect, we remove all of the c:a.rt, both 
surraee and embedded. 
'*By removing the handle pin, I can take ott this 
litter grip and replace it with the lo.ng handle. Now tt 
becomes the Kirby Jnoto:r....dx-1 ven brush eleaner w1 th the tripla 
eushion vibration head* This is the third type ct cleaner 
X desel.*i bed to '1'0U • the ·upri.gh' rug cleaner, the orily tne 
tor effectively deep•oleaning these fine rugs and carpets 
you have in your home. 
~~Mrs~ Prospect, this is the patented Ki:rbyt fiMagio 
~inger, u sometimes mown as the belt ltftel':t By . plae!ng 
the '-'l4agie · Fingelr!" 1tt the· "off" posi tton,. you ean hat1e 
tha straight su.etiem type of maebine • 
By simply turning it easily to the '*on"' J)os1ti0l'l1 
yon have the Kirby' triple oush1on vibration 'bwsh type 
' 
maehillEh You ean see real value ·in a feature of this kinciifl 
It makes· convenibility so easy, doasn•t it, }lfrs., Prospect! 
ttt'ou. 0 have seen ·.other machines where y-ou have to 
put your own· finger into the head to lift the belt. on ana 
ott, but only the Kirby bas thEJ '"Magic ftngeru which does 
1t fQl!' you •. 
"M!Ils., · Prospett, th1s is another one ot ·nl*byts 
:exclusive patented :teatu:reth B:v the lightest toueh ot the 
toe you have a elaaner that is affi dent on all ot the 
11"arious tYpes and heights of l'tt3 pile. !his does m1a:y with 
the . plowing actions ot ordixmt'Y type olea!lars and makes :1 t 
a completely uni'\fersal rug e1eaning macb:t:n.a* 
"By using the toa~touoh control, you can ad3ust 
the Kirby to the emet cleaning height;; tha.t is pttoper tor 
each or.te of your <nt1,'pets.- And, best of all, it tells you 
when 1 t is at the proper height.. Listen • I am now ad3usti~g 
the Kirby t,o the p!*1!pel'· cleaning height tor this carpet. 
Hear that ehange in. sound? !hat ·obange in sound tells 7ou 
whea you are at the proper cleatdng height for any earpat 
in your house. :tsn't .. that interesting? 
~.look here, ••• all· I did was adjust· the Kirby 
te you~ Qarpet • I didn •· t even move 1 t • and already it is 
showing how deep 1 t oleans your carpet • . Can you imagine 
thatl Now, let's see what it will do. when I reallY' move it 
around and tr,y to clean this carpet. 
' I 
usee· how easilY it glides· over 7our carpet • ., •• no 
bending, and scrubbing ltke you have with so mt:m1 oleanarsh. 
The Kirby makes rug cleaning ea~y • 
"!he exelusiva.Kirb.Y method ot rug cleaning is 
gentle vibMtion on a cushiOD ot air*' · The cushion of air 
is $Upplied b.V our impeller fan, the gentle vibration 
results trom the triple cushion v!'brat1ng brush .. 
fl!bi~ brush 1s.mounted in a stainless steel mount-
ing. Stainless steel w:I.U never stain or discolor even the 
moet delicate pastel floor covering.. You know, of' course, 
aluminum will do aust that • smu4ge and discolor, I mean. 
We abandoned the use of aluminum ocming 1n contact w! th . 
rugs many years ago. 
uzf 70u will plaQ$ 7our hand here 3ust 1n front 
of the nossle J'OU can feel this gentle v1'bl:-at1on. !t is 
this gentle vibration w~Ch c~uses the dee~d~ harmful 
grit te get 1nto the air steam ~d be earr1ed out ot your 
ns forever. No 1onger can it ham your rug and cut its, fibers. 
"Now, let me show you what this vibration does-. 
It ll rub some ccll'beal into you~ carpet, 3ust as the sand 
and gr1 t is rubbed :l.:n when you walk on f. t,. When t tum the 
Kirby on and adjust it to· your carpet, that same vibration 
:Vtl\t felt starts-· to shake the cornmeal ·loos<h Sea, up imead 
ot the cleaner, hOw it is dancing on the top of the carpet, 
ready to be whisked up into the eleaner. The sand and grit 
in your rug is taken up in exaotly the same manner. 
"I'd like to sho'tV' you folks wby it 1s so impt;lrt• 
ant to get this sand and grit out ot yodur rug or earpet. 
UM:rs. Prospeatt your rug ,fibers are arranged 
somewhat like the fingers of your hand when you interloCk 
them. Now if' I were to put sand and·grit at the base of 
my fingers and twist them back and f·G~th like this,. I 
would quickly' draw bloca at the base of BW' fingers because 
ot the. sharp, ·abrasive · &fl~ion. 'fh:ls same action takes place · 
in ,-our earpet when you walk -Q&Jh~it. 
"Unless:ycu.removs completely the deep-dOW!a em. 
bedded ha~l ·eu.tting grit, evsey time your rug is walked 
upon that cutting aotion'takss place, so-you are actually 
cutting your rug right at the base • Every day y-ou leave the 
grit in the base; of the rug, you are actually' th~dng money 
away through excessive wear. Removing the grtt, we again 
prove that Kirby doesn't east ... it pays. 
"Look at this dirt sample, Mrs • Pr0speet. Do ,-ou 
bow What this :i.s? :rt•s ,our mtl• This lint actually consists 
of fibers from you~ rug that ba~e been eut off b.V the sand 
ana grit you haven't been able to get out of it. 
uNow, x•·11 show you the culprit that is stealing 
your rug fx-om you, bit by biih !ill 3ust up~end this test 
cloth ovel' 'this glass, and • bea~ that? 'rhat*'s sand and 
grit. Listen to it when I ~ub this coin over the glass. 
Hear it rub and grind against the glass? That's what is 
.happening to your carpet every day, Mrs., Prospect. J:tts 
l*ather a discouraging thought, isntt itt Especially when 
it•s not your fault-. You lust dcn*t have the equipment 
to do the 3ob. 
ttEvel"J?' one of these dirt samples before you con-
tain these same pa~t1olss of sand and gri.t. That's bad 
enough, but that :t.sntt all they contain. Each ot these 
tirt satnples also contain millions of diseas~·laden germs. 
RMi-s. Prospeet, I talkad to you about the exist• 
enae of harmfUl diseasewladen germs 1n your mattress and in 
your overstuffed. turni ture. In add:t tion to the air--borne 
germs that do fall on these two platJes t people track in 
from the outside all ldnds ot gems on thEd.~ shoes. Though 
in most pu.blio plaaes 1t is against the law to spit, thars 
is nothing to stop people f~om doing just that on the side• 
walks ot you:r e1tJ-. A person will step into this spittle 
and can''t help but track it into your home. 
"T-he1'a the germs are dropped on the rug a:t' fleor 
covering and • ~m.le~s they are removed,. f'OU:tt floor c"e:rtng 
w1ll.become a regula.:t ~t-eeding grottr1d for additional germs. 
Here ln these. laboratory repo~ts are the results 
of tests made of rug dirt f~om many diffsrent sou:tces. Notice 
what these reports say • right hex-e they indicate there a:te 
nine million germs in. this small amount o.f vacuum· eleaner 
d:trt . .., such germs a.s streptocoecl and· stapb;v'locoeo1 1 g~rms 
that ~auae diptheria., er,'sipelas .. yes, it is' even suspected 
of being the souree of polio· germs., 
!tFo~· that reaaon, Kirby ha$ r.~oduce4 an efteotive 
method: of remoVing tbts d1:ttt fllom· yotnt rugsf! ! ani an effective 
method of removing it t~om-youp home. 
"Mrs" Prospect t one of the nastiest and most un• 
pleasant 3Gbs conneotad with hcm.saclean1ng, mosfr housewives 
tall tne t is the emptying of the vacuum .cleaner d:l~t recap. 
taole. As a matter of faot, in a na.t:tcna1 survey conduowa 
by Daniel Starrm & Company of Ohioago, 93;;~ at all women 
said emptying their vacu.um bag was the wo:rat home ao'b they 
hlitdt That, ot oou.l'sef was t~e 1ll1i'kil Ki~by solved the 
.. problem.· 
nx imagine that ycu have been wonde~ing ,how we 
solve this problenh The answe~ ·1s very simple, and yet it 
is quite $t1.f.'PriS1ng too. :t'll take off this di~t meter and 
.show you. 
"Yes.,. we have a bag • but not · 3ust an.· ordinary bag, 
Here we have the largest filtering device in ~he h$J11e cleaning 
field. Bere the d!rt•la.den air is filtered ·atfeetlvely · 
through this high quality, specially woven and specially 
acnstructed multiple filtering elotb. 
u!ha light dirt, ~ust and lint :ts restrained by· 
this filter bag, the hea~e~·dirt fallS to the bottom, and 
the escaping air 1s fresh and olean. 
· "Various other kinds of dt!!t reoeptacles are 
available on the market today. Some of them depend on dis• 
posable bags. !his, nf' couX'se, is a Ve'l!'fl expensive method, 
and a person is not likelV to empty the bag near~ as often 
as sha should,., All cleaner meuf'aoturers llo neommend 
emptying the bag after each using, for they know that onoa 
you have removed .the disea.se•laden. dirt from your rags and. 
floor eoveringst and then leave it in the cleaner which you 
usually plaoe in a dark closet,. the heat of the motor and 
the dartmess of the ~oom w1ll o:reate a x-agu.lar convention 
hall for breediag more gems. Yet, because of the 1nocnvea• 
ienee·., or the expense of raplaeing disposable bags 1 most 
people. don't empt,' the11"· cleaner bags after each using, an~ 
the,- often. keep that aange:rons. and germ .. laden dirt in their 
closet ·to'1! days. 
"With Kil*by aU that has been eliminated., Now it 
is easy to empty the bag., Simply inflate 1 t foP a moment t 
and while :tt is still inflated, shake it like this. AU the 
loose dust ana dirt 1 sand and grit fall 1nt«h •., • this wcm.der .... 
ful Kirby Sani Em•Tox-. fhis patania~d, exclusive Kirby deviee 
removes all the dmdgery1 all the inconvenience, all the 
muss f'rom ·emptying the bag., 
"J'ust place the Kirby on a newspaper, flip this 
little lever and turn the tray·, and there is· the dirt. After 
every cleaning you rid your house forever ot this disease-
laden dirt by wrapping it securely in an old newspaper and 
either putting 1t in the rubbish, or burning it, thus ending 
:tts effectiveness so far as its damaging properties are 
concerned., 
fllmptying a bag the Kirby way is so easyo,. you can 
even dr~ 1 t while you. a:re wearing wbi te gloves, if' :vou want 
to • and not a bit of dirt will ever touch you. Isn't that . 
the most marvelous device you ever sawt 
"Now, Mrs., Prospect, here is another exclusive 
Kirby feature you will love. lfhia little t-ed eap on the San! 
Em•'for is part of the air refresher unit. B,- placing a tew 
drops of this liquid air fJ.Sesher:in this opening before you 
cleal'l 1 7011 will not only eliminate any tmpleaaant . cooking t 
cleaning e:r smoking odors t but also a light, a.117 fragrance 
permeates the air in each :r.woom, 
uHave you ever before seen ~thing like this in 
youJ' whele lite, Mrs. Prospect? No, of course you ha'V'en't• 
!his feature 1sn*t available on anv other equipmant •••• it's 
just one moN exclusive K:trby.feature .. 
"l'm sure you ee see, Mrs. ProspE!Ot, and ~u too, 
Mr. Prespeot, that the Kirb.1 is years ahead of an1 othe~ 
type of' rug cleener. If .. this were all the Xirey did, it 
would be worth almost any price because it would add years 
of lite to your floor COVerings w butt believe :1 t OJ.- . not t 
there is still mora to come. 
g. tb\9 ii.rll!; J?lentr:a,g EJ,og£ Jlijs1fet., · 
"Now we come to the ·:rourth type of' cleaner l told 
you· about • the straight suction clea~ar. You remembsr, 
Mrs., Prospect, I showed you earlier how by placing this 
: .·. ~·~ ~?. 
Magic Finger in the· nott" position, the K:trby becomes a 
st~aight suetion type cleaner. 
"!'ou have just seen how this type bt cleanett is 
. I . 
inadequate for rugs and earpeti:t'lih yet it 1s ideal· to'l! matted 
rug pads and tor ce~tain othe~ types o~ rugs,. sueh as shag 
rugs. 
( 
DYou see how, with the Magie Finger :tn the not:tn 
position, the brush is not rctating and how this type ot 
cleaner relies on suction alone to do its cleaning. 
"This means, then, that it is the same type of· 
cleaner as the tat:lk.1 except that it is an upright machine. 
The Kirby has a much wider nozsle1 st~ongar suction and. 
much greater versatility. 
tlfbis type of machine isn't mada much a.ny more, 
but the few that are sold eost about $lt9,, ,-o., Kirby gees 
-, 
farther than. the others do1 however t for they pl'OV!.da you 
with a means of getting mue}l more use from this type of 
cleaner,, one that I would like to show you right now. 
"Folks, this 1s called. the D®ter-Butfer ·Pad., 
When it is placed on the straight suetion unit, the entire 
assembly :ts called the Eleetric Floor Duster Unit. 
1'illis Floor :Dus'hel" snaps in place on the cleaning 
bead just like this, Mrs. PNspeotr. notice how easily tha 
pad slips into plaee. BY' tumtng ~ belt Utter to the ttofttt 
post tien, making it a stx-aight suetton maobine, lfOU are now 
ready to give you.:' hardwood floors, linoleum and asphalt 
t1le a quiCk spruQe·up~ 
Ul'ou remember, we said baton that 7'5$ t'G 8,_ ot 
all the dlrt in the home is to be found on the floor and in 
the floor cr..vel'ings., We discussed the makEhwUp of that dirt • 
bow the CharltOn Laboratoliea showed that less than a 
thtmhlefu1 contained well ever nine m1111on har.mtul germs. 
!his Elect!ie Floor nuster was designed for the Kirb,y t~ do 
two speoitie 3o'bs t though many other usss have s1~ce bean 
found for 1t. 
"It has definitely eliminated the necessity for 
wet washing hardwGod tloorst linoleum or asphalt tile floors. 
Many experimmatasbava proved wet washing may be not o!lly 
1u3u~1ous to the flooring material, bat oftentimes spreads_ 
and multipli~:.; };!ermMladen d1rt 1 rather than removing it. 
~rs. Prospeot, this floor looks elean, doesntu it? 
Letts see if it :really is. Fi:rst, I'll take this pieee ot . ··· .> · 
·elean white paper and rub it ae:t"oss this ll.ttla seotton ef 
fleer. Here that sound? That1 s sand and grit .., the same type 
of sand and grit we tound in your carpets.- But that isatt 
all - it is also grease and grime# 
"Look at the marks on this paper·~ those marks are 
I 
the soil that settles on your floc~ every day. Now I 111 show 
you hew to gst rid ef that sand and sritt ·that grease and 
grime.· 
"Notiee how easily this goes :right up into the 
corners. 'Also notice the construction. It .doesn•t mar OS' 
touch the molding, ·though it thoroughly cleans right up to-
the base of the molding, and even pulls dirt f~om unde~ it. 
UW1th the Kirby Eleotr1c Floor Duster you can run 
over the hal'ti ·surraee:.•areas 1n you~ home ·and be sure you 
are remo~ing ~ not just re-arranging -. the dirt on these 
floors. 
"The seoend :.f'Unction of this unit is to polish 
and clean the floors on a day•to .. day basis, part1eula~ly the 
heavily traveled al"eas where there is plenty ot wax and this 
method of buffing can restore the sheen easily and quiCkly~ 
"Let me prove to yt)u that the Kirby Electric Floor 
Duster cleans your hard surraeed floors as no other cleaner 
eaa possibly do. 
"Ler.e 1 Mrs. Prospect, you tXT :tt .. 3uet run the 
Kirby lightly over his area·whe~e we rubbed the test papsr. 
Once up, and once back. -There wasri't that easy? Now let*s 
~b anothe~ piece of olean paper over that sam$ area, 
Xt1s ~ust as clean as when I started. Ian't that remarkable? 
•··~And so easy too. 
11:t'm sure you would like· to have.your whole floor 
just as olean as this small section is, wouldn•t you? ot 
coul'se you would, if you oould do it this quick and easy 
Kirby. ti.Tay. 
h., Th§! l(i;b:z Eot-1!:f! eel!~ba:t:, 
umow,folks, X come to one of the finest of all 
the Xir'by units,. 'l'his is the Kirby Potfe~ Polisher. This · 
:tine aluminum head 1 lik~ all other parts of the Kirby, is 
made frOlll the highest quality material.,· 'rhis is Kirby's 
exclusive ra\ar.y floor polisher brush made of the finest 
non-absorbent bristles. Even after YE3t1\l*S and years of con""' 
staat use, these b~stles will not become soggy or clogged 
with wax., All you have to do is follow the '11e'1q simple :tn-
stru.otions for the applicatic!l o:f wax and the polishing of 
you floo.-, and you will have, for the rest of' your life, 
tloetsws that will be the envy of all who see· them. 
"First, I 1 U apply a little wax· to the floor we 
/ 
3USt cleaned and then you wil1 see the wondertul Kirb,y Power 
Polisher in act~on. 
ttr.'o'ti~e· ho~ eas1ly1 ~rs., Prospect, the polishel!' 
head is attaehed to the front of the unit. !he Magie Finger 
is en the ttoff" positi~n. I am now: tur-ning it to the "on" 
position, and we are read7 to polish this wa:s;: we applied 
a moment ago,. . 
· . Ufbe fil'St Step iS tO l0W61" the tOe•tOUOh CO:tltl'Ol 
to -the lowest position so that the. bXiUSh ts resting on the 
tloor1 and ths front wheels are raised slightly ott the 
f1oo~. Then, I turn the motor on, and the polisher goes to 
work. 
flSee how sas11y it glides o~er the tloo~. Sust a 
touoh of the finger to. guide·it., and it goes a.nywhere you 
point it. It's almost ·like pm1er steering, isn't it., Here, 
Mrs. Prospect, you troy it .• 
unera, isn't that simple? It almost l*Wts itself, 
doasn*t it? You· can see, l'm sure, how .you could polish 
your hard surfaced floors in no ttme With this wondel*tul 
Xirby •• , .• and with ·almost no effort at all. 
"See wltat a beautiful 3 ob this Kirby does, Mrs • 
Prospeat, -W<:naldn•t you lilts to have your floors lt)oldng 
like this all the time? · · 
"Notice the quantity ·of bristles, folks .. 14 
inches w!.ae. !bess are non-absorbent, and through. the rew 
volving aet1on of -the brush, they are also self ... cleaning.-
EVen if you should have some exeess wax on the floor, it 
doesn't throw the wax against the wallS a~d molding as 
othet- pol1s'h&ra do • the fan suelks . the exoess wax right up 
:tnto the bag, or benishes it right into the floor. 
•see how elean these bristles are, After just 
using itt·I can rub it against mv white shirt and there•s 
not a mark. Isn't that surprising, Mrs •. Prospect? 
160 •. 
•'Beeause· the Kirby oleans as it polishes, me.~ 
women use it alm.ost · daily as a powe~ b:room., Xt not . on:ty 
polishes out the scmft nmrks whe:re yw and: the children 
seS*apa your feet,. but it also sweeps up tl.a dust and dirt.-
~his way yo• can keep your f'1oors glea.ndng all the time .. 
Tell me, folks, have you ever seea anything. like tbis in 
youw whole life? 
"Now, there is one· more thiq about the Kirby1 
Mr. & Mrs* Prospect, but I ean' t show it to you • I tm going 
to have to tell you al\'lout it., You bow, with the average 
electric appliance you get a 90 D.ay to one yea:v guarantee 
to eover detects in worklna.ns!d.p and material. Attar the 
shert gua:.antee period !s up t ,-ou alii'e OXl your oWn:. · :tt 
something goes wrong with it, you. a,.-e sub3eot to expensive. 
repairs o:t7 replacements .. 
"With the Kirb.1, we also have the :one 7ea•-... 
ooruiitlonal guarantee,_;~~~· you~ proteetion doearJ.1t stop 
f._, . .._t, __ ... 
there. Kirby ·ortera you. a lifetime service . gl1t!U'antee.. Here 
is how 1 t works 1 As l$n'g as the original purchasers have a 
Kil'b?, for the balance of their lifetime if ~ad be, tor 
the smalltnaxlnnun cost of 811.5'0, the tactoey rill put the 
K:t.rby baek in the same· condi tioa as the day 1 t was pu.robaseci-. 
Xt not only Will run. like newt it wil.l look like new • You 
can do. this whenever you like aad as often as you like, and 
at no time Will the faetol't charges exeeed $17.5'0 • and 
they very likely would be less. Tell me the truth1 folks, 
I bet ~ou have neve~ heard ot a guarantee like this beto~a, 
have you? But, even that isn*t all •. 
"You a~e also covered against 1"96 by fire with 
an 1nsu»anee poliq. With this poliCY' you pay no prem1utn 
unless you exp~rienue a loss. Ift b,y sQme stv~ke of fate, 
you~ house should catch on ti~e and your K1rb,y is damaged, 
just eolleot t:be remaining parts and· ship. them. :to the 
ta~tory, With a leti;er, and they Will replace the basic · 
Kirby for the same priee of $17*5'0 •. mv~n it it shoulii be 
totally destroyed, all you have to do is submit a ·notarised 
·statement describing your loss, and the same.insu~ance 
at111 applies. fha.t certainl:v is some protection, isn't 
itt folksY 
"Well1 Mr. an4 Mrs. Prospeet1 that is the !'emark• 
able Kirby. I think 1'011 ~11 agree that no othexa single. 
appliance will do as ~ny things for the housewife. But, now 
I'd Uke· to have your honest opirdont In your own words,, 
what do 7ou thiu of" this wonde:Pfulltirby' Home Sanitation 
S:yste~t" 
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